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ABSTRACT  

Ewin, Sarah Elizabeth  

Examining the role of basolateral amygdala circuitry in alcohol drinking behaviors 

and a model of addiction vulnerability  

 

Dissertation under the direction of  
Jeffrey L. Weiner, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology  

 

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) represents a major health and economic problem 

world-wide. It is a chronic, relapsing disease characterized by a transition from drinking 

for the pleasurable effects of alcohol into a loss of control over alcohol drinking driven, in 

part, by the emergence of negative emotional states in withdrawal and abstinence.  As 

such, AUD is highly comorbid with anxiety/stressor-related disorders and this 

comorbidity is associated with greater symptom severity and a poorer prognosis in 

recovery. The co-occurrence of these disorders is associated with common maladaptive 

neurobiological alterations. One brain region known to play a role in the etiology of AUD 

and anxiety/stressor-related disorders is the basolateral amygdala (BLA). Despite many 

studies implicating BLA hyperexcitability in AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders, 

little is known about the specific efferent projections from the BLA that contribute to 

these disorders. Recent optogenetic studies have shown that the BLA sends 

monosynaptic glutamatergic projections to both the ventral hippocampus (vHC) and 

nucleus accumbens (NAc). The BLA-vHC circuit has been shown to modulate both fear- 

and anxiety-related behaviors, while the BLA-NAc core circuit has been shown to 

modulate motivation for drug taking and seeking. In chapters 2 and 3, we sought to 

examine the role of a BLA-vHC and a BLA-NAc core circuit in ethanol drinking- related 

behaviors using a limited-access operant ethanol self-administration procedure that 

procedurally separates appetitive (i.e. seeking) and consummatory (i.e. intake) drinking 
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related behaviors. In chapter 2, we build upon previous findings, showing that 

chemogenetically silencing a BLA-vHC circuit reduces anxiety-like behaviors on the 

elevated plus-maze. Moreover, we report, for the first time, that chemogenetically 

silencing this circuit reduces appetitive and consummatory ethanol drinking-related 

behaviors. Silencing this circuit also reduced drinking measures in rats trained to self-

administer a sucrose solution, however most of these effects were more modest than 

those observed in ethanol drinking subjects. In chapter 3, we found that 

chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc core circuit had no effects on consummatory 

behaviors for either ethanol or sucrose but produced dissociable effects on ethanol and 

sucrose appetitive measures. Upon intra-NAc core CNO infusion in animals expressing 

Gi-DREADD we found that lever pressing for ethanol was reduced while this measure 

was actually increase in sucrose drinking subjects. Notably, these divergent effects on 

appetitive behaviors were observed in the absence of any changes in anxiety- or 

depressive-like behaviors. In the discussion of this chapter, we propose a hypothesis 

that may reconcile these surprising findings, based on emerging evidence of the 

complexity of the BLA efferent circuits that govern positive and negative valence.  

In an attempt to further understand the neurobiology underlying the comorbidity 

between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders, in chapter 4 we used an animal 

model of vulnerability to these disorders, adolescent social isolation (aSI). Published, 

and ongoing, studies by us and other labs has shown that this model engenders robust 

and enduring increases in many behavioral risk factors associated with these diseases.  

Here, initial studies examined the effect of aSI on synaptic transmission in the NAc core. 

Using extracellular field potentials, we found an increase in synaptic transmission in the 

NAc core of aSI animals, compared to adolescent group-housed counterparts, with no 

changes in a form of long term depression that has been shown to be compromised in 

some animal models of addiction. Furthermore, to begin to examine possible 
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mechanisms underlying this aSI-associated increase in synaptic excitability, we used 

whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology. We found an increase in the paired-pulse ratio 

of excitatory postsynaptic currents and inhibitory postsynaptic currents in recordings 

from aSI animals, indicative of a reduction in GABA and glutamate release probability 

onto medium spiny neurons in the NAc. We hypothesize that, since the NAc is primarily 

comprised of GABAergic neurons, these presynaptic adaptations may result in a 

disruption of the excitatory/inhibitory balance in this brain region, decreasing overall 

inhibitory drive and contributing to the observed increase in synaptic excitation. 

In summary, we have shown that both a BLA-vHC and a BLA-NAc core circuit 

play integral roles in mediating ethanol and sucrose drinking behaviors, but in very 

different ways. In our hands, the dysregulation of these two circuits that underlie 

reinforcement, with the BLA-vHC mediating negative reinforcement, while the BLA-NAc 

mediating positive reinforcement, are known to play an integral role in AUD and 

comorbid disorders. The studies herein have identified novel and distinct circuits that 

play a critical role in these maladaptive alterations.  Furthermore, we provide new 

insights into the role of the NAc following a model of addiction vulnerability. Taken 

together, these findings add to a growing body of evidence suggesting that dysregulation 

of these pathways and brain regions may contribute to the pathophysiology of AUD and 

anxiety/stressor-related disorders. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Alcohol Use Disorder  

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) affects over 16.3 million Americans and accounts for more 

than 6% of the global burden of disease worldwide (Guilbert, 2003). This problem is a 

chronic, relapsing disease characterized by a strong drive to seek and take alcohol, a 

loss of control over alcohol drinking, and the emergence of negative emotional states 

during withdrawal and abstinence (Koob and Le Moal, 1997; Koob and Volkow, 2010; 

Cui et al., 2015; Koob and Volkow, 2016). AUD is described by a transition from 

recreational drinking to excessive alcohol use, involving a shift from positive 

reinforcement to negative reinforcement (Koob, 2015; Koob and Volkow, 2016). Initially 

individuals are motivated to drink mainly for the pleasurable effects of alcohol 

consumption, but become drawn, over time, to alcohol to avoid the negative affective 

feelings that emerge during abstinence. Ultimately, this cycle of AUD is summarized in 

three critical stages: binge/ intoxication, withdrawal/ negative affect and 

preoccupation/anticipation, all of which continue to worsen as the disease progresses 

(Koob, 2015; Koob and Volkow, 2016). The focus of this dissertation will be primarily on 

the neural substrates underlying the withdrawal/negative affect stage of this cycle, 

because this negative emotional state, drives this vicious cycle of addiction such that an 

individual will continue to drink to alleviate the negative affect brought on during alcohol 

withdrawal.  

 

Treatment options  

There are currently three FDA approved treatments for AUD; disulfiram, naltrexone 

and acamprosate (Litten et al., 2016). Only 9% of individuals suffering from AUD are 

ever offered any pharmacotherapy and nearly 80% of individuals relapse in their first 

year (Moos and Moos, 2005, 2006; Dawson et al., 2007; Kranzler and Soyka, 2018). 
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The first of these medications to receive FDA approval was disulfiram which produces 

an aversive reaction to alcohol when it is ingested due to its blockade of the conversion 

of the alcohol metabolite acetaldehyde to acetate (Mutschler et al., 2016). Initial studies 

indicated that disulfiram was effective in patients under supervised conditions (Brewer, 

2000). This medication relies on patients to take disulfiram daily with the knowledge that, 

if they choose to drink, they will become sick. There is very little evidence suggests that 

disulfiram is a useful treatment during short term abstinence (Jorgensen et al., 2011; 

Kranzler and Soyka, 2018). Unfortunately, individuals struggling with abstinence may 

elect not to take their medication if they know they are going to drink and therefore 

disulfiram proves ineffective (CSAT, 2009; Mutschler et al., 2016). The second 

medication that received FDA approval for the treatment of AUD is naltrexone, which 

acts as a non-selective opioid receptor antagonist (Kranzler and Soyka, 2018). It has 

only proven modestly effective in reducing AUD symptoms and alcohol consumption 

(Mark et al., 2009; Jonas et al., 2014; Hendershot et al., 2017).  Acamprosate, the most 

recently approved AUD pharmacotherapy, is used to promote abstinence in AUD 

patients in treatment (Kranzler and Soyka, 2018). Although the mechanism of action of 

acamprosate is not completely understood, it is thought to work to restore the balance 

between excitation and inhibition in the brain (Plosker, 2015). Unfortunately, 

acamprosate also has relatively weak therapeutic efficacy and, at least in some studies, 

has not proven more effective than placebo in patients with alcohol dependence 

(Boothby and Doering, 2005; Jonas et al., 2014). Despite this bleak outlook for FDA 

approved medications for AUD, there are other medications in development for to the 

treatment of AUD: aripiprazole, topiramate, serotonin reuptake inhibitors and baclofen – 

some of which are already approved for other disorders, including anxiety and 

depression (Litten et al., 2016).  
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Comorbidity between AUD and affective disorders 
 

Acute alcohol is known to reduce anxiety and withdrawal from chronic alcohol 

use is known to promote an anxiogenic state (McCool et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2006). It 

is not surprising then that AUD and anxiety disorders, as well as other affective disorders 

like depression, are highly comorbid (Kushner et al., 2011; Gilpin and Weiner, 2017; 

Ramchandani et al., 2018). Individuals with an anxiety diagnosis are 2-3 times more 

likely to have an AUD (Burns and Teesson, 2002; Kessler et al., 2005; Smith and 

Randall, 2012). They also have a poorer prognosis in recovery. Kushner and colleagues 

(Kushner et al., 2005) found that individuals with preexisting anxiety disorders entering a 

21 day rehabilitation program for AUD were quicker to relapse following the program. 

Additionally, studies have found that exposure to stress and alcohol cues in alcohol-

dependent patients not only increases alcohol craving but also increases anxiety and 

negative emotions, which is in line with drinking to alleviate these negative affective 

states (Fox et al., 2007; Sinha et al., 2009).  Another study found that 40.3% of 

individuals with major depressive disorder also had an AUD (Hasin et al., 2005). These 

individuals with comorbid AUD and affective disorders are generally less responsive to 

treatment (Kranzler and Rosenthal, 2003; Grant et al., 2016). Ultimately, these findings 

suggest that further understanding of this relationship between AUD and anxiety is 

necessary in order to effectively treat individuals with these comorbid disorders.  

 

Neural substrates that contribute to the comorbidity between AUD and affective 

disorders  

 There are many brain regions that have been shown to contribute to the 

comorbidity between AUD and anxiety/stressor disorders. Interestingly, these disorders 

are often associated with common maladaptive changes in the brain. The following brain 

regions will be discussed: basolateral amygdala (BLA), hippocampus (specifically the 
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ventral hippocampus (vHC)), and nucleus accumbens (NAc). Not only are these brain 

regions strongly implicated in AUD and anxiety/stressor disorders, they are also strongly 

interconnected. This connectivity is what is likely dysregulated in these diseases 

(Strange et al., 2014; Janak and Tye, 2015; Gilpin and Weiner, 2017; Yang and Wang, 

2017; Tye, 2018).  

 

2. Basolateral amygdala  

 The BLA is integral in mediating anxiety and fear (Janak and Tye, 2015; Sah, 

2017; Krabbe et al., 2018). It receives sensory information from both the thalamus and 

the cortex as well as other brain regions critical for mediating these behaviors, like the 

hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, amongst others (Sah et al., 2003; Janak and Tye, 

2015). In addition, the BLA is a well-conserved brain region across species, further 

allowing us to form hypotheses in human work based on rodent studies (McDonald, 

1998; Janak and Tye, 2015).  Below I will detail the anatomy and physiology of the BLA, 

along with important clinical and preclinical data implicating the BLA in the 

pathophysiology of AUD and anxiety/stressor disorders. I will also review the afferent 

and efferent connectivity of the BLA and the role of these circuits in behaviors related to 

AUD and anxiety/stressor disorders.  

 

Anatomy and Physiology  

The BLA is actually one of three major nuclei within the amygdala and is 

comprised of the lateral nucleus, basal nucleus and basal medial nucleus The other two 

parts are the superficial or cortical-like group which includes the cortical nuclei and the 

nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract and the centromedial group, comprised of the medial 

and central nuclei (Sah et al., 2003; Yang and Wang, 2017). There are two other groups 

that do not fall into these categories: the intercalated cell masses and the 
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amygdalohippocampal area (Sah et al., 2003; McDonald and Mott, 2017). The 

intercalated cells are GABAergic and act as feed-forward interneurons to buffer 

excitability, while the amygdalohippocampal area is the interconnection between the 

amygdala and hippocampus.   

The BLA is comprised of approximately 80% glutamatergic pyramidal neurons, 

with the other remaining 20% of cells being classified as GABAergic interneurons, which 

act to buffer neuronal excitability (McDonald et al., 2002; Sah et al., 2003; Spampanato 

et al., 2011). BLA glutamatergic pyramidal neurons are classified as projection neurons, 

as their axons terminate in many different brain regions. Pyramidal neurons can be 

distinguished from interneurons by their electrophysiological properties and distinctive 

pyramidal shape. Pyramidal neurons show accommodation and have a greater after 

hyperpolarization which is accompanied by a current-evoked burst of action potentials 

(Washburn and Moises, 1992). Interneurons have a very high rate of spontaneous firing 

with no accommodation (McDonald, 1985; Washburn and Moises, 1992). Furthermore, 

interneurons can be further distinguished by their calcium-binding proteins and peptides 

(McDonald and Mott, 2017).  

 

The role of the BLA in the pathophysiology of addiction and anxiety/stressor-related 

disorders  

 A hallmark feature of many anxiety/stressor related disorders is enhanced activity 

(i.e. hyperexcitability) in the amygdala. One meta-analysis of imaging data found that 

individuals with PTSD, social anxiety disorder, and specific phobia all exhibit enhanced 

activity in the amygdala (Etkin and Wager, 2007). In addition, individuals with comorbid 

AUD and PTSD have higher amygdala blood flow (Semple et al., 2000), which points to 

increased activity in this brain region. Another study found that in heavy drinkers, 

amygdala activity was positively correlated with depressive symptom severity (Feldstein 
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Ewing et al., 2010). In addition, adolescents exposed to early life stress also show 

elevations in amygdala activity (Malter Cohen et al., 2013; Marusak et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, children who experienced early life stress have lower amygdala volumes, 

and this measure is correlated with greater behavioral problems and more stress 

exposure (Hanson et al., 2015). One study examined stress-induced alcohol drinking 

and found that problematic drinking occurs most often during stressful periods and when 

individuals exhibit one of the following: low activity of the ventral striatum and high 

reactivity of the amygdala or high ventral striatum activity and low amygdala activity 

(Nikolova et al., 2016). These data show that the amygdala is an important brain region 

that may contribute to the etiology of AUD and anxiety/stressor related disorders from 

adolescence through adulthood and that additional work is needed to better understand 

how it communicates with other brain regions.  

 Preclinical studies have found similar neural adaptions in the amygdala 

associated with diseases. The BLA is hyperexcitable following various models of 

addiction vulnerability and alcohol dependence/ withdrawal (Christian et al., 2012; Hetzel 

and Rosenkranz, 2014; Rau et al., 2015). Furthermore, following repeated restraint 

stress in adolescent animals, the amygdala (both the basal and lateral divisions) 

exhibited increases in excitability, as indicated by an increase in action potential firing 

with depolarizing current steps (Hetzel and Rosenkranz, 2014). This effect was less 

pronounced when the stressor was administered in adulthood, where only the lateral 

amygdala exhibited increased excitability, suggesting that adolescents are particularly 

susceptible to stressors (Hetzel and Rosenkranz, 2014). Additionally, blocking glutamate 

receptors in the BLA has been shown to produce a decrease in anxiety-like behavior as 

measured on the social interaction test with a decrease in interaction with an unfamiliar 

rat in an open field, (Sajdyk and Shekhar, 1997), while the opposite is true when GABA 

receptors are blocked in the BLA (Sanders and Shekhar, 1995). Intra-BLA infusions of a 
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β3-adrenoreceptor agonist, BRL37344, shown to enhance lateral paracapsular 

interneuron activation (i.e. increasing BLA inhibition), decreased anxiety-like behaviors 

on both the elevated plus-maze and open field (Silberman et al., 2010). In addition, intra-

BLA infusions of BRL37344 reduced appetitive measures for ethanol during a limited-

access operant ethanol self-administration procedure with no effect on consummatory 

behaviors (Butler et al., 2014). Furthermore, McCool and colleagues (2014) found that 

treating slices with a nonselective serotonin type-2 receptor agonist, alpha-methyl-5-

hydroxytryptamine (α-m5HT), reduced extracellular field potentials and suppressed 

pyramidal neuron excitability in the BLA. They also found that intra-BLA infusions of α-

m5HT reduced appetitive measures for sweetened ethanol during a limited- access 

operant self-administration procedure with only modest effects on consummatory 

behaviors (McCool et al., 2014). Finally, intra-BLA infusions of 1-EBIO, a positive SK 

channel modulator shown to dampen BLA excitability in adolescent socially isolated 

(aSI) animals, attenuated anxiety-like behaviors on the elevated plus-maze in 

commercially sourced animals, which we have observed more closely phenocopy 

behavioral aspects of aSI animals (Chappell et al., 2013; Rau et al., 2015). Together, 

these behavioral studies and neurobiological findings all suggest that a hyperexcitable 

BLA promotes behavioral and neurobiological changes associated with AUD and 

anxiety/stressor related disorders.  

 

Afferent and efferent connections of the BLA  

Recent studies have begun to employ modern circuit-mapping techniques to 

examine the BLA and its various inputs and outputs in an effort to better understand the 

neural circuitry that may contribute to AUD and anxiety/stressor disorders (see Figure 

1.1) (Stamatakis et al., 2014; Janak and Tye, 2015). There are a host of BLA circuits that 

alter behavior across many different domains. Below I provide a brief summary of some 
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of the most important pathways. Chemogenetic silencing of the infralimbic prefrontal 

cortex (IL) glutamatergic projection to the BLA disrupts extinction memory formation 

(Bloodgood et al., 2018). Additionally, chemogenetic inhibition of the thalamic input to 

the lateral amygdala reduces ethanol withdrawal-associated anxiety-like behaviors 

(Morales et al., 2019). Furthermore, this same circuitry can modulate the retrieval of 

shock memory following fear conditioning, depending on the type of optogenetic 

stimulation given (long term depression, LTD or long term potentiation, LTP) (Nabavi et 

al., 2014). Similar behavioral alterations can be found when looking at BLA outputs. 

Inhibition of the BLA-vHC circuitry increased social interaction on the resident-juvenile 

intruder home-cage test and reduced anxiety-like behaviors on the elevated plus-maze 

and open-field test (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014). Furthermore, 

optical activation of the BLA-mPFC not only reduced social interaction on the same test 

as used above, it also increased anxiety-like behaviors as measured by both the 

elevated plus-maze and open-field test (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016). These same alterations 

in anxiety-like behavior were seen upon optical activation of the BLA-CeA and BLA-bed 

nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) circuitry, such that it reduced anxiety-like 

behaviors on the elevated plus-maze (Tye et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2013). In addition to 

the BLA-vHC, BLA-mPFC, and BLA-CeA circuitries playing critical roles in anxiety-like 

and social behaviors, these circuits have also been implicated in mediating fear-related 

responses (Ciocchi et al., 2010; Haubensak et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013a; Huff et al., 

2016; Burgos-Robles et al., 2017). Finally, the BLA-NAc circuitry has been implicated in 

modulating both appetitive and consummatory behaviors for various reinforcers (Stuber 

et al., 2011; Millan et al., 2017), and has been shown to play a critical role in depressive-

like behaviors (Shen et al., 2019). In chapters 2 and 3, I will provide compelling evidence 

that both the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuitries modulate ethanol drinking behaviors 
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using a limited access operant self-administration procedure that separates appetitive 

and consummatory measures of ethanol drinking behaviors.  
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Figure 1. The major glutamatergic inputs and outputs of the BLA. The BLA receives 

glutamatergic input from the thalamus, ventral hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, 

amongst others. It also sends glutamatergic projections to many brain regions including, 

but not limited to, the nucleus accumbens, ventral hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, bed 

nucleus of the stria terminalis and central amygdala. Each of these circuits have been 

shown to modulate various behaviors using both chemogenetic and optogenetic 

procedures to selectively target these circuits of interest.  
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3. Hippocampus 

The hippocampus has long been identified as a structure involved in spatial (Buzsaki 

and Moser, 2013; Geva-Sagiv et al., 2015; Yang and Wang, 2017) and non-spatial 

learning and memory (Goosens, 2011; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 

2014). It also has a unique and extensive intrinsic circuitry (Treves and Rolls, 1994; 

Knierim, 2015). The basic intrinsic circuitry of the hippocampus begins with information 

entering the hippocampus through the entorhinal cortex. The entorhinal cortex, via the 

perforant pathway, sends information to the dentate gyrus. The dentate gyrus, 

comprised of excitatory granule cells, then connects with glutamatergic CA3 pyramidal 

cells via the mossy fibers. Finally, the CA3 connects with the pyramidal cells in the CA1 

region through the Schaffer collaterals (Treves and Rolls, 1994; Knierim, 2015). The 

CA1 region not only completes this intrinsic circuitry, by sending information back to the 

entorhinal cortex but also to the subiculum and many other brain regions like the NAc 

and BLA (Friedman et al., 2002; Kishi et al., 2006; Bagot et al., 2015; Ciocchi et al., 

2015; Xu et al., 2016). Pyramidal neurons are the primary type of neurons in the 

hippocampus and these cells can modulate a host of behaviors depending on their 

inputs and outputs as well as their location within the hippocampus formation itself (for 

review see: (Soltesz and Losonczy, 2018; Cembrowski and Spruston, 2019). To 

complicate things further, this structure can also be functionally segregated along its 

longitudinal axis into the dorsal, intermediate and ventral parts of the hippocampus 

(Strange et al., 1999; Bannerman et al., 2004; Strange et al., 2014; Yang and Wang, 

2017). 

 

Subregions of the hippocampus: dorsal and ventral hippocampus 

 As mentioned above, the hippocampus can be separated along its dorsal-ventral 

axis. This segregation is reflected in profound differences in the behavioral role of these 
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subregions as well as their neurobiology. The dorsal hippocampus (dHC) is known to 

play a role in spatial learning and memory, while the ventral hippocampus (vHC) has 

been shown to play a role in emotional processes (Moser et al., 1995; Moser and Moser, 

1998; Kjelstrup et al., 2002; Bannerman et al., 2003; Bannerman et al., 2004; 

Bannerman et al., 2014; Strange et al., 2014). For example, animals with vHC lesions 

spent more time in the open arms of the elevated plus maze, indicating a reduction in 

anxiety-like behavior and exhibited reduced fear expression, while these lesions did not 

alter spatial memory, as tested on the Morris water maze (Kjelstrup et al., 2002).  

Interestingly, this same study found opposing results when the dHC was lesioned, such 

that anxiety-like behavior was not altered compared to controls but fear expression was 

enhanced and spatial memory was impaired (Moser et al., 1995; Kjelstrup et al., 2002). 

Another study found similar results when the vHC was lesioned, such that animals were 

quicker to initiate eating during a test of hyponeophagia, indicating a reduction in 

anxiety-like behavior (Bannerman et al., 2003). They also tested these animals on both 

the Morris water maze and elevated T-maze, both validated spatial memory tasks, and 

found that vHC lesions did not impair spatial learning on either task (Bannerman et al., 

2003).  Together, these studies indicate that the dHC and vHC modulate different 

behaviors.  

In addition to the dHC and vHC playing a role in different behaviors, we and 

others have shown that there are stark differences in the neurobiology underlying each 

subregion. Following chronic intermittent ethanol (CIE) exposure and aSI, only the vHC, 

and not the dHC, exhibit an increase in synaptic transmission (Almonte et al., 2017; 

Ewin et al., 2019b). Furthermore, in CIE exposed animals, the expression of AMPA 

receptor subunit, GluA2, was increased while the expression of one subtype of small 

conductance calcium activated potassium channels, SK2, was decreased in the vHC, 

suggesting that these synaptic proteins may contribute to the differential effects of CIE in 
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the vHC and dHC. Interestingly, SK channel expression is higher in the vHC compared 

to the dHC (Babiec et al., 2017). This alteration is in line with recent studies indicating 

that there is a great deal of heterogeneity in the CA1 pyramidal neurons along the 

dorsal-ventral axis of the hippocampus, such that these neurons exhibit different protein 

expression and electrophysiological properties (Cembrowski et al., 2016; Cembrowski 

and Spruston, 2019). In support of this, the CA1 pyramidal neurons of the vHC maintain 

a more depolarized resting membrane potential (around -68mV) than in the dHC (around 

-75mV) and these vHC neurons have a higher input resistance (Dougherty et al., 2012; 

Malik et al., 2016). Neurons in the vHC have higher intrinsic excitability than those in the 

dHC (Dougherty et al., 2012), although others have found the opposite (Babiec et al., 

2017).  These studies provide further rationale for carefully studying the hippocampus 

along its dorsal-ventral axis.  

 

Monosynaptic glutamatergic projections from the basolateral amygdala to the ventral 

hippocampus  

Notably, extrinsic input to the hippocampus is also segregated along the 

dorsal/ventral axis. Of particular interest to our studies, the BLA sends a strong 

excitatory projection exclusively to the vHC. Elegant anterograde and retrograde studies 

have been performed over many decades to characterize this projection. A few decades 

ago, one study injected phaseolus vulgaris-leucoagglutinin, a plant lectin that is 

anterogradely transported by neurons, into different parts of the BLA and examined 

where it innervated the hippocampus (Cucchiaro and Uhlrich, 1990; Pikkarainen et al., 

1999). Importantly, they found that, in mice, many of the subdivisions of the BLA strongly 

projected to the CA1 region of the hippocampus. Furthermore, recent tracing studies 

using various anterograde viruses have shown that the BLA projects predominantly to 

the vHC, but not dHC CA1 region (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014; 
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Yang et al., 2016). It is with this knowledge that we and others have begun to unravel 

the role of the BLA-vHC in a host of behaviors related to AUD and anxiety/ stressor-

related disorders.  

With the advent of circuitry specific technologies, like optogenetics and 

chemogenetics, it now has become possible to functionally and behaviorally characterize 

the BLA-vHC circuitry.  Felix-Ortiz and colleagues (2013) found that optogenetically 

activating a BLA-vHC circuit results in an increase in anxiety-like behaviors on the 

elevated plus-maze (decreased time on the open arms), open field test (increase center 

margin time) and novelty suppressed feeding task (increased latency to feed), while 

optogenetically inhibiting this pathway results in a reduction in anxiety-like behaviors on 

all of the aforementioned behavioral tasks. Another study examined the BLA-vHC 

circuitry in terms of social behaviors and found that optically inhibiting the BLA-vHC 

circuitry resulted in an increase in social interaction on the resident juvenile intruder 

home-cage test while activation of it reduced this social interaction (Felix-Ortiz &Tye, 

2014). In addition, optogenetic inhibition of the BLA-vHC circuit disrupts footshock fear 

learning in rats, but not contextual fear learning (Huff et al., 2016). Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation examines the effects of silencing the BLA-vHC circuitry on alcohol drinking 

behaviors. In this study, we replicated previous findings that inhibition of this circuitry 

reduces anxiety-like behaviors and provide the first evidence that a BLA-vHC circuit 

plays an integral role in mediating both appetitive and consummatory alcohol drinking 

behaviors (Ewin et al., 2019a). Taken together these studies provide evidence that the 

BLA-vHC circuitry plays an integral role in modulating emotional behaviors and alcohol 

drinking behaviors.  

 

4. Nucleus Accumbens 
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The NAc, also termed the ventral striatum, is a brain region known to regulate 

motivation, reward and aversion (see review:(Floresco, 2015; Scofield et al., 2016; 

Thibeault et al., 2018). The NAc is comprised primarily of GABAergic medium spiny 

neurons (MSN), as they make up ~95% of the total neuronal population of this brain 

region, with the other 5% being made up in part by cholinergic interneurons (O'Donnell 

and Grace, 1993; Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Gangarossa et al., 2013). The NAc receives 

dense dopaminergic innervation from the VTA and to a lesser extent from the substantia 

nigra (Bentivoglio et al., 1979; Phillips et al., 1992) and the VTA-NAc dopaminergic 

circuit is known to play an integral role in drug and alcohol addiction. MSNs contain two 

different types of DA receptors, D1-receptors (D1R) and D2-receptors (D2R) (Surmeier 

et al., 1996; Cepeda et al., 2008). Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is 

important to note that D1R and D2R MSNs signal through different G-coupled protein 

receptor, Gαs and Gαi/o, respectively, which mediate different effects on intracellular 

signaling cascades and activate distinct pathways, such that D1R activate the direct 

pathway of the basal ganglia, while D2R activate the indirect pathway (Lobo and 

Nestler, 2011; Grueter et al., 2013; Calabresi et al., 2014). It is worth noting that as D1R 

and D2R activate different pathways of the basal ganglia it is likely that they encode 

valence in different ways (Beyeler et al., 2018).  

 The NAc can be further divided into the core and shell regions. Decades ago, 

using different immunostaining techniques, investigators were able to determine that the 

NAc was subdivided into the core and shell regions (Herkenham et al., 1984; Zaborszky 

et al., 1985; Voorn et al., 1989). An abundance of studies have examined these regions 

and found that each subregion plays differing roles in motivated behaviors as well as 

drug and alcohol addiction-related behaviors (Everitt et al., 2008; Everitt and Robbins, 

2013). Many studies have shown that the NAc core controls the general motivational 

effects of various stimuli while the NAc shell directs choice based on the specific 
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outcomes of the reward-predictive stimuli (Corbit et al., 2001; Corbit and Balleine, 2011; 

Corbit et al., 2016). In addition, the NAc shell receives significantly more glutamatergic 

input from the vHC, whereas both the core and the shell receive a similar degree of 

glutamatergic input from both the PFC and BLA (Britt et al., 2012). Collectively, these 

studies indicate the importance of distinguishing between the NAc core and shell. The 

studies in this dissertation (Chapters 3 and 4) have focused on the NAc core, as it has 

been shown to play an important role in modulating alcohol drinking behaviors (Samson 

and Chappell, 2004; Millan et al., 2015; Corbit et al., 2016).  

 

Monosynaptic glutamatergic projections from the basolateral amygdala to the nucleus 

accumbens core  

 Previous studies using anterograde and retrograde tracers, have provided 

evidence that the BLA sends a glutamatergic projection to the NAc (Kelley et al., 1982; 

McDonald, 1991; Brog et al., 1993). More recent work, using both optogenetics and 

chemogenetics, has examined the role of the BLA-NAc circuitry across many different 

behavioral paradigms (Stefanik and Kalivas, 2013; Namburi et al., 2015; Beyeler et al., 

2016; Millan et al., 2017; Beyeler et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2019). Stuber and colleagues 

(2011) found that mice will nose poke for optical stimulation of a BLA-NAc core circuit 

and that this effect was dependent on D1Rs. Furthermore, they found that optical 

inhibition of this pathway reduces cue-induced sucrose intake (Stuber et al., 2011). 

Other studies have reported that optogenetic inhibition of a BLA-NAc core circuit 

reduces cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking (Stefanik and Kalivas, 2013). 

However, optogenetic activation of a different BLA-NAc circuit, the BLA-NAc shell circuit, 

not only decreases ethanol consumption, it also reduces various appetitive measures for 

ethanol, and sucrose to a lesser extent (Millan et al., 2017). These findings suggest that 

BLA-NAc circuitry plays a critical, and as yet not fully understood, role in mediating 
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motivated behaviors, and that clearly distinguishing between the NAc core and shell 

regions is critical, as targeting one NAc region over the other can result in very different 

effects on motivated behaviors. In chapter 3 we have restricted our analysis of a BLA-

NAc circuit to the NAc core, and in chapter 4 we restricted our electrophysiological 

characterization following aSI to the NAc core.  

Recently, a few studies have begun to examine the BLA-NAc circuitry looking at 

specific subpopulations of BLA projector neurons and how they differentially modulate 

behaviors. One of these studies examined a specific projection from cholecystokinin 

(CCK) expressing BLA pyramidal neurons onto D2R containing MSNs in the NAc core, 

termed CCKBLA – D2NAc circuit (Shen et al., 2019). They found that the CCK containing 

BLA projector neurons to the NAc mediate negative reinforcement and non-CCK 

containing BLA projector neurons to the NAc mediate positive reinforcement (Shen et 

al., 2019). Furthermore, in mice susceptible to social defeat stress, optogenetic inhibition 

of the CCKBLA – D2NAc circuit rescued their depressive-like phenotype (Shen et al., 

2019). Interestingly, the reduction of depressive-like behavior in susceptible mice was 

drive by a reduction in cannabinoid type1-receptor (CB1R), such that knockdown of 

CB1R in CCKBLA – D2NAc circuit promoted susceptibility to stress (Shen et al., 2019).  

This study highlights how specific subpopulations of BLA projecting neurons can have 

completely opposing roles on behaviors. Other studies have also examined how specific 

BLA projector neurons can differentially encode positive and negative valence-related 

behaviors (Kim et al., 2016; Beyeler et al., 2018). Kim and colleagues (2016) found two 

genetically defined populations of BLA neurons that are functionally segregated along 

the anterior-posterior axis and modulate valence along this axis. They found that optical 

activation of a BLA-NAc circuit that involved a subpopulation of BLA neurons expressing 

a gene that is primarily restricted to the anterior BLA, resulted in real-time place aversion 

and that negatively valenced stimuli activated the immediate early gene c-Fos primarily 
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in the anterior BLA (Kim et al., 2016). In contrast, photoactivation of cells in the posterior 

BLA promoted real-time place preference and c-Fos activity was increased in these 

neurons following exposure to positively valenced stimuli (Kim et al., 2016). Interestingly, 

Beyeler and colleagues (2018) did not observe an anterior/posterior valence gradient in 

the BLA but, rather found that there is a dorsal-ventral gradient in BLA projector neurons 

that mediates positive and negative valence. One possible reason for these discordant 

findings is that, rather than relying on c-Fos expression as a marker of cell activity, as 

was used in the latter study (which only reflected neuronal activation), they used in vivo 

electrophysiological recordings, which capture both excitatory and inhibitory information, 

to register neurons as positively or negatively valenced (Kim et al., 2016; Beyeler et al., 

2018). They also quantified responses of neurons to stimuli of both positive and negative 

valence (Beyeler et al., 2018). They found that photostimulation of BLA-NAc circuitry 

results in an excitatory response (i.e. more BLA projector neurons were network excited 

than inhibited) to two conditioned stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2018). Taken together, these 

studies indicate that the BLA-NAc circuitry is incredibly complex and the behavioral 

outputs of this network depend greatly on a variety of experimental factors. In chapter 3, 

I will provide further support that a BLA-NAc circuit modulates motivated behaviors. 

Surprisingly, our data suggest that the direction of the alterations in motivated behaviors 

is opposite for alcohol and a natural reinforcer (sucrose).  

 

5. Animal Models of Addiction Vulnerability  

As mentioned in the previous sections, individuals diagnosed with anxiety/stressor 

disorders are at an even greater risk for developing AUD, and they progress in their AUD 

faster and fare much worse in recovery (Kushner et al., 2005; Kushner et al., 2011).. 

Unfortunately, little is known about the neurobiological substrates contributing to these 

diseases. This may, in part, be due to the lack of reliable animal models that allow us to 
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recapitulate the behaviors associated with a heightened risk of AUD and various 

affective disorders. Below I have discussed three animal models that have been used to 

study the neural adaptations that may underlie the comorbidity between AUD and 

affective disorders: maternal separation (MS), social defeat stress (SDS), and 

adolescent social isolation (aSI), all of which involve various forms of chronic stress. The 

most important phenotypes that must emerge in these models of addiction vulnerability 

include increases in ethanol intake and changes in negative affective behaviors.  

Overall, as I have detailed in the sections below, aSI produces the most robust and 

enduring behavioral and neurobiological changes in comparison to MS and SDS. One 

reason for this is the period during which the stressor occurs. aSI begins in early 

adolescence, which is known to be a critical period in development and stressors during 

this time have been shown to result in negative behavioral outcomes (Brenhouse and 

Andersen, 2011). Although MS occurs during infancy and into very early adolescence, 

these animals are typically not deprived of social contact (Nylander and Roman, 2013). 

Despite being separated from their mothers, it is possible that the presence of their 

littermates may serve as a buffer from the stress associated with MS. Finally, SDS can 

occur at any time point from weaning into adulthood. A large portion of studies have 

examined SDS in adulthood, possibly explaining why the behavioral phenotypes 

following SDS may not be as robust or enduring (Berton et al., 1998; Caldwell and 

Riccio, 2010; Norman et al., 2015).  

 

Maternal Separation  

 During the early part of life, staying in close contact with one’s mother is critical 

and separation from one’s mother can produce behavioral and neurobiological changes, 

many of which can result in the emergence of behavioral phenotypes that can be 

considered risk factors for AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders. A common 
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paradigm for maternal separation (MS) involves rats being subjected to either 15 

minutes (considered the control group) or 180 to 360 minutes of daily separation from 

their mothers during postnatal days 2-14 or 1-21 (Daniels et al., 2004; Gustafsson et al., 

2007). Rats exposed to MS exhibit an anxiogenic phenotype on the elevated plus-maze, 

as measured by a decrease in open arm-time (Huot et al., 2001; Daniels et al., 2004). 

Additionally, MS rats show a greater immobility time on the forced swim test, suggesting 

they are exhibiting depressive-like behaviors (Hui et al., 2011; Recamier-Carballo et al., 

2017). They also show deficits in learning and memory in the Morris water maze test. 

For example, in one study MS rats took longer to find the platform on every test day and 

spent less time swimming in the target quadrant during the probe trial (Hui et al., 2011). 

Additionally, a critical phenotype of any model of AUD vulnerability is that the model 

needs to result in a robust increase in ethanol drinking. Monkeys exposed to MS drink 

more ethanol than those reared by their mothers (Higley et al., 1991; Higley et al., 

1996b, a). Another study found that, in rats that underwent MS, ethanol intake was 

increased only after exposure to restraint stress (Penasco et al., 2015), while others 

found that both female and male MS rats consumed more ethanol following longer 

periods of MS (i.e. 6 hours a day) compared with those that received significantly shorter 

period of MS (i.e. 15 minutes per day) (Daoura et al., 2011). Another study found that 

animals exposed to MS have an increased propensity to drink ethanol in adolescence 

(de Almeida Magalhaes et al., 2018). Interestingly, one study found that females are 

resilient to any augmentations in ethanol intake following MS (Gustafsson et al., 2007). 

These variations in experimental findings following MS may be due in part to the 

variations in the MS procedures themselves (see review: (Nylander and Roman, 

2013).Together these studies provide evidence that MS is a strong behavioral paradigm 

for exploring affective behaviors, however it may not produce a consistent, enduring 

increase in ethanol drinking.   
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 There are many neurobiological changes that follow from MS. In the 

hippocampus of animals exposed to MS, there is an overall reduction in neurons in the 

dentate gyrus of those exposed daily to 360 minutes of MS. Animals exposed to shorter 

periods of MS did not exhibit these hippocampal changes (Oreland et al., 2010). These 

findings are congruent with the memory impairments seen in this model (Hui et al., 

2011). Moreover, MS has been shown to decrease D2R expression in the hippocampus 

and NAc (Li et al., 2013b), while another study found that dopamine (DA), serotonin and 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels were all elevated in the hippocampus 

and amygdala (Recamier-Carballo et al., 2017). Furthermore, following a one hour 

restraint stress, animals exposed to MS failed to show an augmentation in DA levels in 

the NAc (Jahng et al., 2010). Control animals exposed to the same stressor showed a 

profound increased in DA levels in the NAc, suggesting that in MS exposed animals their 

DA system is not as responsive to an acute stress (Jahng et al., 2010). These findings 

suggest that MS produces divergent effects on catecholamine signaling, which may be 

due in part to differences in MS exposure across laboratories. Despite this, these studies 

indicate that MS produces enduring neurobiological changes associated with many brain 

regions known to play an integral role in the pathophysiology of AUD and 

anxiety/stressor-disorders.  

 

Social Defeat Stress  

 Social defeat stress (SDS) is another animal model of addiction vulnerability. 

Here a rodent, termed the intruder, is introduced into the home cage of another, more 

dominant rodent and is physically attacked. The intruder is separated from the more 

dominant rodent once it displays submissive behavior. In some cases the intruder is 

placed into a cage with a physical barrier between intruder and resident, such that 

animals can maintain sensory contact without outward aggressive behavior/injury (Ruis 
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et al., 1999; Ng et al., 2017). Rodents exposed to SDS present with variations in 

behavioral deficits. Two separate studies found that SDS produces an increase in 

anxiety-like behavior as measured by fewer vertical rears in an open field (as well as 

reductions in distance traveled)(Denmark et al., 2010) and a decrease in open arm time 

and entries on the elevated plus maze in the SDS group (Ruis et al., 1999). These rats 

also became immobile quicker and spent more time immobile on the forced swim test, 

indicating a potentiation in depressive-like behavior (Berton et al., 1998). Following SDS, 

rodents consume more ethanol, possibly in an effort to alleviate the negative affective 

state they are in (Caldwell and Riccio, 2010; Norman et al., 2015; Rodriguez-Arias et al., 

2016).  For example, in mice exposed to ten days of SDS and then allowed to drink 20 

days later, they exhibit an increase in ethanol consumption and preference (Norman et 

al., 2015). Furthermore, rats drank more ethanol two hours post-SDS than before the 

SDS or immediately following SDS, suggesting there is a temporal component to this 

increase in ethanol intake (Caldwell and Riccio, 2010). Finally, in mice trained to self-

administer ethanol, SDS significantly increased both appetitive and consummatory 

measures for a 6% ethanol solution (Rodriguez-Arias et al., 2016). In addition, SDS mice 

had a robust increase in their break points for ethanol on a progressive ratio schedule of 

reinforcement suggesting they were willing to work harder to receive the ethanol 

reinforce (i.e. more motivated) (Rodriguez-Arias et al., 2016).  

 Following SDS, rodents present with a host of neurobiological changes. Defeated 

rats have elevated extracellular DA levels in both the NAc and prefrontal cortex (PFC), 

as detected by microdialysis. DA levels were increased even more so when these 

defeated rats were confronted with the previous aggressive resident in the environment 

that SDS was performed in (Tidey and Miczek, 1996). These data suggest that following 

SDS, defeated rats have heightened DA responsivity to stressors. Additionally, the role 

of D1R and D2R MSNs has been probed following SDS. One lab found that increasing 
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D1-MSN activity produced a resilient phenotype in previously defeated mice, while 

decreasing D1-MSN activity produced the same SDS depressive-like behaviors (Francis 

et al., 2015). In contrast, altering D2-MSN activity did not result in any bidirectional 

affective-like behaviors (Francis et al., 2015). Together, these studies suggest that DA 

levels are altered following SDS and this effect is primarily driven by alterations in D1R 

MSN activity. Furthermore, the ventral hippocampus (vHC) projection to the NAc, has 

been shown to play an integral role in SDS. Animals that are resilient to SDS have 

decreased activity in the vHC and optogenetically activating the vHC-NAc projection to 

induce LTD produces a resilient phenotype to SDS, such that these intruder animals 

spend more time interacting with the resident animal (Bagot et al., 2015). Together these 

findings suggest that an increase in synaptic transmission in the vHC and/or NAc may 

contribute to the negative affective phenotypes seen following SDS. Finally, using 

cholera toxin B, a retrograde tracer, in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) of SDS animals, 

one study found a greater portion of c-Fos and cholera toxin B neurons in the medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in dominant animals compared to submissive counter-parts, 

suggesting that the mPFC-BLA circuitry plays a role in this model (Dulka et al., 2018).  

 

Adolescent social isolation  

Adolescence is a period of rapid brain growth and development that continues 

into early adulthood (Brenhouse and Andersen, 2011). According to the World Health 

Organization, it is defined as a period from 10-19 years old in humans and between 

postnatal days 35-60 in rodents (Andersen et al., 2000; Brenhouse and Andersen, 

2011). During this time period, there are a host of behaviors that emerge: risk taking, 

emerging cognitive abilities, sensitivity to peers, and a heighten risk to stressors 

amongst others (Panksepp, 1981; Laviola et al., 2003; Forbes and Dahl, 2005; Casey et 

al., 2008; Steinberg, 2010).  It is this higher sensitivity to stressors, stressors being 
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defined as any deviation from homeostasis, such as drugs, alcohol and adverse 

childhood experiences, that I will focus on (Cannon, 1915).  

Compelling epidemiological evidence has shown that adolescents exposed to 

drugs and alcohol have a higher rate of adulthood substance use disorders, including 

AUD (Pitkanen et al., 2005; Hingson et al., 2006; Dawson et al., 2008; Melon et al., 

2013). Various epidemiological studies have shown that the age of first alcohol exposure 

can be a reliable predictor of lifetime alcohol dependence (SAMHSA, 2010). It is also 

tightly linked with a stronger severity of dependence later in life (Clark et al., 1998; 

Hingson et al., 2006). Interestingly, Dube and colleagues (Dube et al., 2003) found that 

as the number of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs; defined as various abuses, 

witnessing domestic violence and different types of serious household dysfunction, 

ranging from 0-8 experiences) increased, so did the likelihood for drug use (Anda et al., 

2006). Even more alarming, those with an ACE score of five or higher, were seven to ten 

times more likely to report some type of drug use, including AUD (Dube et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, two independent studies found that as the number of ACEs increased, so 

did the self-report of AUD and various affective disorders (Dube et al., 2002; Anda et al., 

2006). Yet another study found that individuals who report at least one ACE and had 

little to no social support were three times more likely to present with symptoms of 

depression (Cheong et al., 2017). Taken together, these studies provide concrete 

evidence that adolescence is a period of vulnerability, especially to AUD and anxiety/ 

stressor disorders. Using animal models, it is possible to experimentally examine the 

behavioral and neurobiological alterations brought on from adolescent maltreatment and 

stress.  

Based on overwhelming epidemiological evidence linking adolescent adversity 

and AUD vulnerability, many studies have sought to model this in animals. Adolescent 

social isolation (aSI) is a form of chronic early life stress that engenders many of the 
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addiction vulnerable phenotypes mentioned above relative to their socially housed 

counterparts (adolescent group housed; aGH). As with the aforementioned models, 

there are many variations for the aSI model including the duration of aSI, age at which 

aSI begins (i.e. what postnatal day it is started on), aGH group size, and rodent strain 

(Hall, 1998). Arguably, the most critical factor in this model is the age of isolation onset 

(Hall, 1998) because when performed during a particularly vulnerability period of time, 

like adolescence, this type of stressor can result in maladaptive behaviors and 

neurobiological alterations. The most basic description of the aSI model is aSI rodents 

are housed one per cage immediately following weaning, post-natal day (PND) 21 or in 

early adolescence (PND 28-30) and continue in this housing condition for anywhere from 

approximately 2 to 13 weeks (Hatch et al., 1965; Bledsoe et al., 2011; Powell et al., 

2015; Skelly et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2018). The aGH counterparts are housed in groups 

(3-4 rats per cage) during this time as well (Bledsoe et al., 2011; Powell et al., 2015; 

Skelly et al., 2015). Below I will summarize behavioral and neurobiological alterations 

following aSI.  

 

Behavioral changes following aSI 

 Despite the variability in aSI models, many of these procedures engender a 

consistent pattern of enduring behavioral alterations that can be considered risk factors 

for AUD: increases in anxiety-like behavior (McCool and Chappell, 2009; Meng et al., 

2010; Chappell et al., 2013; Skelly et al., 2015), increases in depressive-like behavior 

(Hong et al., 2012; Jahng et al., 2012; Amiri et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2015; Haj-

Mirzaian et al., 2016), deficits in the extinction of conditioned fear (Yusufishaq and 

Rosenkranz, 2013; Skelly et al., 2015), hyperlocomotion (Bianchi et al., 2006; Gan et al., 

2014; Amiri et al., 2015), increased ethanol intake and preference (McCool and 

Chappell, 2009; Chappell et al., 2013; Skelly et al., 2015), impulsivity (Hellemans et al., 
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2005; Baarendse et al., 2013), deficits in sensorimotor gating (Harte et al., 2007; McCool 

and Chappell, 2009; Gan et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2015), impaired memory (Bianchi et 

al., 2006; Powell et al., 2015), increased aggression (Meng et al., 2010; Chang et al., 

2015), ethanol conditioned place preference (CPP) (Whitaker et al., 2013) and 

alterations in social interaction (Ferdman et al., 2007; Wall et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015). 

Some of these behavioral effects are particularly enduring, like the increases in anxiety-

like behavior (Yorgason et al., 2013). It is also important to note that resocializing these 

aSI animals does not rescue these effects (Wright et al., 1991; Whitaker et al., 2013; 

Hodges and McCormick, 2015) and, that to my knowledge, none of these behavioral 

phenotypes have been seen following adult social isolation (Hall, 1998) .  

 An integral behavioral phenotype that is seen following aSI is the increases in 

ethanol intake and preference (McCool and Chappell, 2009; Chappell et al., 2013; Skelly 

et al., 2015). Using an intermittent access to two bottle choice ethanol self-administration 

procedure, studies have shown that aSI animals not only drink more ethanol and exhibit 

an enhanced preference for ethanol, but show an escalation in their intake over weeks 

which is a characteristic seen in human with AUD (Chappell et al., 2013; Skelly et al., 

2015). During the first 30 minutes of intake, these aSI animals reached blood ethanol 

levels that approached the criteria for binge-drinking (roughly 80mg/dl) (Carnicella et al., 

2014; Skelly et al., 2015). Additionally, during a modified operant ethanol self-

administration paradigm that procedurally separates appetitive and consummatory 

components of ethanol drinking, aSI animals exhibited increases in both appetitive (i.e. 

increased lever press rates and response latencies) and consummatory (i.e. increased 

licks per session and lick rates) ethanol drinking behaviors, with no alterations in 

responding for sucrose (McCool and Chappell, 2009). Importantly, these ethanol 

drinking behaviors are long lasting, just as the anxiety-like phenotype. 
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Neurobiology of aSI 

 The mesolimbic DA system consists of dopaminergic neurons of the VTA which 

project to the NAc, amongst other brain regions. The VTA plays a critical role in reward 

valuation and highjacking this system may result in neurobiological and behavioral 

alterations consistent with an addiction vulnerable phenotype (Schultz, 2010). aSI 

animals exhibit an increase in the number of spontaneously active VTA dopaminergic 

neurons and an increase in the proportion of neurons that exhibit burst firing, possibly 

consistent with an increase in excitability in the VTA following aSI (Fabricius et al., 

2010). aSI animals also have enhanced NMDA receptor-dependent LTP and this 

plasticity in the VTA has been shown to play a role in learning the rewarding properties 

of rewards, like amphetamine and ethanol (Whitaker et al., 2013). In this study, aSI 

animals exhibited an enhanced preference for the amphetamine- or ethanol-paired side 

of a conditioned place preference (CPP) chamber relative to aGH counterparts, and 

intra-VTA infusion of an NMDA receptor antagonist blocked the acquisition and 

expression of amphetamine-CPP in aSI animals. Although they did not test intra-VTA 

infusions of the NMDA receptor antagonist in the ethanol CPP condition, one could 

speculate that it would also block the ethanol preference since intra-VTA infusions of 

NMDA receptor antagonists have been shown to inhibit DA neuron burst firing 

(Morikawa and Morrisett, 2010). Interestingly, these findings are in line with previous 

studies demonstrating that an animal exposed to cocaine, known to alter DA levels, has 

an increase in the AMPA/NMDA ratio of VTA dopaminergic neurons which suggests that 

AMPA and NMDA receptor function may contribute to changes in DA signaling (Saal et 

al., 2003; Dong et al., 2004; Daftary et al., 2009; Graziane et al., 2013; Polter and Kauer, 

2014). Together, these findings point to a mechanism by which aSI may increase 

addiction vulnerability.  
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The NAc receives dopaminergic input from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and 

this input is known to be altered following aSI. Hypodopaminergia is thought to be a 

central neural adaptation associated with drug and alcohol addiction, and is seen 

following aSI (Yorgason et al., 2013; Karkhanis et al., 2014; Karkhanis et al., 2016). 

Using microdiaylsis, Karkhanis and colleagues (Karkhanis et al., 2014) found that 

extracellular DA levels in the NAc were no different at baseline in aSI and aGH animals, 

which is consistent with other laboratories (Fabricius et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012) but 

inconsistent with some who reported increases in DA levels (Hall et al., 1998; Han et al., 

2011). However when given an ethanol challenge, aSI animals exhibited a significant 

increase in extracellular DA levels compared with their aGH counterparts (Karkhanis et 

al., 2014). Similar alterations were seen in the NAc with norepinephrine (NE), another 

neurotransmitter profoundly influenced by stress and drugs of abuse. This suggests that 

aSI animals have an increase in responsivity to a stimulus, like ethanol, further 

exacerbating their addiction vulnerability. Furthermore, in the NAc of aSI animals, 

stimulated dopamine release and uptake are both augmented and this effect persists for 

months following the housing manipulation (Yorgason et al., 2013). This effect was not 

altered by application of quinpirole, a D2R agonist, suggesting that it is independent of 

dopamine D2 autoreceptor activity (Yorgason et al., 2013). Interestingly, another 

laboratory found that D2R expression was increased following aSI, however their aSI 

exposure was significantly shorter than the previous study, PND 21-34 vs PND 28-70, 

respectively, which could account for these discrepancies (Han et al., 2012).  In addition 

to these changes, kappa opioid receptors (KORs) play an important role in regulating DA 

signaling and are known to be altered following various stressors, including aSI 

(Karkhanis et al., 2016). Bath application of U50,488, a KOR agonist, decreased DA 

release in the NAc of aSI, but not aGH, animals. Using microdialysis to measure DA 

levels in the NAc, they found that intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of nor-BNI, a KOR 
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antagonist, brought aSI DA levels back up to the levels of aGH. Moreover, i.p. injections 

of nor-BNI during intermittent access two bottle choice ethanol self-administration 

resulted in a reduction in aSI drinking such that aSI drinking returned to that of aGH 

counterparts (Karkhanis et al., 2016). These data suggest that KOR signaling is 

upregulated following aSI and blockade of KORs helps to normalize alterations in NAc 

DA levels and escalations in ethanol drinking. Finally, initial studies from our laboratory 

indicate that following aSI there is an augmentation in synaptic transmission, signifying 

that aSI may promote excitability in the NAc (Chapter 4).  

 The NAc receives input from many brain regions, including the BLA, a brain 

region known to play a role in the pathophysiology of addiction and anxiety/stressor 

disorders which is altered following aSI (Stuber et al., 2011; Britt et al., 2012; Janak and 

Tye, 2015). Furthermore in humans, enhanced activity in the amygdala is associated 

with greater anxiety-like behaviors and is a hallmark feature of post-traumatic stress 

disorder (PTSD) (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Gilpin and Weiner, 2017; Sharp, 2017). This 

human phenotype is also seen in aSI animals, as they exhibit an increase in the intrinsic 

excitability of BLA pyramidal neurons (Rau et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2018). This 

hyperexcitability was driven by a reduction in SK channels and bath application of 1-

EBIO, a positive SK channel modulator, was able to rescue these effects and restore 

excitability in aSI animals back to the levels in aGH animals (Rau et al., 2015). Intra-BLA 

infusions of the positive SK channel modulator were also able to decrease anxiety-like 

behavior (Rau et al., 2015). Another important regulator of excitability is metabotropic 

glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5), which upon its activation can increase excitability via 

many signaling pathways (Conn and Pin, 1997). A recent study replicated the above 

findings that the BLA is hyperexcitable following aSI and that this effect was driven by an 

augmentation in mGluR5 expression. When an mGluR5 antagonist was bath applied to 

slices, it reduced aSI excitability to levels of aGH counterparts (Lin et al., 2018). 
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Furthermore, catecholamine signaling is disrupted following aSI in the BLA. Dopamine 

transporter levels (DAT) are increased while DA levels are reduced in the BLA of aSI 

animals. However, upon ethanol challenge, extracellular DA levels are increased 

compared to aGH counterparts (Karkhanis et al., 2015b). This sensitized BLA response 

may contribute to the addiction vulnerable phenotype seen in aSI.   

 The hippocampus is another critical brain region, as it plays an integral role in 

memory formation and emotional processing (Maguire et al., 1998; Strange et al., 1999; 

Buzsaki and Moser, 2013; Strange et al., 2014).  Immunohistochemical analysis of aSI 

hippocampus tissue found reductions in specific markers for GABAergic neurons, 

suggesting a reduction in GABA neurons thereby influencing excitability (Harte et al., 

2007). Furthermore, there was a reduction in MAP-2, a dendritic marker, expression in 

aSI hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Bianchi et al., 2006). This finding is congruent with 

a previous study finding that aSI results in a reduction in the dendritic length of 

hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Silva-Gomez et al., 2003). These data may help 

explain why aSI animals exhibit deficits in recognition memory (Bianchi et al., 2006). 

Additionally, NMDA receptor expression is reduced in aSI animals and this reduction is 

associated with the aggressive and depressive-like behaviors associated with aSI, such 

that intra-hippocampal infusion of NMDA receptor antagonist reduce these behaviors to 

that of aGH counterparts (Chang et al., 2015). Recently, as mentioned in previous 

sections, many laboratories have begun examining the hippocampus along its dorsal-

ventral axis, with the dHC playing a role in spatial learning while the vHC plays a role in 

regulating emotional behaviors (Moser et al., 1995; Moser and Moser, 1998; Felix-Ortiz 

et al., 2013; Strange et al., 2014). Our lab has shown that the ventral, but not dorsal, 

hippocampus is hyperexcitable following aSI (Almonte et al., 2017). We have also found 

that chemogenetically silencing the BLA-vHC circuitry produces robust decreases in 

ethanol drinking behaviors and anxiety-like behavior (Ewin et al., 2019a). This further 
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implicates the vHC and possibly to a lesser extent the dHC driving these changes 

following aSI. 

Commonalities between models of addiction vulnerability and models of alcohol 

dependence  

Interestingly, many of the behavioral and neurobiological substrates associated with 

a heightened risk of addiction vulnerability are also seen in models of alcohol 

dependence. For example, chronic intermittent ethanol (CIE) exposure is a well-

established model of alcohol dependence in rodents. It allows animals to achieve 

physiologically relevant levels of ethanol through vaporized ethanol exposure for varying 

number of hours across many days (Becker, 2008; Becker and Lopez, 2016; Ewin et al., 

2019b). CIE exposure and many models of addiction vulnerability both produce 

escalations in voluntary ethanol intake, increases in anxiety- and depressive-like 

behaviors, and deficits in fear extinction (Berton et al., 1998; Huot et al., 2001; Denmark 

et al., 2010; Hui et al., 2011; Holmes et al., 2012; Morales et al., 2015; Skelly et al., 

2015; Rose et al., 2016b; Rose et al., 2016a; Morales et al., 2018). In addition to these 

behavioral similarities, the neurobiological alterations are also similar. The BLA has been 

shown to be hyperexcitable following withdrawal from CIE exposure and a model of 

addiction vulnerability, aSI (Christian et al., 2012; Rau et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2018). We 

recently reported that in both aSI and CIE, male rodents, there are increases in synaptic 

transmission in the vHC, but not the dHC (see Appendix i)(Almonte et al., 2017; Ewin et 

al., 2019b), which is known receive a strong glutamatergic projection from the BLA 

(Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Ewin et al., 2019a). Moreover, in the NAc, another brain region 

that receives input from the BLA, both DA dynamics and glutamate neurotransmission 

are altered. For example, following CIE, DA release is decreased and uptake rate is 

increased, while in a model of early life stress both are increased (Yorgason et al., 2013; 

Karkhanis et al., 2015a). Although these data appear to conflict, the overall net effect is 
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a putative hypodopaminergic state such that the DA system is believed to be primed, in 

both CIE and aSI, to be more responsive to certain stimuli. It is this increased 

responsivity to stimuli that may promote future drinking and/or relapse following CIE and 

aSI.  Data from our lab has indicated an increase in synaptic transmission in the NAc 

following aSI (Weiner lab unpublished data, see Chapter4) and others have seen similar 

effects following CIE (Hopf et al., 2010; Renteria et al., 2017). Collectively, these findings 

support the notion that models of addiction and addiction vulnerability converge along 

similar pathways.  

 

Concluding remarks about these models of addiction vulnerability  

 MS, SDS, and aSI have all been proposed as models of AUD vulnerability, as 

detailed above. For the purposes of this dissertation, the aSI model was chosen 

because of the robust and enduring behavioral and neurobiological phenotypes that 

emerge. MS and SDS both produce some of the same phenotypes, however they are 

not always as consistent as those seen with aSI, proving aSI the better model to move 

forward with. In chapters 2 and 3, commercially sourced, adult singly housed male Long 

Evans rats are used, which have been shown to exhibit an aSI-like phenotype (Chappell 

et al., 2013). In chapter 4, aSI animals were used to examine what neurobiological 

changes occur in the NAc.  

 

6. Conclusions  

The comorbidity between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders is well 

documented and presents a global health concern. Interestingly, many brain regions 

known to contribute to the co-occurrence of these disorders overlap and develop 

common maladaptive changes. In this dissertation, I have focused on two major outputs 

of the BLA, the vHC and the NAc. Chapters 2 and 3 were designed to examine the 
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effects of the BLA circuitry in a limited- access operant ethanol self-administration 

paradigm that procedurally separates appetitive and consummatory measures. These 

studies specifically examined the role of the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuitries on 

ethanol drinking behaviors, as well as on negative affective behaviors. In chapter 2, we 

replicate previous optogenetic findings that silencing the BLA-vHC reduces anxiety-like 

behavior using chemogenetics, and provide novel findings that chemogenetically 

silencing the BLA-vHC circuit reduces both appetitive and consummatory ethanol, and 

to a lesser extent, sucrose drinking behaviors. In chapter 3, we extend previous studies 

examining the role of BLA-NAc circuitry on motivated behaviors (Stuber et al., 2011; 

Millan et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2019) and provide new insights into the dissociable 

effects of silencing BLA-NAc circuity on ethanol and sucrose appetitive measures. We 

also show that chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc projection does not alter anxiety- 

or depressive-like behaviors. Although experiments in chapters 2 and 3 were carried out 

in naïve, commercially sourced animals, our lab has shown that these animals exhibit 

anxiety-like and ethanol drinking behaviors similar to aSI animals (Chappell et al., 

2013). Therefore, chapter 4 sought to extend chapter 3’s findings in the aSI model. 

These studies are preliminary, however initial analysess suggest that the NAc is 

hyperexcitable following aSI, which is in line with our previous study showing that the 

BLA, a major source of glutamatergic input to the NAc, is also hyperexcitable following 

aSI (Rau et al., 2015). Collectively, these studies have laid the foundation for ongoing 

projects in the lab that are combining optogenetics, chemogenetics, and behavioral 

approaches to establish the causal role of BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuits in the 

maladaptive behavioral phenotypes that manifest following aSI  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) and anxiety/stressor disorders frequently co-occur and this 

dual diagnosis represents a major health and economic problem worldwide. The 

basolateral amygdala (BLA) is a key brain region that is known to contribute to the 

etiology of both disorders. Although many studies have implicated BLA hyperexcitability 

in the pathogenesis of AUD and comorbid conditions, relatively little is known about the 

specific efferent projections from the BLA that contribute to these disorders. Recent 

optogenetic studies have shown that the BLA sends a strong monosynaptic excitatory 

projection to the ventral hippocampus (vHC) and that this circuit modulates anxiety- and 

fear-related behaviors. However, it is not known if this pathway influences alcohol 

drinking. Here, we employed a rodent operant drinking regimen that procedurally 

separates appetitive (seeking) and consummatory (intake) behaviors, chemogenetics, 

and brain region-specific microinjections, to determine if BLA-vHC circuitry influences 

alcohol drinking-related behaviors. We first confirmed prior optogenetic findings that 

silencing this circuit reduced anxiety-like behaviors on the elevated plus-maze. We then 

demonstrated that inhibiting the BLA-vHC pathway significantly reduced both appetitive 

and consummatory alcohol drinking behaviors. Sucrose seeking and intake were also 

reduced following chemogenetic inhibition of this circuit, albeit to a lesser extent than 

alcohol drinking measures. Taken together, these findings provide the first indication that 

a BLA-vHC circuit may regulate both appetitive and consummatory alcohol drinking 

behaviors and add to a growing body of evidence suggesting that dysregulation of this 

pathway may contribute to the pathophysiology of AUD and anxiety/stressor-related 

disorders.  

Significance Statement  
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Alcohol use disorder and anxiety disorders frequently co-occur and emerging evidence 

suggests that maladaptive changes in neural circuits that govern anxiety-related 

behaviors may contribute to this comorbidity. Here we examined the role of one of these 

circuits in alcohol drinking behaviors in male Long-Evans rats. Using chemogenetics and 

an operant procedure, we found that inhibiting a projection from the basolateral 

amygdala to the ventral hippocampus decreased anxiety measures and suppressed 

drinking behaviors to a greater extent in rats responding for alcohol vs. sucrose. These 

are the first data demonstrating that a basolateral amygdala-ventral hippocampal circuit 

modulates alcohol self-administration and provide additional evidence that dysregulation 

of this pathway may contribute to the etiology of AUD and comorbid affective disorders.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Alcohol use and misuse represent major health and socioeconomic concerns in 

the United States and around the world. A recent analysis from the World Health 

Organization found that nearly 6% of all global deaths could be attributed to alcohol and 

the 2016 Surgeon General’s Report on Alcohol, Drugs and Health noted that alcohol 

contributes to 88,000 deaths each year in the United States at a cost of almost $250 

billion to our economy (Stahre et al., 2014; Sacks et al., 2015; U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS), 2016). Despite these devastating numbers, some 

populations are particularly vulnerable to alcohol’s deleterious health effects. One 

notable group is individuals diagnosed with anxiety and stressor-related disorders, like 

anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). For example, 40-60% of individuals 

with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) also suffer from alcohol use disorder (AUD) 

(Shorter et al., 2015; Gilpin and Weiner, 2017; Petrakis and Simpson, 2017). Moreover, 

this comorbidity is associated with greater symptom severity for each disorder and a 

much poorer prognosis in recovery (Schafer and Najavits, 2007; Evren et al., 2011; Ipser 

et al., 2015). Importantly, despite the high prevalence of this comorbid condition, there is 

marked variability in the likelihood of developing these disorders (Marmar et al., 2015; 

Walker et al., 2017) and very little is known about the specific neural circuits that might 

confer vulnerability or resilience to these diseases (Gilpin and Weiner, 2017).  

One possible reason for the frequent co-occurrence of these disorders is that 

their etiology may involve maladaptive changes in common neural pathways. For 

example, many studies have reported that both AUD and PTSD are associated with 

dysregulated activity and connectivity in circuits that include the prefrontal cortex, 

amygdala, and hippocampus (Almonte et al., 2017; Skelly et al., 2017; Bloodgood et al., 

2018). Notably, recent studies have demonstrated that these brain regions are not 
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homogenous structures but, rather, are comprised of distinct populations of cells with 

unique afferent and efferent connectivity that often encode behaviors with opposing 

valence (Kim et al., 2016; Beyeler et al., 2018). A better understanding of the 

pathophysiology of AUD and comorbid affective disorders will require clear insight into 

the specific circuits that drive the maladaptive behaviors associated with these diseases.  

One circuit that has received considerable attention, of late, involves a 

monosynaptic projection from glutamatergic pyramidal cells in the basolateral amygdala 

(BLA) to the CA1 region of the ventral hippocampus (vHC). Recent optogenetic studies 

have demonstrated that activation of this circuit increases unconditioned anxiety-like 

behaviors and reduces social interaction in mice and that silencing this pathway 

promotes anxiolysis (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014). Moreover, 

optogenetic inhibition of the BLA-vHC circuit disrupts footshock, but not contextual, fear 

learning in rats (Huff et al., 2016). Despite the critical role of this circuit in many 

behaviors associated with AUD and comorbid conditions, whether this pathway can 

modulate alcohol drinking is not known. To that end, we integrated DREADDs and brain 

region-specific microinjection methods to assess the effect of chemogenetic silencing of 

the BLA-vHC circuit on alcohol drinking behaviors using a limited-access operant 

regimen that procedurally separates appetitive and consummatory drinking behaviors.  

 

Methods 

  

 Subjects  

A total of 24 male, Long Evans rats were used in these studies, all obtained from 

Envigo (Indianapolis, IN). Animals arrived at 150-175g, and were singly housed in clear 

Plexiglas cages (25.4 cm X 45.7 cm). Rats were weighed and handled daily.  Rats had 

ad libitum access to food (Prolab RMH 3000, LabDiet; PMI Nutrition International, St. 

Louis, MO) and water throughout, and were maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle in the 
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same colony room. Animal care procedures were carried out in accordance with the NIH 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Wake 

Forest University Animal Care and Use Committee.  

 

Viral Vectors and Drugs 

All animals underwent surgery to bilaterally inject one of the following two 

constructs into the BLA: AAV5-CamKIIa-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (Gi-DREADD; UNC Vector 

Core, Chapel Hill, NC) and AAV5-CaMKIIa-EGFP (UNC Vector Core, Chapel Hill, NC).  

Clozapine-N-oxide (CNO; Tocris Bioscience), the DREADD ligand, or artificial cerebral 

spinal fluid (aCSF; Tocris Bioscience) were microinjected into the ventral hippocampus.  

 

Surgery and Microinjection Procedures  

Animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50mg/kg intraperitoneally) 

and placed into a rodent stereotaxic instrument. After exposure of the skull, virus was 

injected into the BLA (coordinates: anteroposterior -2.8 from bregma; mediolateral +5.0 

mm, and ventral from the top of the brain -7.3 mm). Following this, stainless-steel guide 

cannulas (26 gauge) were implanted to terminate 1mm above the vHC (coordinates: 

anteroposterior -5.6mm from bregma; mediolateral from the midline +5.0 mm; ventral 

from the top of the brain -5.0mm). Using stainless-steel screws and dental cement, the 

guide cannulas were attached to the skull. After 3-4 weeks of viral incubation, 

microinjections began. Animals were placed in a small plastic container and restrained 

by hand while the obturators were removed and injectors were inserted. The injectors 

extended 1mm beyond the end of the guide cannula and the drug solution (aCSF or 

CNO dissolved in aCSF at 10ng, 33ng or 100ng per side in a Latin Square design) was 

bilaterally infused for 1 min (0.5µL per side). The dose range selected for CNO injections 

was based on a prior report that local microinjection of 50 ng CNO into the dorsal 
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striatum could influence goal-directed behavior (Gremel et al., 2016). Following the one 

minute injections, the injectors were left in place for an additional 30 seconds. Five 

minutes following the microinjections, animals were placed in the elevated plus-maze or 

operant chambers to begin behavioral testing.  

 

Behavioral Tasks 

Operant Self-Administration  

 

Training  

Daily sessions were performed in commercially available, sound-attenuated 

operant chambers (Med Associates, East Fairfield, VT) as previously described 

(Samson et al., 1999). Each chamber contained a house light to signal the beginning of 

a session, a retractable lever and a sipper tube that extended into the chamber. The 

system was computer controlled and appetitive and consummatory responses were 

collected at 2Hz and analyzed using MedPC software (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT).  

To train rats to self-administer alcohol (ethanol), we used an abbreviated 

sucrose-substitution protocol based on the method of Samson (Samson, 1986). Briefly, 

on the first day of shaping, animals were acclimated to chambers for two hours using a 

10% sucrose solution on a fixed ratio (FR1) schedule that resulted in 45 second access 

to the sipper. Over the next consecutive days, session time, fixed ratio, and sipper 

access time were modified and the sucrose concentration was decreased by 1% each 

day and replaced with increasing concentrations of ethanol. The fixed ratio schedule was 

increased from a FR1 to a FR4 over an 8 day period. On day 9, the schedule was 

changed such that completion of a response requirement of 8 lever presses (RR8) 

resulted in a twenty minute presentation of the reinforcer. Over the next 10 sessions, the 

response requirement was increased to an RR30 and the final solution used in testing 
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was 10% ethanol.  A similar protocol was also used to train rats to an RR30 for a 3% 

sucrose solution. Appetitive and consummatory behaviors were monitored daily and data 

was collected using MedAssociates software. Animals had 20 minutes to complete the 

RR30  

 

Microinjections  

After 3-4 weeks of viral incubation, and continual sessions in the operant 

chambers, (5 days/week, Mon-Fri), microinjections began. Animals were placed in a 

small plastic container and restrained by hand while the obturators were removed and 

injectors were inserted prior to the start of the operant session microinjections. 

Microinjections were given once/week and rats were placed into the operant chambers 

and allowed to respond to the lever for 20 minutes.  Importantly, on microinjection days, 

all rats were given 20 min access to the reinforcer solutions, regardless of whether they 

completed the RR30, in order to assess the effects of injections on consummatory 

behaviors.   

 

Extinction Probe Trials 

 To obtain an appetitive measure devoid of any consummatory behaviors, 

extinction probe trials were conducted. On the days when extinction probe trials were 

performed, rats were placed into the operant chamber and allowed to respond on the 

lever for the entire 20 minutes, regardless of the number of lever presses completed. 

Following this period, all subjects were presented with the reinforcer and allowed to drink 

for 20 min. Three extinction probe trials were conducted on each cohort, at least two 

weeks apart.  The first was a baseline trial (no microinjections) and the other two trials 

followed intra-vHC microinfusion of CNO (33ng per side) or vehicle. 
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Elevated Plus-Maze  

 To measure unconditioned anxiety-like behavior, identical microinjection 

procedures were used to test behavioral responding on standard elevated plus-mazes 

(Med Associates, St. Albans, VT). The elevated plus-mazes were raised 72.4 cm from 

floor level, with runways measuring 10.2 cm wide by 50.8 cm long. Open runways had 

1.3cm high lips and closed runways were detected via infrared sensors attached to the 

opening of each arm of the maze. Data were obtained and recorded via computer 

interfaced with control units and MED-PC programming (Med Associates). Animals 

received vehicle or CNO (33ng per side) and, after five minutes, were placed at the 

junction of the four arms, facing one of the open arms and allowed to freely explore the 

maze for five minutes. Open arm time and open arm entries were used as measures of 

anxiety-like behavior and the number of closed arm entries was measured to assess 

general locomotor activity.  Testing was conducted using a within-subject, Latin Square 

design, with tests separated by 3 weeks, a procedure that eliminates the one-trial 

tolerance effect that can occur with some anxiolytic drugs upon repeated exposure to the 

elevated plus-maze (File et al., 1990; File and Zangrossi, 1993; Silberman et al., 2010).    

 

CNO Control Cohorts 

To control for non-specific effects of CNO, a separate cohort of rats received 

intra-vHC microinjections and behavioral treatments in a manner identical to subjects 

that received the received the viral construct expressing hM4D(Gi). The only difference 

was that these subjects received BLA microinjections of a virus that only expressed a 

reporter protein (AAV5-CaMKIIa-EGFP). 

 

Blood Ethanol Determination  
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 Blood ethanol concentrations were measured during the final operant session. 

Animals were allowed to complete the operant self-administration session and a 10µL 

blood sample was then collected from a tail snip of each rat. Blood ethanol 

concentrations were determined using a commercially available ethanol dehydrogenase 

enzymatic assay kit (Diagnostic Chemicals, Oxford, CT).  

 

Immunohistochemistry  

After the final operant session, animals were anesthetized (0.05 mg/kg 

euthanasia drug) and transcardially perfused with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 

followed by 10% formalin in PBS. The brains were removed and stored in 30% sucrose 

solution for at least 1 week before being sectioned. The brains were sectioned on a 

freezing microtome (40 μm sections) and immediately placed in cyroprotectant 

consisting of 30% ethylene glycol and 20% glycerol in 0.05 M PBS. Slices were then 

blocked in 10% natural goat serum (NGS) (ImmunoReagents Inc, Raleigh, NC) with 

0.3% Tween 20 for 2 hours and then incubated with primary antibodies (vHC: rabbit anti-

mCherry 1:250 and mouse anti-neurofilament medium (NFM)1:500; BLA: rabbit anti-

mCherry; anti-mCherry, Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel; NFM, Cell Signaling 

Technology, Danvers, MA) in 10% NGS overnight. Slices were washed with PBS 4 times 

for 10 minutes each wash before incubating with the secondary antibodies (AlexaFluor 

555 goat anti-rabbit, and AlexaFluor 647 goat anti-mouse 1:400) in 10% NGS for 2 

hours. Following this, the slices were washed 2 times for 10 minutes each with PBS. The 

third wash, only in the BLA, included DAPI (300 nM) which was washed on for 25 

minutes. Finally, one last wash for 10 minutes with PBS concluded the slice preparation. 

Slices were mounted and allowed to sit for 2-4 hours at room temperature before being 

placed in 4 degree refrigerator. Slices were imaged using a Nikon A1 Confocal Laser 

Microscope System.  
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Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis  

Statistical analyses were performed in SigmaPlot version 14.0. Data were analyzed 

using two-tailed t tests, one-way repeated measures ANOVAs, and two-way ANOVAs. 

When a significant interaction and/or main effect was detected, Neuman-Keuls post-hoc 

analysis was used. A p value of 0.05 or less was considered significant.  

 

RESULTS 

 

Immunohistochemical confirmation of Gi-DREADD expression in the basolateral 

amygdala and ventral hippocampus 

To confirm reporter protein expression in both the BLA and terminal fields in the vHC, we 

used immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy. After sectioning the rat brain in 

coronal slices, the BLA was stained for DAPI, a nuclei marker and mCherry, the 

fluorescent tag for the Gi DREADD. We confirmed that the reporter protein was 

expressed in the BLA, primarily in cell bodies, as evidenced by the overlay of mCherry 

and DAPI (Fig 1A). We examined the terminal fields in the vHC by using NFM and 

mCherry and saw robust co-staining in the CA1 stratum radiatum (Fig 1B). 
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Figure 1

 

Fig. 1 Representative figures of Gi DREADD expression. Staining for mCherry and DAPI 

in the BLA (scale bars from left to right: 500 µm and 50 µm) (A) and mCherry and NFM 

in the vHC (scale bars from left to right: 500µm, 200 µm and 50 µm) (B).  
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Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC circuit reduces anxiety-like behaviors in the 

elevated plus-maze 

To confirm prior optogenetic studies, we first tested the effect of silencing the BLA-vHC 

pathway on anxiety-like behaviors using the elevated plus-maze. In rats expressing 

hM4D(Gi)-DREADD,  intra-vHC infusion of CNO (33ng per side) significantly increased 

open arm time (t1,14=-3.445, p < 0.02; Fig 2A) and open arm entries (t1,14=-3.197, p<0.01; 

Fig 2A), two well-validated measures of anxiety-like behavior. Closed arm entries, a 

measure of non-specific locomotor activity in this assay, was not affected (t1,14=1.336, 

p>0.05; Fig 2A). To ensure that these anxiolytic effects were dependent on Gi-DREADD 

expression, we generated a separate cohort of rats that received intra-BLA infusion of a 

virus that only expressed a reporter protein. Intra-vHC infusion of CNO in these animals 

had no effect on open arm time (t1,14=38.50, p>0.05), open arm entries (t1,14 = 0.234, 

p>0.05) or closed arm entries (t1,14 = 1.657, p > 0.05)(Fig 2B).    
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Figure 2  

 

 

Fig. 2 Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC results in a decrease in anxiety-like 

behavior on the elevated plus maze. (A) In rats expressing Gi-DREADD, intra-vHC 

infusion of CNO (33 ng/side) increased open arm time and open arm entries with no 

effect on closed arm entries, a measure of locomotor activity (NaCSF =7, NCNO = 7; 

*p<0.05, unpaired t test). (B) In rats only expressing the reporter protein, intra-vHC 

infusion of CNO had no effect on any measures on the elevated plus- maze (NaCSF =5-7, 

NCNO = 5-7; *p<0.05, unpaired t-test). 
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Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC circuit reduces alcohol intake 

We next sought to test the hypothesis that inhibition of the BLA-vHC projection would 

reduce operant ethanol drinking behaviors. To examine this question, we employed a 

drinking regimen optimized to separate appetitive and consummatory behaviors, as prior 

studies by us and others have shown that these measures do not correlate with each 

other and that pharmacological manipulations that inhibit BLA excitability primarily 

reduce appetitive drinking-related behaviors (Butler et al., 2014; McCool et al., 2014). In 

this procedure, rats were trained to complete a 30 lever press response requirement 

(RR30) to gain access to a sipper tube containing a 10% ethanol solution for daily 20 

min drinking sessions. Ethanol intake/session was used as the primary consummatory 

measure and averaged 0.83 +/- 0.07 g/kg (N=8) in the nine sessions prior to CNO 

infusions. This level of intake generated near binge-like blood ethanol levels (73.29 +/- 

6.81 mg%; N = 7).  The number of lever presses during extinction probe trials was used 

as the main measure of appetitive behavior. In these modified sessions, subjects were 

allowed to lever press for 20 min and the ethanol solution was withheld until after this 

time period had elapsed.   

 

We first examined the effect of bilateral intra-vHC infusions of CNO in rats expressing 

hM4D(Gi)-DREADD using the standard daily drinking sessions. On microinjection days, 

sessions were reinforced regardless of whether subjects completed the RR30, as we 

predicted that intra-vHC CNO infusions might reduce lever pressing. A one-way 

repeated measures ANOVA, with treatment as the factor, revealed that intra-vHC CNO 

dose-dependently decreased ethanol intake (F4,35=17.751), p <0.001)(Fig 3A). Post-hoc 

comparisons confirmed that there was no difference in ethanol intake between the 

average session intake during the nine sessions prior to the start of microinjections and 

ACSF injection days. This analysis also demonstrated that CNO, at the two highest 
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doses tested, significantly reduced ethanol intake (q1,14 = 3.291, p<0.05; q1,14 = 10.588,  

p<0.001) relative to ACSF. As predicted, CNO infusions did result in some of the 

subjects failing to complete the lever press response requirement (low: 4/8, middle: 5/7, 

high: 4/8). To determine if this reduction in ethanol intake was dependent on Gi-

DREADD expression, we tested the highest dose of CNO in a separate cohort of 

subjects that were treated in an identical manner except that they received injections of 

a viral construct that expressed a reporter protein but not the DREADD. In this group, a 

one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed no effect of treatment on ethanol intake 

(Fig. 3B). In addition, all subjects completed the 30 lever press response requirement 

following each of the CNO infusions. 
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Figure 3  

 

Fig. 3 Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC reduces ethanol intake. (A) Ethanol 

intake is reduced in rats expressing Gi DREADD following intra-vHC injections of 33 and 

100 ng/side CNO (NaCSF =7, NCNO = 7,*p<0.05, ***p<0.001; One way repeated measures 

ANOVA). (B) There was no effect on ethanol intake in the reporter protein only control 

group following intra-vHC injections of 100ng/side CNO (NaCSF =8, NCNO = 8; One way 

repeated measures ANOVA). 
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Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC circuit reduces intake of a natural reinforcer 

We also asked whether silencing the BLA-vHC circuit altered intake of a natural 

reinforcer. To address this question, another cohort of rats was trained to self-administer 

3% sucrose using the same limited-access operant procedure used to examine ethanol 

drinking behaviors. This sucrose concentration engenders similar extinction probe trial 

responding as 10% ethanol in this drinking regimen. A one-way repeated measures 

ANOVA indicated a significant overall effect of treatment (F4,35=4;296, p <0.008)(Fig 4A). 

Post-hoc comparisons indicated no difference in sucrose intake between baseline and 

ACSF sessions but a significant decrease in sucrose intake at the highest CNO dose 

tested (q1,14 = 3.948, p<0.05)(Fig 4A). Notably, the magnitude of the inhibitory effect of 

CNO on sucrose intake was significantly less than that observed with ethanol drinking 

(ethanol = 51.8 +/- 7.8%, sucrose = 23.7 +/- 4.7; t1,14 =3.081, p < 0.01). 
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Figure 4 

 

Fig 4. Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC reduces consummatory and appetitive 

measures for sucrose. (A) Sucrose intake was reduced in rats with the Gi DREADD 

following intra-vHC injections of 100ng/side CNO (NaCSF =8, NCNO = 8,*p<0.05, One way 

repeated measures ANOVA). (B) During an extinction probe trial, rats expressing Gi 

DREADD following intra-vHC injections of 100ng/side CNO decreased their lever 

pressing for sucrose (NaCSF =8, NCNO = 8; *p<0.05; One way repeated measures 

ANOVA). 
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Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC circuit reduces extinction probe trial responding 

for ethanol and sucrose 

To test the hypothesis that inhibition of the BLA-vHC pathway would decrease appetitive 

behaviors, we tested the effect of CNO on the number of lever presses completed during 

extinction probe trials, where subjects had 20 minutes to lever press but sessions were 

not reinforced until the end of this period. The number of lever presses completed in 

these sessions is a well-validated appetitive measure reflecting a subject’s motivation or 

craving to obtain the reinforcer (Czachowski et al., 2001; Samson and Chappell, 2004; 

Butler et al., 2014). In the ethanol-drinking cohort of rats expressing Gi-DREADD, there 

was a significant effect of treatment (one-way ANOVA, F2,16 = 5.448, p <0.05). Post-hoc 

comparisons revealed no difference between the number of lever presses completed 

during the baseline period and following intra-vHC infusion of ACSF but a significant 

reduction in lever press responding following CNO microinjections, relative to either the 

baseline (q2,16 = 4.320, p < 0.05) or ACSF (q2, 16 = 3.481, p < 0.05) sessions (Fig 5A). In 

contrast, there was no significant treatment effect in the cohort of rats expressing only a 

reporter protein, confirming that the reduction in this appetitive ethanol drinking behavior 

was dependent on vHC expression of Gi-DREADD (Fig 5B). Finally, a similar analysis in 

the sucrose drinking cohort also revealed a significant treatment effect on extinction 

probe trial responding (F2,18 = 6.059, p < 0.05) and post-hoc comparisons showed that 

CNO reduced lever press responding relative to the ACSF (q2,18 = 4.923, p < 0.05), but 

not the baseline, sessions. In contrast to the observed difference in the magnitude of the 

effect of intra-vHC CNO on the intake of ethanol and sucrose, no difference was 

observed in its effects on extinction probe trial responding for these reinforcers (ethanol 

= 47.1 +/- 20.1%, sucrose = 41.5 +/- 8.1%). 
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Figure 5 

 

Fig 5. Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC reduces appetitive measures during an 

extinction probe trial. (A) Lever pressing for ethanol was significantly reduced following 

intra-vHC injections of 100ng/side CNO in rats expressing Gi DREADD (NaCSF =7-8, 

NCNO = 7-8,*p<0.05; One way repeated measures ANOVA). (B) There is no effect on 

lever pressing for ethanol in the reporter protein only control group following intra-vHC 

injections of 100ng/side CNO (NaCSF =8, NCNO = 8; One way repeated measures 

ANOVA). 
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Additional comparisons of chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-vHC circuit on appetitive 

and consummatory responding for ethanol and sucrose 

The preceding analyses revealed that chemogenetic inhibition of the BLA-vHC pathway 

significantly reduced the primary appetitive and consummatory measures of ethanol and 

sucrose drinking-related behavior assessed in these studies. However, CNO reduced 

ethanol intake at a lower dose than that needed to inhibit sucrose intake and the 

magnitude of the inhibitory effect of the highest dose of CNO on intake was significantly 

greater in ethanol drinking subjects. To gain further insight into possible differences in 

the role of this circuit in ethanol and sucrose drinking-related behaviors, we examined 

the effects of CNO on two additional appetitive (latency to first lever press, time to 

complete the 30 lever press response requirement; Fig. 6 A) and consummatory (latency 

to first lick, licks/min; Fig. 6B) measures obtained during the standard drinking sessions. 

A two-way analysis of variance revealed no difference in latency to lever press between 

the ethanol and sucrose cohorts but a significant effect of CNO (F1,28  = 4.979, p < 

0.05)(Fig 6A). Post-hoc analysis indicated that CNO significantly increased the latency to 

lever press for ethanol (q1,14 = 3.996, p < 0.01) but not sucrose. A similar analysis of 

lever press completion time revealed a significant effect of both reinforcer (F1,28 = 

4.643, p < 0.05) and CNO (F1,28 = 20.301, p<0.001)(Fig. 6A), but no interaction 

between these factors. For this measure, CNO significantly increased the time needed to 

complete the lever press response requirement for both ethanol- (q1, 14 = 5.546, p < 

0.001) and sucrose-drinking (q1,14 = 3.466, p < 0.05) subjects (Fig. 6A).  A two-way 

analysis of variance for latency to the first lick revealed no difference between ethanol 

and sucrose drinking subjects but a significant effect of CNO (51, 28 = 5.444, p< 0.05)(Fig. 

6B).  Post-hoc comparisons confirmed that CNO significantly increased latency to the 

first lick for ethanol (q1,14 = 3.909, p < 0.05) but not sucrose, drinking subjects.  The 

same analysis of licks/min indicated a significant effect of reinforcer (F1,28 = 33.491, p < 
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0.001) and CNO (F1,28 = 6.507, p < 0.05) and no interaction between these factors. Post-

hoc analyses revealed that CNO significantly reduced licks/min for ethanol- (q1,14 = 

4.279, p < 0.01) but not sucrose drinking subjects (Fig. 6B).   
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Figure 6 

 

Fig. 6 Comparisons of additional appetitive and consummatory measures in ethanol and 

sucrose groups. (A) The latency to the first lever press was greater in the ethanol group 

following intra-vHC CNO injection, while there was no difference in the latency to the first 

lever press in the sucrose group upon intra-vHC CNO injection. There was a significant 

effect of intra-vHC CNO injection in both the ethanol and sucrose group on lever press 

completion time. (B) The latency to the first lick was greater, while the licks per minute 

were reduced, in the ethanol group upon intra-vHC CNO injection. There was no effect 

of intra-vHC CNO injection on either measure in the sucrose group (Ethanol group: NaCSF 

=7-8, NCNO = 7-8; Sucrose group: NaCSF =8, NCNO =8; *p<0.05;**p<0.01; ***p<0.001; Two-

way ANOVA).  
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DISCUSSION 

There is compelling evidence, from preclinical and clinical studies, that the etiology of 

anxiety/stressor disorders and AUD may involve maladaptive changes in common neural 

circuits. In addition to the frequent co-occurrence of these disorders, withdrawal from 

chronic alcohol promotes a negative affective state, of which anxiogenesis is often an 

integral component (Stewart et al., 1993; Spanagel et al., 1995; Morales et al., 2015; 

Ewin et al., 2018; Morales et al., 2018). Acute alcohol is a highly effective anxiolytic, 

even after chronic exposure (McCool et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2006). Moreover, many 

medications with anxiolytic properties reduce dependence-induced increases in alcohol 

drinking in animal models and have shown promise in human AUD clinical trials (e.g. 

topiramate, baclofen, adrenoceptor modulators) (Silberman et al., 2010; de Beaurepaire, 

2012; Fox et al., 2012; Blodgett et al., 2014; Butler et al., 2014). Given emerging 

evidence that the monosynaptic projection from the basolateral amygdala to the ventral 

hippocampus (BLA-vHC) regulates a broad spectrum of anxiety-related behaviors (Felix-

Ortiz et al., 2013; Janak and Tye, 2015; Yang et al., 2016), here we sought to examine 

whether this circuit influences operant alcohol drinking measures. We first confirmed 

recent optogenetic findings, demonstrating that intra-vHC infusion of CNO in animals 

expressing Gi-DREADD within the BLA-vHC circuit significantly decreased anxiety-like 

behaviors on the elevated plus-maze. Then, using a limited access, operant drinking 

regimen, we found that intra-vHC CNO microinfusion robustly suppressed appetitive and 

consummatory alcohol drinking behaviors. This treatment also significantly reduced 

measures of sucrose self-administration, although most of these effects were more 

modest and required a higher CNO dose than the reductions in operant behaviors 

observed in alcohol drinking rats. Importantly, intra-vHC CNO treatments did not alter 

locomotor activity and CNO microinfusions had no effect on anxiety-like behaviors or 

alcohol drinking in animals only expressing a reporter protein in the BLA-vHC circuit. 
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Taken together, these findings provide the first evidence that silencing BLA-vHC 

synaptic communication strongly attenuates appetitive and consummatory alcohol 

drinking-related behaviors, possibly via a decrease in its pharmacological properties.  

We found that chemogenetically silencing an excitatory projection from the BLA 

to the vHC significantly decreased open arm time and open-arm entries on the elevated 

plus-maze with no change in closed arm entries, a measure of nonspecific locomotor 

activity. Importantly, intra-vHC microinfusion of CNO had no effects on any measures in 

subjects only expressing a reporter protein in this circuit. These results align with the 

work of other recent studies that have examined the behavioral role of this circuitry. For 

example, optogenetic activation of BLA-vHC synapses increased anxiety-like behaviors 

on the elevated plus-maze while inhibiting this pathway reduced anxiety measures 

(Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013). Similarly, optogenetic inhibition of this pathway increased 

center time on the open field and decreased latency to feed on the novelty suppressed 

feeding task (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013). These studies, along with our current findings, 

provide further evidence that monosynaptic projections from the BLA to the vHC can 

bidirectionally modulate a wide range of anxiety-like behaviors.  

Using the same chemogenetic strategy employed to assess anxiety-like 

behaviors, we then demonstrated, for the first time, that silencing this BLA-vHC circuit 

significantly decreased operant alcohol consumption and extinction probe trial 

responding, an appetitive measure of seeking behavior (Samson et al., 2003; Samson 

and Chappell, 2004). Again, these effects were dependent on Gi-DREADD expression, 

as intra-vHC CNO infusion had no effect on either measure in subjects only expressing a 

reporter protein in this circuit. Notably, prior studies, using an operant procedure 

identical to that employed in this study, have shown that pharmacological treatments that 

decrease BLA excitability primarily reduce appetitive, but not consummatory, alcohol 

drinking-related behaviors (Sinclair et al., 2012; Butler et al., 2014; McCool et al., 2014)). 
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For example, intra-BLA infusion of the β3-adrenoreceptor agonist, BRL 37344, which 

enhances a discrete GABAergic circuit in this brain region (Silberman et al, 2010), 

selectively decreased extinction responding but not alcohol intake (Butler et al., 2014). 

Another study, using the same operant procedure, found that BLA microinjection of a 

nonselective, serotonin type-2 receptor agonist, which also reduces BLA excitability, 

decreased appetitive responding for a sweetened alcohol solution with minimal 

alterations in consummatory behaviors (McCool et al., 2014).  

Why would silencing a BLA-vHC circuit inhibit both appetitive and consummatory 

drinking measures whereas nonselective inhibition of the BLA only affect appetitive 

behaviors? These findings are likely reconciled by the growing appreciation that BLA 

pyramidal cells send largely non-overlapping projections to numerous downstream 

targets and these distinct circuits often have opposing behavioral effects (Janak and 

Tye, 2015; Tye, 2018).  For example, while optogenetic stimulation of some BLA-NAc 

circuits reinforce operant responding, photoactivation of BLA projections to the central 

amygdala can be aversive (Kim et al., 2016; Beyeler et al., 2018). Although there is 

some disagreement regarding the anatomical distribution of these positively and 

negatively valenced BLA projection neurons, it seems plausible that experimental 

manipulations that non-selectively silence the BLA may alter multiple circuits that either 

promote or antagonize consummatory behaviors, thus resulting in no net effect on these 

measures. In support of this notion, optogenetic activation of BLA-NAc projections can 

either promote or disrupt appetitive and/or consummatory behaviors (Stuber et al., 2011; 

Millan et al., 2017). In light of these findings, our observations that chemogenetic 

silencing of a BLA-vHC circuit consistently reduced both appetitive and consummatory 

alcohol drinking-related measures suggests that this pathway may normally act as a 

positive modulator of both types of behaviors.  
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Interestingly, we also found that inhibition of this BLA-vHC circuit reduced 

appetitive and consummatory sucrose drinking behaviors, albeit to a lesser extent than 

alcohol drinking measures. Whereas intra-vHC CNO significantly reduced alcohol intake 

at a dose of 33 ng/side, only the highest dose of CNO (100 ng/side) inhibited sucrose 

intake and the magnitude of this effect was about half that observed in alcohol drinking 

animals. Moreover, during operant sessions, chemogenetic silencing of this BLA-vHC 

pathway selectively altered several additional appetitive and consummatory measures in 

alcohol drinking, but not sucrose drinking, subjects.  For example, latency to the first 

lever press (an appetitive measure) as well as latency to first lick and lick rate 

(consummatory measures) were significantly reduced by intra-vHC CNO in alcohol-

drinking rats but not affected in the sucrose cohort. These divergent effects could not be 

attributed to a greater reinforcing salience of alcohol as rats consumed a larger volume 

of sucrose and exhibited higher extinction responding for this reinforcer. These 

differences also provide further evidence that locomotor impairment did not contribute to 

the inhibitory effects of intra-vHC on alcohol drinking measures.  

What could account for the greater effects of BLA-vHC silencing on alcohol vs. 

sucrose drinking? One important difference between these two solutions is that sucrose 

is a natural reinforcer whose salience is mediated primarily by its taste properties 

whereas alcohol reinforcement is likely mediated by both its sensory and 

pharmacological properties (Bachmanov et al., 2003; Wolfe et al., 2016). Although 

beyond the scope of these studies, it is tempting to speculate that the greater efficacy of 

intra-vHC CNO on alcohol vs. sucrose drinking behaviors may be because inhibition of 

this BLA-vHC circuit diminishes the salience of the pharmacological effects of alcohol 

that reinforce appetitive and consummatory behaviors directed at this reinforcer (e.g. 

anxiolysis). In fact, silencing the BLA-vHC pathway decreased anxiety-like behaviors in 

our studies and, while many anxiolytic drugs decrease alcohol drinking behaviors, these 
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drugs actually increase consumption of sweet solutions (Higgs and Cooper, 1996, 1998; 

Silveira et al., 2000). Together, these findings offer initial support for the idea that the 

attenuation of anxiety-like behavior associated with BLA-vHC silencing may have 

contributed to the greater efficacy of intra-vHC CNO on alcohol vs sucrose drinking-

related behaviors in these studies.  

In summary, these studies provide the first evidence that an excitatory projection 

from the BLA to the vHC significantly modulates appetitive and consummatory alcohol 

drinking-related behaviors. Both clinical and preclinical studies have shown that 

increased BLA excitability is a common feature of AUD and comorbid diseases, like 

generalized anxiety disorder and post-traumatic stress disorder (Edwards et al., 2013; 

Rau et al., 2015; Gilpin and Weiner, 2017). Interestingly, BLA projections to the 

hippocampus are largely restricted to the ventral domain of this brain region and we 

have recently reported that a model of vulnerability to AUD and a model of alcohol 

dependence both lead to increases in hippocampal synaptic excitability that are 

exclusively restricted to the ventral region of the hippocampus (Almonte et al., 2017; 

Ewin et al., 2018). Although additional studies will be needed to establish a causal role 

of BLA-vHC dysregulation in the behavioral phenotypes promoted by these models, 

these emerging findings are consistent with the idea that maladaptive increases in BLA-

vHC synaptic communication may contribute to both the anxiogenic behaviors and 

excessive alcohol drinking associated with AUD and comorbid affective conditions. Our 

data also suggest that pharmacological interventions that reduce BLA-vHC excitation 

may be particularly effective treatments for individuals suffering from these disorders. 

Future studies will also be needed to explore the role of BLA projections to other 

downstream targets, like the NAc and CeA, in the pathogenesis of AUD and comorbid 

disorders.  
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ABSTRACT 

The comorbidity between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders is well 

documented and presents a major health and economic problem. Increased excitability 

in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) is known to play a role in the etiology of both 

disorders and recent studies have begun to examine the role of specific efferent 

projections from the BLA in behavioral phenotypes associated with these diseases. The 

BLA sends a glutamatergic projection to the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and this circuitry 

is known to modulate appetitive and affective behaviors. Although studies have begun to 

investigate whether BLA-NAc projections modulate alcohol drinking behaviors, no 

studies to date have used a procedure that separates appetitive and consummatory 

measures, which may be mediated by distinct circuits. Here, we employed an operant 

self-administration regimen that procedurally separates appetitive and consummatory 

behaviors, paired with chemogenetics and brain region specific microinjections to 

examine the contribution of BLA-NA circuitry to these behaviors. We found that 

chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc core circuit had no effect on consummatory 

behaviors for ethanol or the natural reinforcer, sucrose. However, inhibiting this circuit 

had profound but opposite effects on appetitive behavior, decreasing this measure in 

animals trained to self-administer ethanol but increased it in the sucrose cohort. These 

effects were dependent on Gi DREADD expression and were observed in the absence 

of any negative affective behaviors. Taken together, these findings provide insight into 

the diverse role that a BLA-NAc core circuit plays in mediating appetitive measures for 

alcohol and sucrose and provides new evidence that under our experimental conditions, 

silencing a BLA-NAc core does not alter negative affective behaviors.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is a chronic relapsing disease characterized by a 

transition from recreational drinking to excessive alcohol consumption and a loss of 

control over this drinking behavior. AUD affects over 16.3 million Americans and 

accounts for 6% of the global disease burden [1,2].  Despite these alarming statistics, 

individuals with comorbid anxiety/stressor disorders are at an even higher risk for AUD 

[3-5]. For example, individuals with major depressive disorder are nearly 40% more likely 

to have an AUD [6] and an anxiety diagnosis is associated with a 2-3 fold increase in risk 

of developing an AUD [7-9]. Individuals suffering from these dual diagnoses are also 

more vulnerable to relapse and are less responsive to current treatment options [10-12].  

 One likely explanation for the frequent comorbidity between AUD and 

anxiety/stressor disorders is that all of these diseases arise, at least in part, from 

convergent maladaptive changes in common neural pathways. In fact, many studies 

have shown that all of these disorders are associated with alterations in neuronal activity 

and connectivity among several brain regions such as the amygdala, nucleus 

accumbens, and hippocampus [13-16]. Hyperexcitability in the basolateral amygdala 

(BLA) is a common maladaptive change in both clinical and preclinical studies of AUD 

and anxiety/stressor disorders [16-21]. The BLA is the primary input to the amygdala 

complex, receiving input from all sensory modalities [22,23]. It assigns valence and 

orchestrates behavioral and emotional responding via projections to many cortical and 

subcortical structures [24,25]. Despite compelling evidence that BLA hyperexcitability 

contributes to the etiology of AUD and many affective disorders, significantly less is 

known about the specific downstream projections responsible for maladaptive behaviors 

associated with these conditions. One important BLA projection that is known to mediate 

motivated behaviors for both drug and natural reinforcers is a monosynaptic projection 

from glutamatergic pyramidal cells in the BLA to the nucleus accumbens core (NAc). 
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Optical stimulation of this circuitry produces robust enhancements in motivated 

behaviors, while inhibition of this pathway decreases reinforced responding [26,27]. 

Furthermore, the BLA-NAc circuitry has also been shown to bi-directionally modulate 

depressive-like behaviors [27]. Recent studies have examined the BLA-NAc circuitry in 

the context of alcohol drinking behaviors [15,28] and these, and other, studies have 

begun to illustrate that there may be distinct BLA-NAc circuits that have opposing effects 

on motivated behaviors. For example, one study found that optical activation of a circuit 

projecting from the anterior BLA to the NAc shell decreased appetitive alcohol and 

sucrose drinking behaviors [15], while another found that inhibition of either the posterior 

BLA or NAc also decreased alcohol drinking related behaviors [28]. These data provide 

evidence that the BLA-NAc circuitry plays an important, albeit complex, role in motivated 

behaviors for various reinforcers including alcohol.   

Despite the emerging complexity of the behavioral role of BLA-NAc circuits, 

these projections clearly play an integral role in modulating affective behaviors and 

alcohol drinking. It is worth noting that drinking is comprised of distinct appetitive and 

consummatory elements that are likely mediated by discrete circuits. Here, we used a 

chemogenetic strategy to selectively silence a BLA-NAc core circuit that has primarily 

been shown to promote motivated behaviors and more recently, a specific subpopulation 

of neurons in this circuitry has been shown to modulate depressive-like behaviors. We 

also employed an operant self-administration regimen that allows for the distinct analysis 

of appetitive and consummatory behaviors. We hypothesized that silencing this circuit 

would selectively inhibit appetitive, but not consummatory alcohol drinking measures and 

possibly decrease negative affective behaviors.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Subjects 

 A total of 55 male, Long Evans rats, obtained from Envigo (Indianapolis, IN), 

were used in these studies. Animals for operant ethanol self-administration studies 

arrived at 150-175g (N = 28) and animals for behavioral studies arrived at 225-250g (N = 

27). A total of five rats were excluded from analysis due to head cap issues or 

intolerance to microinjections (i.e. severe diarrhea upon microinjection).  All animals 

were singly housed in clear Plexiglass cages (25.4cm X 45.7cm). Rats were weighed 

and handled daily. They had ad libitum access to food (Prolab RMH 3000, LabDiet; PMI 

Nutrition International, St. Louis, MO) and water throughout. Rats were housed on a 12 

hour light/dark cycle. Animal care procedures were carried out in accordance with the 

NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Wake 

Forest University Animal Care and Use Committee.  

Viral Vectors and Drugs 

 Animals in both behavioral groups underwent surgery to bilaterally inject one of 

the following constructs into the BLA: AAV5-CaMKIIa-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (Gi-DREADD; 

Addgene, Watertown, MA) or AAV5-CaMKIIa-EYFP (reporter protein only; Addgene, 

Watertown, MA).  Clozapine-N-oxide (CNO; Tocris Bioscience), the DREADD ligand, or 

artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF; Tocris Bioscience) was bilaterally microinjected into 

the nucleus accumbens.  

Surgery 

 Animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50mg/kg, intraperitoneally) 

and placed into a rodent stereotax. Upon exposure of the skull, the virus (Gi-DREADD or 

reporter protein only) was bilaterally injected into the BLA (coordinates: anteroposterior -

2.8 from bregma; mediolateral +5.0mm and ventral from the top of the brain -7.0mm). 

Following this, stainless-steel guide cannulas (12mm, 26 gauge) were implanted to 
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terminate 1mm above the NAc (coordinates: anteroposterior +2.2mm from bregma; 

mediolateral +1.5mm and ventral from the top of the brain -5.4mm). Stainless-steel 

screws and dental cement were used to attach the guide cannulas to the skull. The virus 

was allowed to incubate for 4 weeks prior to any microinjections.  

Microinjection Procedures 

 Following surgery, animals were placed in a small plastic container and 

restrained by hand while obturators were removed to acclimate them to future 

microinjections. On microinjection days, obturators were removed and injectors were 

inserted. The injector extended 1mm beyond the end of the guide cannula and the drug 

solution (aCSF or CNO dissolved in aCSF at 10ng, 33ng or 100ng per side in a Latin 

Square design to control for the order of injections) was bilaterally infused for 1 minute 

(0.5 uL per side). The doses of CNO were selected based on prior reports (Gremel et al. 

2016). The injectors were left in place for 15-30 seconds after the infusion and then 

removed and replaced with sterile obturators. Five minutes after the microinjections, 

animals were placed in an operant chamber or on one of the below behavioral assays.  

Behavioral Tasks 

Operant Self-Administration  

Training  

 Daily sessions were performed in a commercially available, sound-attenuated 

operant chambers (Med Associates, East Fairfield, VT) and each chamber contained a 

house light to signal the beginning of a session, a sipper tube that extended into the 

chamber and a retractable lever. To train rats, we used an abbreviated sucrose-

substitution protocol based on previous work by Samson (Samson, 1986). On the first 

day, animals were acclimated to the chambers for two hours using a 10% sucrose 

solution on a fixed ratio (FR1) schedule where they had 45 second access to the sipper. 

Over the following days, session time, fixed ratio and sipper access time were modified 
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and the sucrose concentration was decreased by 1% and replaced with increasing 

concentrations of ethanol until it was just 10% ethanol. Over 8 days, the fixed ratio 

schedule went from an FR1 to an FR4. On day 9 the schedule was changed to a 

response requirement of 8 (RR8), which meant animals had to press the lever 8 times in 

20 minutes prior to having 20 minutes access to the reinforcer. Over the next 10-15 

sessions, the response requirement was increased to a response requirement of 20 

(RR20) and the final solution used was 10% ethanol. A separate cohort of rats were 

trained to an RR20 for 5% sucrose to determine the effects of the BLA-NAc circuit on 

appetitive and consummatory behavior direct at a natural reinforce. Finally, a third cohort 

of rats received BLA injections of a virus that only expressed a reporter protein, to 

control for any non-specific effects of CNO. These rats were also trained to a RR20 but 

for a 10% ethanol/1% sucrose  solution (as their intake of 10% ethanol as lower than the 

original ethanol cohort). Animals had 20 minutes to complete the RR20 followed by 20 

minutes to drink. On microinjection days, regardless of the number of lever presses the 

rats were still allowed 20 minutes to drink because we predicted decreases in appetitive 

responding with CNO microinjections. Both appetitive and consummatory behaviors 

were monitored each day and data was collected using MedAssociates software.  

Extinction Probe Trial 

 Extinction probe trials were conducted in order to obtain a measure of appetitive 

behaviors independent of any consummatory behaviors. On the days when extinction 

probe trials were performed, rats were placed in their operant chambers and allowed to 

respond on the lever for the entire 20 minutes, regardless of the number of lever presses 

completed. Following this, all rats were presented with the reinforcer and allowed to 

drink for 20 minutes. Three extinction probe trials were conducted on each cohort, at 

least two weeks apart. The first trial was a baseline trial (no microinjections) and the 
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other two trials followed intra-NAc microinjections of CNO (100ng per side) or vehicle 

(artificial cerebral spinal fluid, aCSF). 

Blood Ethanol Determination  

 Blood ethanol concentrations were measured once during the operant session. 

Animals were allowed to complete the operant self-administration session and 

immediately following it a 10uL blood sample was taken from a tail snip of each rat. 

Blood ethanol concentrations were determined using a commercially available alcohol 

dehydrogenase enzymatic assay kid (Diagnostic Chemicals, Oxford, CT).  

Elevated Plus-Maze  

 The standard elevated plus-maze (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT) was used to 

measure unconditioned anxiety-like behavior, following identical microinjection 

procedures as detailed above. Briefly, the elevated plus-maze was raised 72.4 cm from 

floor level, with runways measuring 10.2 cm wide by 50.8cm long. Open runways had a 

1.3cm lip and closed runways were detected via infrared sensors attached to the 

opening of each arm of the maze. Data were obtained and recorded via a computer 

interfaced with control units and MED-PC programming (Med Associates). Prior to being 

placed in the elevated plus maze, animals received vehicle or CNO (100ng per side) and 

after five minutes were placed at the junction of the four arms, facing one of the open 

arms and allowed to freely explore the maze for five minutes. Open arm time and entries 

were used to measure anxiety-like behavior and the number of closed arm entries was 

used to measure general locomotor activity.  

Forced Swim Test 

 The forced swim test (FST) was used to measure depressive-like behavior. For 

this test, a large plastic cylinder was used measuring 41.91cm tall and 49.53cm in 

diameter. The cylinder was lifted 93.98 cm off the ground, filled with water until it came 

to roughly 36cm or high enough so that the rats could not balance on their tails or climb 
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out. Water was kept at a temperature between 24 and 26 degrees C° [29,30]. On day 1 

(pretest), rats were placed in the water and allowed to swim for 10 minutes [30]. On test 

day, 24 hours after the pretest, rats were placed in the water and allowed to swim for 5 

minutes. Sessions were videotaped and analyzed through EthoVision (Noldus) to obtain 

measures of latency to the first time immobile and total time spent immobile. Immobility 

time was defined as movement that was less than 20% of the average velocity.  

Open-field test  

  Open-field test was used to measure general locomotion in a novel environment 

using a Plexiglass chamber (41.5cm X 41.5cm x 30cm). At the start of the test, animals 

were placed in the center of the chambers and allowed to move around freely. The 

chambers were equipped with Omnitech Superflex Sensors (Omnitech Electronics, Inc.) 

which uses arrays of infrared photodetectors located at intervals along each side of the 

chambers. The chambers were placed in a sound-attenuating box with 15 Watt light 

bulbs to illuminate the arena. Exploratory activity was recorded for 30 minutes and data 

were analyzed in five-minute time bins.  

Tissue preparation and imaging  

 After the final operant session, animals were anesthetized (0.05mg/kg 

euthanasia drug) and transcardially perfused with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 

4% formalin in PBS. The brains were removed and stored in 30% sucrose solution for 

one week before being sectioned. The brains were sectioned using a freezing microtome 

(40um sections) and immediately placed in cryoprotectant (30% ethylene glycol and 

20% glycerol in 0.05M PBS). Slices were washed with PBS prior to being incubated in a 

wash containing DAPI (300nM) for 25 minutes. Finally, one last wash for 10 minutes with 

PBS concluded the slice preparation. Slices were immediately mounted and allowed to 

sit for 2-4 hours at room temperature before being placed in 4 degree refrigerator. Slices 

were imaged using a Nikon A1 Confocal Laser Microscope System.  
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Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis  

 Statistical analysis was performed in SigmaPlot version 14.0. Data were 

analyzed using two-tailed t tests, one-way repeated measures ANOVAs, and two-way 

repeated measures ANOVAs. If the data failed the normality test, a chi-squared analysis 

was used. When there was a significant interaction and/or main effect, Neuman-Keuls 

post hoc analysis was used. A p value of 0.05 or less was considered significant.  

 

RESULTS  

Immunohistochemical confirmation of Gi-DREADD expression in the basolateral 

amygdala and nucleus accumbens  

To confirm expression of the Gi-DREADD in both the BLA and terminal fields in the NAc 

core, we processed tissue for confocal microscopy. The BLA was stained for DAPI and 

mCherry, the fluorescent tag for the Gi DREADD (Fig 1A-C). We confirmed that the Gi-

DREADD expression in the BLA was primarily localized in the cell bodies, as evidenced 

by the overlay of mCherry and DAPI (Fig 1D). We examined terminal expression in the 

NAc core using DAPI and mCherry and saw robust expression of mCherry that did not 

overlap with DAPI expression, confirming localization of Gi-DREADD to synaptic 

terminals in the NAc core (Fig 1E-H). Gi-DREADD expression was confirmed in all 

rodents used in the study.  
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Figure 1 

 

Figure 1. Representative coronal brain slices showing expression of the fluorescent 

marker mCherry (red) after Gi DREADD virus injection in the BLA. Staining for DAPI (A), 

mCherry (B) and overlay of DAPI and mCherry (C) in the BLA (scale bars at 500µm). 

Overlay of mCherry and DAPI depicting their colocalization in the cell bodies of the BLA 

(D; scale bar at 50µm). Terminal expression of mCherry in the NAc (E; scale bar at 

1000µm). Staining for DAPI (F), mCherry (F) and overlay of DAPI and mCherry (H) in 

the NAc core (scale bars at 500µm).  
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Chemogenetic silencing of a BLA-NAc core circuit does not impact appetitive or 

consummatory measures during standard daily drinking sessions  

We first sought to examine the effect of chemogenetic silencing of a BLA-NAc core 

projection during standard operant ethanol drinking sessions. We employed a limited 

access operant ethanol self-administration procedure that procedurally separates 

appetitive and consummatory behaviors. Prior studies using this procedure have shown 

that these measures do not correlate with each other [31] and, notably, that intra-NAc 

core blockade of D2 receptors selectively blocks appetitive, but not consummatory 

alcohol-drinking behaviors [32]. Moreover, because consummatory behaviors may 

overshadow appetitive measures [33-36], it is likely that this regimen will detect effects 

on appetitive behavior that may be missed with other operant drinking regiments.  During 

this procedure rats were trained to complete a 20 lever press response requirement 

(RR20) to gain access to a sipper tube containing 10% ethanol or 5% sucrose for 20 

minutes. The average blood ethanol levels were 54.44 ± 4.04 mg% (N = 8). Extinction 

probe trials were used to assess appetitive behaviors and during these trials rats were 

allowed to lever press for the entire 20 minutes and then allowed to drink for 20 minutes 

afterwards.  

 

In the ethanol drinking group, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with treatment as 

the factor, revealed no effect of intra-NAc core CNO on lever pressing Χ2(3) = 6.800, p = 

0.079; Figure 2A) or ethanol intake (F3,21 = 0.210, p = 0.889; Figure 2D). It is important to 

note here that there is a trend, albeit not significant, towards a reduction in lever 

pressing for ethanol. In the sucrose drinking group, there was also no effect of intra-NAc 

core CNO on lever pressing (Χ2(3)= 2.820, p = 0.420; Figure 2B) or sucrose intake (F3,36 

= 0.558, p = 0.646; Figure 2E). To ensure there were no off target effects of CNO, in a 

separate cohort of subjects that were treated identically to the other cohorts we infused a 
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viral construct that expressed the reporter protein but not the DREADD. In this group 

following intra-NAc core infusion of CNO (100 ng per side), a one-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed no effect of treatment on lever pressing (F1,6 = 1.00, p = 

0.356; Figure 2C) or ethanol cocktail (10% ethanol/1% sucrose) (F1,6 = 3.577, p = 0.107; 

Figure 2F).   
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 2. Chemogenetic silencing of a BLA-NAc circuit does not alter lever pressing or 

ethanol intake on regular microinjection sessions. Lever pressing (A-B) and ethanol or 

sucrose intake (D-E) were not altered following intra-NAc CNO (state dose range) in 

animals expressing Gi-DREADD (ethanol lever press, NaCSF = 8, NCNO = 8, p = 0.079, 

Chi-squared; ethanol g/kg NaCSF = 8, NCNO = 8, p = 0.889, One-way repeated measures 

ANOVA; sucrose lever press, NaCSF = 13, NCNO = 13, p = 0.420, Chi-squared; sucrose 

g/kg NaCSF = 13, NCNO = 13, p = 0.646, One way repeated measures ANOVA). Lever 

pressing (C) and ethanol cocktail (10% ethanol/1% sucrose) intake were not altered in 

animals with the reporter protein only control virus (lever press, NaCSF = 7, NCNO = 7, p = 

0.356; ethanol cocktail g/kg, NaCSF = 7, NCNO = 7, p = 0.107, One way repeated measures 

ANOVA).  
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Chemogenetic silencing of a BLA-NAc core circuit reduces extinction probe trial 

responding for ethanol and increases responding for sucrose  

We used an extinction probe trial to test the hypothesis that inhibition of a BLA-NAc core 

circuit would decrease appetitive responding for ethanol. During these trials, subjects 

had 20 minutes to lever press and sessions were not reinforced until the end of this 

period. Previous studies have shown that the number of lever presses during the 

extinction probe trial is an appetitive measure that corresponds well with subject’s 

motivation to obtain the reinforcer [32,35,37]. Following intra-NAc core infusion of CNO 

(100ng per side), there was a significant effect of treatment (one-way ANOVA, F2,14= 

9.569, p = 0.002) in the ethanol-drinking cohort. Post-hoc comparisons revealed a 

significant reduction in lever press responding following CNO microinjections (100ng per 

side), relative to both baseline (q2,14 = 3.494, p = 0.027) and aCSF (q2,14 = 6.169, p = 

0.002) (Figure 3A). There were no significant differences between baseline and aCSF 

groups (q2,14 = 2.675, p = 0.08). In the sucrose drinking cohort, a one-way ANOVA 

revealed a significant effect of treatment (F2,24 = 8.122, p = 0.002). Interestingly, post-hoc 

analysis revealed a significant augmentation in lever press responding following CNO 

microinjections, relative to both baseline (q2,24 = 5.632, p = 0.002) and aCSF (q2,24 = 

3.574, p = 0.019) (Figure 3B). There were no significant differences between baseline 

and aCSF groups (q2,24 = 2.058, p = 0.159). Finally, to ensure that these alterations in 

lever press responding during extinction probe trials were due to Gi-DREADD 

expression, we tested CNO (100ng per side) in a separate cohort of subjects that 

expressed the reporter protein but not the DREADD. A one-way repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed no effect of treatment on lever pressing (F2,11 = 1.290, p = 0.314).  
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Figure 3  

 

 

Figure 3. Chemogenetic silencing of a BLA-NAc circuit has dissociable effects on 

extinction probe trial responding for ethanol and sucrose. (A) Lever pressing for ethanol 

was significantly reduced following intra-NAc injections of 100ng/side CNO in rats 

expressing Gi DREADD (Nbaseline = 8, NaCSF = 8, NCNO = 8, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, One way 

repeated measures ANOVA). (B) Lever pressing for sucrose was significantly increased 

following intra-NAc injection of 100ng/side CNO in rats expressing Gi DREADD (Nbaseline 

=13, NaCSF = 13, NCNO = 13, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, One way repeated measures ANOVA). 

(C) There is no effect on lever pressing for ethanol cocktail in the reporter protein only 

control group following intra-NAc injections of 100ng/side NCO (Nbaseline = 7, NaCSF = 6, 

NCNO = 7, p = 0.314).  
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Effects of chemogenetic silencing of a BLA-NAc core circuit on measures of affective 

behaviors 

We also examined the effects of a BLA-NAc core circuitry on three different assays of 

affective behaviors. First, we determined if intra-NAc core infusions of CNO (100ng per 

side) in subjects expressing the Gi-DREADD had any effects on locomotor behavior 

using the open field test. Two-repeated measures ANOVA, with time and total distance 

traveled as factors, revealed a main effect of time (F5,120 = 46.100, p < 0.001) but no 

main effect of treatment (F1,120= 2.671, p=0.105) and no interaction between factors 

(F5,120 = 0.852, p = 0.516; Figure 4A), indicating no effect of CNO on locomotion. Center 

distance time can be used to measure anxiety-like behavior, however we found a main 

effect of time (F5,120 = 24.354, p < 0.001) but no main effect of treatment (F1,20 = 0.269, p 

= 0.605) and no interaction between treatment and time (F5,120 = 0.578, p = 0.716) 

(Figure 4B). Another well-validated behavioral assay used to measures anxiety-like 

behavior is the elevated plus-maze [30,38]. In rats expressing the Gi-DREADD, intra-

NAc core infusion of CNO (100ng per side) did not alter open arm time (t1,12= 0.682, p = 

0.508)(Figure 4C), open arm entries (t(12) = 0.702, p = 0.496)(Figure 4D) or closed arm 

entries (t1,12 = 0.735, p = 0.477)(Figure 4E). Finally, both the BLA and NAc core have 

been implicated in modulating depressive-like behaviors [27,39-42] and we sought to 

determine if chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc core circuitry would alter these 

behaviors using the forced swim test. Intra-NAc core infusion of CNO (100ng per side) 

did not alter time spent immobile (t1,11= 115, p = 0.470)(Figure 4F) or the latency to the 

first time immobile (t1,11 = 143.5, p = 0.278)(Figure 4G). Together, these data suggests 

that chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc core circuit that modulates appetitive 

drinking behaviors, does not influence a range of anxiety- or depressive-like behaviors.  
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Figure 4 

 

Figure 4. Chemogenetic silencing of the BLA-NAc does not alter anxiety- or depressive-

like behaviors. Intra-NAc injections of 100ng/side CNO in rats expressing Gi DREADD 

did not alter total distance traveled (A; NaCSF = 11, NCNO = 11, p=0.516, Two way 

repeated measures ANOVA) or center distance traveled (B; NaCSF = 11, NCNO = 11, 

p=0.716, Two way repeated measures ANOVA). On the elevated plus maze, open arm 

time (C; NaCSF = 7, NCNO = 8, p=0.508, unpaired t-test), open arm entries (D; NaCSF = 13, 

NCNO = 13, p=496, unpaired t-test), and closed arm entries (E; NaCSF = 13, NCNO = 13, 

p=0.508, unpaired t-test) were no different in CNO or aCSF controls. On the forced swim 

test, immobility time (F; NaCSF = 13, NCNO = 14, p=0.470, unpaired t-test) and the latency 
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to the first time immobile (G; NaCSF = 13, NCNO = 14, p =0.278, unpaired t-test) were no 

difference in CNO or aCSF controls.  
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DISCUSSION  

 The comorbidity between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders is well 

documented, and many clinical and preclinical studies have provided compelling 

evidence that the frequent co-occurrence of these disorders is mediated, in part, by 

convergent maladaptive changes in common neural circuits. Previous studies have 

shown that BLA-NAc circuitry modulates motivated behaviors directed at drugs and 

alcohol as well as natural reinforcers [15,26,27,43]. Both brain regions also play an 

integral role in negative affective behaviors [27,39-42] and very recent evidence 

suggests that a specific projection involving cholecystokinin (CCK)-expressing BLA 

pyramidal neurons to the NAc core mediates depressive-like behaviors [27]. Here we 

sought to further probe the role of the BLA-NAc circuitry in a limited-access operant 

alcohol drinking paradigm that procedurally separates appetitive and consummatory 

drinking-related measures. Intra-NAc CNO infusions selectively altered appetitive 

measures in an opposing manner for ethanol and sucrose. Moreover, these effects on 

appetitive behaviors were observed in the absence of any changes in anxiety- or 

depressive-like behaviors.  

We demonstrated, for the first time, that chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc 

core circuit can have dissociable effects on consummatory and appetitive measures for 

ethanol and sucrose. During operant sessions, intra-NAc CNO infusion did not alter 

ethanol or sucrose intake. However, during an extinction probe trial, which provides 

measures of appetitive behavior in the absence of any consummatory measures [34,37], 

intra-NAc CNO infusion in animals expressing Gi DREADD selectively reduced lever 

pressing for ethanol, while increasing responding for sucrose. It is important to note two 

things here, these effects were dependent on Gi DREADD expression, as intra-NAc 

CNO infusion in the reporter protein only control group had no effects on extinction 
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probe trial responding in the BLA-NAc circuit, and these divergent effects on motivation 

for ethanol and sucrose were seen by manipulation of the same BLA-NAc core circuit.  

The finding that chemogenetic inhibition of a BLA-NAc projection selectively 

modulated appetitive, but not consummatory behaviors for ethanol and a natural 

reinforcer is in line with previous studies where a variety of pharmacological treatments 

that reduced BLA excitability selectively reduced appetitive, and not consummatory 

drinking behaviors [35,36,44]. For example, one study that employed the same operant 

procedure used in these experiments, found that intra-BLA infusion of the beta-3 

adrenoreceptor agonist BRL37344, known to decrease BLA excitability [45], reduced 

appetitive measures for ethanol and sucrose with no alterations in consumption of either 

reinforer [35]. Another study, using the same operant procedure, found that intra-BLA 

infusions of a nonselective serotonin type-2 receptor agonist, which also reduces BLA 

excitability, decreased appetitive responding for a sweetened alcohol solution, with only 

minimal changes in consummatory behaviors [36]. In addition, intra-NAc infusion of a 

dopamine 2 receptor antagonist reduces appetitive measures for ethanol during an 

extinction probe trial with no effects on consummatory behaviors [37]. Collectively, these 

studies suggest that the BLA and NAc exert strong control on appetitive, but not 

consummatory, drinking-related behaviors.   

A more difficult question to address is why silencing the same BLA-NAc core 

circuit significantly increased appetitive behavior in sucrose drinking subjects while 

decreasing this measure in animals trained to self-administer ethanol? First, it is 

important to note that sucrose functions as a reinforcer primarily for its taste and caloric 

properties. While the taste and caloric properties of ethanol may also contribute to its 

salience, unlike sucrose, ethanol also has numerous pharmacological actions that drive 

positive and negative reinforcement [46,47]. It seems plausible that, due to the differing 

properties that give ethanol and sucrose their reinforcing properties, there may be 
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differences in the circuitry that underlies motivational behaviors related to these 

reinforcers. Moreover, there is compelling evidence that BLA projecting pyramidal cells 

that encode a broad range of positively and negatively-valenced behaviors may be 

intermingled within the BLA [27,48]. Therefore, it seems likely that our chemogenetic 

viral strategy tagged BLA-NAc circuits that promote and antagonize motivated 

behaviors. Support for this hypothesis comes from a recent study that revealed that 

optogenetic activation of BLA-NAc circuits can result in either real- time place preference 

or aversion, depending on the specific BLA projector neurons being activated [27]. 

Furthermore, optogenetic activation of one of these BLA-NAc circuits reinforced 

responding for sucrose while another actively suppressed this behavior [27]. Our 

hypothesis is also supported by another recent study that found that intermingled 

populations of NAc-projecting BLA pyramidal neurons can be excited and inhibited by 

sucrose (and quinine) [48]. Taken together, ethanol and sucrose differ in some of the 

characteristics that instill them with reinforcing properties and emerging evidence 

suggests that NAc-projecting BLA pyramidal cells that encode positive and negative 

valence can be found within the same BLA subregion. Although further studies are 

needed, our findings that chemogenetic silencing of BLA-NAc communication 

bidirectionally modulates ethanol and sucrose extinction probe trial responding support 

the notion that, within a single BLA subregion, there may be NAc-projecting pyramidal 

cells that normally promote ethanol responding (for reasons related to its 

pharmacological properties) and others that suppress appetitive behaviors directed at 

sucrose (for reasons related to its taste and caloric value). 

Although many decades of work have implicated the BLA and NAc in modulating 

negative affective behaviors [16,35,45,49-53], in this study, we did not find any effects of 

chemogenetically silencing the BLA-NAc circuitry on anxiety- or depressive-like 

behaviors. To our knowledge only one study to date has directly assessed the role of 
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BLA-NAc circuitry in modulating negative affective behaviors [27]. Using an optogenetic 

approach, this study found that optogenetic activation of a specific subpopulation of BLA 

pyramidal neurons that express CCK and project primarily onto dopamine 2 (D2) 

receptor-containing NAc neurons, termed CCKBLA-D2NAc [27], promoted real-time place 

aversion. Remarkably, photoactivation of non-CCK-expressing BLA neurons that project 

primarily onto D1R-containing NAc neurons led to real-time place preference [27]. 

Manipulations of these distinct BLA-NAc circuits also had opposing effects on 

depressive-like behaviors and neither affected anxiety measures [27]. These data 

provide direct evidence that intermingled populations of NAc-projecting BLA pyramidal 

neurons bidrectionally modulate depressive-like behaviors [27].  It is possible then, that 

we did not see any effects on negative affective behaviors because our chemogenetic 

viral approach recruited an equal distribution of BLA-NAc circuits that promote and 

reduce depressive-like behaviors, therefore resulting in no net effect on these measures. 

Nevertheless, since chemogenetic inhibition of this BLA-NAc pathway significantly 

decreased appetitive ethanol responding in the absence of any changes in negative 

affective behaviors, these findings actually support the idea that this pathway may be 

one of the circuits that encodes ethanol’s positive reinforcing effects.  

 Collectively, these studies provide compelling new evidence that appetitive and 

consummatory drinking-related behaviors are mediated by distinct neural circuits and 

these are the first data demonstrating that a BLA-NAc circuit can have opposite effects 

on appetitive behavior for ethanol and the natural reinforcer, sucrose. Many studies have 

shown that increases in BLA excitability are a common feature of AUD and comorbid 

anxiety/stressor-disorders [4,16,54,55]. The BLA sends a dense glutamatergic projection 

to the NAc and this circuitry has been shown to play an integral role in motivation and 

depressive-like behaviors [15,26,27,56]. Our findings have identified a BLA-NAc 

pathway that, when silenced, significantly reduces an appetitive ethanol drinking-related 
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behavior in the absence of any changes in negative affective measures.  Moreover, 

inhibition of this pathway actually increased appetitive behavior in animals trained to self-

administer sucrose.  Although additional studies will be needed to determine if this 

circuitry is dysregulated in animal models of addiction, these data suggest that targeting 

this circuitry may prove particularly beneficial in treating AUD, as inhibiting it would 

decrease motivation for alcohol and preserve, or possibly enhance, motivation for 

natural reinforcers. Finally, our data also suggest that this BLA-NAc circuit may 

contribute to alcohol’s positive reinforcing effects.  
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ABSTRACT  

Adolescence is a critical period of brain development, marked by heightened 

vulnerability to stressors which can lead to an increased risk of developing various 

psychopathologies, including addiction. In fact, exposure to chronic early life stress is 

known to increase vulnerability to alcohol use disorder (AUD) and anxiety disorders. To 

that end, our lab has characterized a rodent adolescent social isolation (aSI) model of 

chronic early life stress and has demonstrated that aSI results in the appearance of 

numerous behavioral risk factors of AUD and anxiety disorders in adulthood (e.g. 

enduring increases in anxiety-like behaviors and measures of ethanol intake and 

preference). Recent neurobiological studies have revealed that the basolateral amygdala 

(BLA), a brain region that plays an integral role in anxiety and motivated behavior, is 

hyperexcitable following aSI. Other recent work is beginning to show that the BLA exerts 

its controlling influence on emotional behaviors and motivation via distinct excitatory 

projections to a variety of limbic and cortical regions, including the nucleus accumbens 

(NAc). Our prior studies have revealed that aSI profoundly dysregulated dopamine 

release dynamics in the NAc, however the impact of this early life stress model on NAc 

synaptic transmission remains unknown.  To begin to address this gap in our knowledge, 

we used ex vivo electrophysiological methods to test the hypothesis that aSI may 

promote increases in synaptic excitability in the NAc. Using extracellular field recordings, 

we found an increase in the N2 component of fEPSPs in recordings from aSI vs. 

adolescent group housed animals. To further characterize possible mechanisms that 

may contribute to this increase in excitability, we used whole-cell patch clamp 

electrophysiology and found an aSI-associated increase in the paired-pulse ratio of 

excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) and inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs), 

indicative of a reduction in the release probability of GABA and glutamate onto NAc 
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medium spiny neurons. We hypothesize that these alterations in release probability may 

disrupt the excitatory/inhibitory balance onto NAc MSNs, decreasing overall inhibitory 

drive and leading to enhanced excitation of these cells. In addition, these synaptic 

adaptations were observed in the absence of any changes in a form of long term 

depression that has been linked with susceptibility to addiction-like behaviors. Together 

these findings provide initial evidence that alterations in excitatory and inhibitory synaptic 

transmission in the NAc may contribute to the maladaptive behavioral phenotypes 

promoted by an early life stress model of alcohol addiction vulnerability. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Adolescence is a period of active neuronal development and many studies have 

shown that the brain is particularly susceptible to the deleterious effect of stress 

exposure during this period.  In fact, early life stress is known to increase vulnerability to 

a wide range of neuropsychiatric disorders, including alcohol use disorder (AUD) 

(Panksepp, 1981; Andersen et al., 2000; Laviola et al., 2003; Forbes and Dahl, 2005; 

Casey et al., 2008; Steinberg, 2010; Brenhouse and Andersen, 2011). The neural 

substrates linking early life stress and this increased risk of these disorders is not fully 

understood. To that end, we and others have validated animal models to study these 

relationships (Andersen et al., 2000; Silberman et al., 2009b; Brenhouse and Andersen, 

2011; McEwen et al., 2012; Butler et al., 2016).   

Here we use a well-established model of early life stress, adolescent social 

isolation (aSI). This model engenders robust and enduring increases in many behaviors 

associated with AUD and anxiety/stressor related disorders, such as increases in 

ethanol intake and preference and increases in anxiety-like behaviors, amongst others 

(Hall, 1998; McCool and Chappell, 2009; Meng et al., 2010; Chappell et al., 2013; Skelly 

et al., 2015).  

Using this model, many neural adaptations have been discovered. We found an 

increase in BLA excitability following aSI, and we and other have shown that decreasing 

BLA excitability decreases alcohol drinking and other behaviors associated with an 

increased risk of AUD/anxiety disorders (Silberman et al., 2010; Butler et al., 2014; 

McCool et al., 2014; Skelly et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2018). The basolateral amygdala 

(BLA) sends a strong glutamatergic projection to the nucleus accumbens (NAc) that is 

known to play a role in mediating the motivation behind drug taking and seeking (Stuber 

et al., 2011; Millan et al., 2015; Millan et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2019). Although aSI 
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increases the intrinsic excitability of BLA pyramidal neurons, whether this model of AUD 

vulnerability similarly increases NAc excitability is not known.   

As a first step in addressing this question, we used electrophysiological 

approaches to compare synaptic activity in NAc core slices prepared from aSI and 

adolescent group housed (aGH) animals. Extracellular field electrophysiological 

recordings indicated an increase in synaptic transmission in the NAc of aSI rats, with no 

changes in a form of long term depression (LTD) that has been shown to be 

dysregulated in animal models of addiction. Using whole-cell patch clamp 

electrophysiology to further probe the effects of aSI on NAc synaptic excitability, we 

observed an increase in the paired-pulse ratio (PPR) at excitatory and inhibitory 

synapses in the NAc of aSI rats. Together, these findings suggest that aSI may lead to a 

disruption in the balance between excitation and inhibition in the NAc, leading to an 

overall increase in synaptic excitability in this brain region.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals  

All experiments were performed in accordance with the National Institute of 

Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the 

Wake Forest University Animal Care and Use Committee. A total of 19 rats were used 

for electrophysiological experiments.  

Adolescent social isolation  

Male Long-Evans rats were sourced from Envigo (Indianapolis, IN) and arrived at 

postnatal day 21. Rats were housed in groups of four in large Plexiglas cages (33.0 X 

59.7cm; Nalgene) from PND21-28 before the housing manipulation began. On PND28, 

rats either remained in groups of four (adolescent group housed, aGH) or were 

individually housed in smaller Plexiglas cages (25.4X 45.7cm; adolescent socially 
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isolated, aSI) for the remainder of the study. These aSI rats were exposed to the same 

olfactory, visual, and auditory cues as aGH rats but were deprived of social contact with 

peer rats during this period. aSI and aGH rats were weighed and handled once per 

week. All animals had ad libitum access to food (Prolab RMH 3000, LabDiet; PMI 

Nutrition International, St. Louis, MO) and water throughout the study. Animals were 

maintained on a 12 hour light/dark cycle. Electrophysiological recordings were done on 

PND 84-124.  

Electrophysiology 

Extracellular field potentials 

Extracellular field potentials were recorded as previously described (Almonte et 

al., 2017). Briefly, after the induction of a deep anesthetic plane with isoflurane, rats 

were decapitated and their brains removed and placed in ice-cold cutting artificial 

cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) consisting of the following (in mM): 85 NaCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 

25 NaHCO3, 10 D-Glucose, 75 sucrose, 3 KCl, 7 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, and 0.6 ascorbate 

bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Transverse slices containing the NAc were cut at a 

thickness of 400µm using a VT1000S Vibratome (Leica Microsystems). Incubation of 

slices occurred for at least one hour at room temperature (21-23 °C) in aCSF consisting 

of (in mM): 125 NaCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 10 D-Glucose, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, and 

2 CaCl2 bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 before the start of experiments. Slices were 

transferred to a recording chamber and perfused with oxygenated, heated (32°C) aCSF 

at 2mL/min. Filament borosilicate glass capillary tubes (inner diameter, 0.86 µm) were 

pulled using a horizontal pipette puller (P-97; Sutter Instrument) to prepare recording 

electrodes (1-3 ΩM resistance). The glass capillary tubes were filled with 0.9% saline to 

acquire extracellular field potentials. Extracellular field potentials were obtained by using 

nickel dichromate bipolar stimulating electrodes. The N1 component of the field 

excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) is a measure of the presynaptic afferent fiber 
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volley and the N2 component is a measure of the synaptic response (Malenka and 

Kocsis, 1988; Buckby and Lacey, 2001). For input-output curves, fEPSPs were evoked 

every 10 seconds at 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, and 700 µA five times per 

stimulus intensity. All recordings were acquired using an Axoclamp 2B amplifier, 

digitized (Digidata 1321A; Molecular Devices) and analyzed with pClamp 10.4 software 

(Molecular Devices).  

Whole cell patch clamp electrophysiological studies  

Transverse nucleus accumbens slices (300µM) were prepared using a Leica 

VT1000S vibratome (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL). Rats were 

anesthetized with isoflurane, decapitated and the brains were quickly isolated in ice cold 

NMDG aCSF containing the following (in mM): 92 NMDG, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 30 

NaHCO3, 20 HEPES, 25 glucose, 2 thiourea, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 MgSO4·7 H2O, 5 Na-

ascorbate, and 3 Na-pyruvate (Avegno et al., 2018). After 35 minutes of incubating in the 

NMDG aCSF at 32 C, slices were transferred to recording aCSF containing the 

following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 Na H2PO4 , 25 NaHCO3 , 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 

D-glucose (Avegno et al., 2018). All solutions had a pH of 7.35-7.45, osmolarity 

~300mOsm, and saturated with 95% O2/ 5% CO2. Whole cell patch clamp 

electrophysiological recordings of NAc neurons were performed using micropipettes (6-

13 MΩ) made from 1.5 mm borosilicate glass (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA). 

Recording pipettes were filled with the following cesium gluconate internal solution (in 

mM): 145 HCsO·H2O, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 5 NaCl, 1 MgCl2·6H2O, 4 ATP, 0.4 GTP, 

0.4 QX314, 1 CaCl2·2H2O. The internal solution was brought to a pH of 7.35-7.45 using 

D-gluconic acid. Cells were visualized during recordings using Scientifica SliceScope 

Pro 2000. For electrically evoked recording, cells were held at -70mV for excitatory 

postsynaptic currents (EPSCs), near the theoretical chloride reversal potential, and 0mV 

for inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs), near the theoretical excitatory reversal 
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potential. Electrically evoked EPSCs and IPSCs was obtained using a concentric bipolar 

electrode (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) and a stimulus isolation unit (AMPI, Israel). 

Recordings were obtained using a MultiClamp 700B (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, 

CA), digitized using a Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices), and analyzed using pClamp 

9.0 software (Molecular Devices). Data was sampled at 10.0 kHz and filtered at 4.0 kHz.  

Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical analysis was performed in SigmaPlot version 14.0. Data were 

analyzed using two-tailed t-tests and two-way repeated measures ANOVAs. When there 

was a significant interaction, main effect, or an a priori hypothesis, Neuman-Keuls post 

hoc analysis was used. A p value of 0.05 or less was considered significant.  

 

Results  

Adolescent social isolation increases synaptic transmission in the NAc  

 To determine whether aSI altered NAc synaptic excitability, extracellular field 

excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) were evoked and recorded in the NAc core. 

There was no main effect of housing condition on N1 amplitude (F1,168 = 0.227, p= 0.639) 

but there was a main effect of stimulation intensity on this parameter (F8, 168= 72.929, p 

<0.001; Figure 1A, C). There was no significant interaction of housing by stimulation 

intensity (F8, 168 = 0.260, p = 0.978). For the N2 amplitude, there was no main effect of 

housing condition (F1,168 = 2.043, p = 0.168) but there was a main effect of stimulation 

intensity on this parameter (F8,168 = 74.068, p<0.001; Figure 1B, C). There was no 

significant interaction of housing by stimulation intensity for the N2 amplitude (F8,168 = 

1.721, p = 0.097), although there was a trend for this measure to be increased in 

recordings from aSI animals. Furthermore, an a priori, planned, post-hoc analysis 

revealed a significant difference between aSI and aGH N2 amplitudes at the highest 
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stimulation intensity (q = 0.030, p = 0.03), with a trend toward a significant increase in 

N2 amplitude at 300 µA (q = 2.808, p = 0.052) and 500 µA (q= 2.636, p = 0.067).  
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Figure 1  

 

 

Figure 1. Adolescent social isolation increases synaptic transmission in the NAc.(A) aSI 

and aGH rats do not display any differences in N1 amplitude. (B) aSI rats display a 

significant increase in N2 amplitude at the highest stimulation intensity (*p<0.05). (C) 

Exemplar traces from aSI and aGH rats (aSI N = 11 slices, 5 rats; aGH N =12 slices, 6 

rats; scale bars: 0.2mV, 10ms; Two-way repeated measures ANOVA). 
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Adolescent social isolation does not alter LTD in the NAc  

 In some animal models of addiction vulnerability, a form of NAc long term 

depression (LTD) has been shown to be impaired in addiction vulnerable 

animals.(Kasanetz et al., 2010; Abrahao et al., 2013). Here we induced LTD using low 

frequency stimulation in both aGH and aSI NAc slices. We found no differences in the 

magnitude of LTD across housing conditions (t (19) = -1.005, p = 0.328; unpaired t-test; 

Figure 2A-B).  
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 2. Adolescent social isolation does not alter LTD in the NAc. (A) aSI rats do not 

display any differences from aGH rats following LTD induction. (B) Averaged fEPSP 

amplitude for the last 10 minutes was not different in aSI and aGH rats. (aSI N = 9 slices, 

5 rats; aGH N = 12 slices, 6 rats, One way ANOVA).  
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Adolescent social isolation shifts the excitatory/inhibitory balance in the NAc  

 To further resolve whether aSI had any effects on neurotransmitter release 

probability in the NAc, whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were used to measure the 

paired-pulse ratio (PPR) of EPSCs and IPSCs from NAc core neurons (25, 50, 250 msec 

interstimulus intervals, ISIs).  Changes in PPR ratio are inversely related to 

neurotransmitter release probability. We observed a significant increase in the PPR of 

IPSCs at all three ISIs (PPR 25, T(12) = 103, p = 0.007; PPR50 =, T(12) = 217, p=0.005; 

PPR100, t(22) = -3.574, p = 0.00169; PPR250, t(22) = -3.172, p = 0.00442; Figure 3A-

B). Similarly, a significant increase in PPR of EPSCs was also observed at the two 

shortest ISIs (PPR25, t(14)= 2.323, p = 0.0357; PPR50, T(7) = 37.000, p = 0.029; 

PPR100, t(12)= 2.630, p =0.0220; Figure 4A-B). EPSC PPR at ISI 250ms was not 

different across aSI and aGH (PPR250, t(10) = 1.055, p = 0.316). Taken together, these 

data suggest that aSI leads to a decrease in the probability of GABA and glutamate 

release onto MSNs in the NAc core.  
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 3. Adolescent social isolation decreases presynaptic release probability of IPSCs 

in the NAc (A) Recording from aSI rat slices revealed an increase in IPSC PPR, relative 

to recordings from aGH slice, in the NAc at interstimulus intervals of 25, 50, 100 and 250 

ms (aSI N = 4, 6-7 cells; aGH N = 4, 12-14 cells; **p<0.01; unpaired t-test). (B) Exemplar 

traces from aSI and aGH rats at 25ms and 250ms interstimulus intervals. 
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Figure 4  

 

 

Figure 4. Adolescent social isolation decreases presynaptic release probability of 

EPSCs in the NAc. (A) Recordings from aSI rat slices revealed increased EPSC PPR, 

relative to recordings from aGH slices, in the NAc at interstimulus intervals of 25, 50 and 

100, but not at 250ms (aSI N = 3, 7-8 cells; aGH N = 3, 5-8 cells; *p<0.05; unpaired t-

test). (B) Exemplar traces from aSI and aGH rats at 25ms and 250ms interstimulus 

intervals.  
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DISCUSSION  

 Here, we used aSI, a well-validated model of vulnerability to AUD and 

anxiety/stressor-related disorders to determine if it is associated with alterations in 

synaptic transmission in the NAc core. Our initial findings reveal that aSI may be 

associated with a modest increase in synaptic excitability in the NAc. This 

hyperexcitability may be mediated, in part, by a reduction in GABA and glutamate 

release probability that shifts the excitatory/inhibitory balance in these cells in favor of 

excitation. 

 By generating input-output curves of fEPSPs in the NAc core, we demonstrated 

that aSI is associated with a significant increase in synaptic transmission, compared to 

aGH counterparts. The N1 component, a measure of the presynaptic afferent fiber 

volley, (Malenka and Kocsis, 1988; Buckby and Lacey, 2001) was not affected by aSI. 

However, the N2 component, thought to reflect the synaptic response, (Malenka and 

Kocsis, 1988; Buckby and Lacey, 2001) was significantly increased in aSI rats, 

compared to aGH rats, at the highest stimulation intensities. Interestingly, electrically-

evoked dopamine release, is also increased in the NAc of aSI rats (Yorgason et al., 

2013; Karkhanis et al., 2015a). Moreover, studies using animal models of alcohol 

dependence have also reported increases in measures of excitability in the NAc.(Hopf et 

al., 2010; Renteria et al., 2017).  

 Several studies have identified a form of NAc LTD that is inhibited in animal 

models of addiction vulnerability (Kasanetz et al., 2010; Abrahao et al., 2013). For 

example, one study examined ethanol locomotor sensitization, which has been 

suggested to be a behavioral marker for alcohol abuse liability (Newlin and Thomson, 

1999; Grahame et al., 2000; Lessov et al., 2001). They found that, in ethanol treated 

mice that exhibited sensitization to the locomotor stimulant effects of ethanol, this form of 

LTD was significantly impaired, relative to mice that received an identical ethanol 
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treatment regimen but did not show behavioral sensitization (Abrahao et al., 2013).  In 

accordance with this, another study found that, in a cohort of cocaine self-administering 

rats, this form of LTD was significantly reduced in subjects that exhibited high levels of 

addiction-like behaviors relative to animals that self-administered the same amount of 

cocaine but did not exhibit an “addictive” phenotype”. (Kasanetz et al., 2010). 

Surprisingly, we did not see an impairment in LTD in the NAc core following aSI. 

Although this finding was surprising, it is possible that we missed the time period in 

which synaptic plasticity was impaired in the NAc. Kasanetz and colleagues (2010) 

found that if they assessed LTD too early (during the first week of assessing addiction-

like behaviors) or too late (8 to 10 weeks into assessing addiction-like behaviors), no 

impairments in LTD were seen across the addiction-like group and non-addiction group. 

We assessed LTD, 2-6 weeks (PND 84-124) following our aSI housing manipulation, 

which could help to explain why we did not see any impairments in LTD following aSI. 

Interestingly, another study examined long term potentiation (LTP) in VTA DA neurons 

(which project to the NAc) at an earlier time point (PND 21-42) in aSI animals and found 

an enhancement in this form of synaptic plasticity. (Whitaker et al., 2013). Clearly, 

additional studies will be needed to further resolve the effects of aSI on synaptic 

plasticity in the NAc and whether such adaptations contribute to the maladaptive 

behaviors promoted by this model.  

 To further resolve possible mechanisms that may have contributed to the 

increase in NAc fEPSPs observed in recordings from aSI rats, we used whole-cell patch-

clamp electrophysiology to look at PPR of IPSCs and EPSCs. Here, we found an 

enhancement in the IPSC PPR at all ISIs. EPSC PPRs were increased at ISIs 25, 50 

and 100ms and to a lesser magnitude than those changes seen with IPSC PPRs. The 

shorter, 25 and 50ms, ISIs are primarily examining intrinsic release probability of these 

synapses, while the 250ms ISI is probing at GABAB and metabotropic glutamate 
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receptors (Davies and Collingridge, 1993; Mott et al., 1993; Thomson, 2000; Silberman 

et al., 2009a). Due to the fact that the NAc is dominated by GABAergic MSNs, a 

decrease in the release probably of inhibitory neurotransmission, and to a lesser extent 

excitatory neurotransmission, would suggest an overall reduction in inhibitory drive. This 

hypothetical model, is in accordance with the extracellular field potentials, as we saw an 

enhancement in fEPSP N2 amplitudes, suggesting an overall increase in synaptic 

transmission in the NAc following aSI. Ongoing studies are currently underway to 

elucidate the BLA’s glutamatergic input on the NAc following aSI and to further probe the 

locus of these changes (i.e. miniature IPSCs and EPSCs).  

 Collectively, these results suggest that aSI leads to an increase in synaptic 

excitability in the NAc that may be mediated, at least in part, by a presynaptic shift in 

GABA/glutamate release probability that reduces overall inhibitory control of MSNs.  

Given that different glutamatergic inputs to the NAc can have profoundly different effects 

on behaviors associated with aSI, future circuit-mapping studies will be needed to probe 

the impact of these model on specific afferent inputs to this brain region.  
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Introduction  

 AUD presents an immense global burden of disease and is highly comorbid with 

anxiety/stressor-related disorders (Kushner et al., 2005; Kushner et al., 2011; Gilpin and 

Weiner, 2017; Ramchandani et al., 2018). One likely reason for the frequent co-

occurrence of these disorders is that they arise as a result of common maladaptive 

changes in similar brain regions (Janak and Tye, 2015; Gilpin and Weiner, 2017; Yang 

and Wang, 2017; Tye, 2018). In this dissertation, the following brain regions were 

examined: BLA, vHC and NAc. These brain regions are not only implicated in the 

comorbidity between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders, they are also highly 

interconnected by dense monosynaptic projections. The goal of this dissertation was to 

first, assess whether excitatory circuits from the BLA to either the vHC (BLA-vHC) or the 

NAc (BLA-NAc) played a role in alcohol drinking behaviors. To address this question, we 

integrated a chemogenetic approach and a limited-access operant self-administration 

paradigm that allows us to procedurally separate appetitive and consummatory drinking 

behaviors (Czachowski et al., 2001; Samson and Czachowski, 2003; Samson and 

Chappell, 2004). We also examined the role of both the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc in 

negative affective behaviors. In addition, a model of addiction vulnerability, adolescent 

social isolation (aSI), was employed to conduct an initial investigation of the impact of 

aSI on synaptic excitability in the NAc core, an accumbal subregion that receives strong 

BLA innervation (Britt et al., 2012). As discussed below, these studies provide new 

insight into the neural circuitry that modulates alcohol drinking behaviors and, along with 

related work that I conducted during my dissertation (see Appendix I), we add to a 

growing literature suggesting that models of alcohol addiction vulnerability and 

dependence may promote similar alterations in overlapping brain regions.  

 

Overlap in model vulnerability and alcohol dependence  
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 Many of the behavioral and neurobiological substrates associated with a 

heightened risk of addiction vulnerability are also seen in models of alcohol dependence. 

CIE, is a well-established model of alcohol dependence in rodents. This model enables 

animals to reach physiologically relevant BEC levels through extended cycles of 

vaporized ethanol exposure and withdrawal (Becker, 2008; Becker and Lopez, 2016). In 

Appendix I, we examined the effect of CIE on the vHC and dHC. Here, we found that 

following 10 days of CIE and 1 day of withdrawal, that the vHC exhibited increases in 

excitatory synaptic transmission following CIE, whereas, the dHC exhibited a slight, 

albeit significant, decrease in synaptic excitability following CIE (Ewin et al., 2019). 

These changes in synaptic transmission were associated with withdrawal-induced 

increases in anxiety-like behaviors, as measured on the elevated-plus maze and 

successive alleys test (Ewin et al., 2019). In addition, our lab examined the effects of a 

model of addiction vulnerability, aSI, on dHC and vHC excitability (Almonte et al., 2017). 

Here, we found that the vHC exhibited increases in synaptic transmission following aSI 

with no changes in dHC (Almonte et al., 2017). Furthermore, aSI animals exhibit 

increases in anxiety-like behavior, just as the CIE exposed animals do. These findings 

reveal a striking overlap in the maladaptive synaptic changes observed in a model of 

alcohol dependence and vulnerability to AUD.  

 These commonalities in models of addiction vulnerability and alcohol 

dependence are not just isolated to the vHC. For example, the BLA has been shown to 

be hyperexcitable following both aSI and CIE (Christian et al., 2012; Rau et al., 2015; Lin 

et al., 2018). Moreover, DA dynamics in the NAc have been shown to be altered 

following both aSI and CIE, with the overall net effect being a putative hypodopaminergic 

state (Yorgason et al., 2013; Karkhanis et al., 2015). In chapter 4, we generated initial 

evidence of an increase in synaptic excitability in the NAc following aSI, an adaptation 

that has also been observed following CIE (Hopf et al., 2010; Renteria et al., 2017). 
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Collectively, these studies indicate there are converging maladaptive neurobiological 

(and behavioral, discussed in the introduction) changes a host of brain regions following 

models of addiction vulnerability and alcohol dependence.  

 

Role of the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc in negative affective behaviors 

 AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders are highly comorbid and these 

disorders are often associated with common maladaptive changes in the brain (Gilpin 

and Weiner, 2017; Ramchandani et al., 2018). As such, in chapters 2 and 3 we sought 

to understand the role of the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc in modulating negative affective 

behaviors that are related to both disorders. Previous studies have shown, using 

optogenetics in mice, that the BLA-vHC circuitry plays an integral role in modulating 

anxiety-like and social behaviors (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014). 

Here we used chemogenetics to extend these findings to rats. Chemogenetically 

silencing a BLA-vHC circuit reduced anxiety-like behaviors on the elevated plus-maze, 

as indicated by an increase in open arm time and entries and no alterations in closed 

arm entries, a non-specific measure of locomotor behavior. Furthermore, these effects 

were specific to the animals expressing Gi-DREADD as they were not seen in animals 

expressing only the reporter protein. Conversely, in chapter 3, we did not find any effects 

of chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc circuit on anxiety- or depressive-like 

behaviors, as measured by the elevated plus-maze, open field test, and forced swim 

test. These findings can be reconciled by recent studies examining specific neuro-

anatomical divisions within the BLA. Although there is some disagreement regarding the 

anatomical distribution of positively and negatively valenced BLA projection neurons, 

there is clear evidence that distinct populations of BLA pyramidal cells encode positive 

and negative behaviors (Kim et al., 2016; Beyeler et al., 2018; Tye, 2018). Importantly, 

the NAc receives excitatory input from both positively and negatively valenced BLA 
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projection neurons and there is recent evidence that distinct subpopulations of BLA 

projector neurons that project to the NAc core mediate positive and negative valence. 

CCK expressing BLA pyramidal neurons that project to the NAc core were shown to 

mediate negative reinforcement while non-CCK expressing BLA pyramidal neurons that 

project to the NAc core played a role in positive reinforcement (Shen et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, a specific CCK-expressing BLA projection onto D2R containing MSNs in 

the NAc core mediates depressive-like behavior only in animals that were susceptible to 

stressors, which indicates that the BLA-NAc circuitry does play a role in negative 

affective behaviors. It is possible that the stereotaxic coordinates that we used recruited 

a similar distribution of positively and negatively valenced BLA-NAc projecting cells, 

resulting in a lack of a clear behavioral phenotype. Nevertheless, these findings are 

important (as further discussion in the next section) as chemogenetic silencing this same 

circuit that had no effect on three measures of negative affective behaviors, significantly 

modulated appetitive alcohol and sucrose drinking-related behaviors.  

 Taken together, there is a clear evidence that BLA-vHC circuitry modulates 

negative affective behaviors, and that BLA-NAc projections play a more complex, albeit 

significant, role regulating positive and negative reinforcement. Future studies, using 

animal model of addiction vulnerability and dependence, will be needed to further 

resolve the role of both the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuits in mediating the behavioral 

phenotypes promoted by these models.  

 

Divergent roles of the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuits in alcohol drinking 

behaviors  

 In chapters 2 and 3 we examined the role of BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc core 

circuitry in mediating alcohol and sucrose drinking-related behaviors. In chapter 2, we 

found that chemogenetically silencing a BLA-vHC circuit reduced operant alcohol 
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consumption and extinction probe trial responding, an appetitive measure of seeking 

behavior (Samson and Czachowski, 2003; Samson and Chappell, 2004). These effects 

were dependent on Gi-DREADD expression, as intra-vHC CNO infusion had no effect 

on appetitive or consummatory measures in animals expressing a reporter protein only 

control in this group. Although silencing this circuit also reduced some sucrose drinking-

related measures, not all measures were affected and, of those that were, most of these 

changes were more modest than those observed in alcohol drinking subjects. We 

suggested that the greater efficacy of intra-vHC CNO on alcohol vs. sucrose drinking 

behaviors is likely due to the fact that, while alcohol and sucrose may function as 

reinforcers for their taste and caloric properties, alcohol also has important 

pharmacological properties that contribute to its salience. As discussed in the previous 

section, silencing the BLA-vHC circuit also decreased anxiety-like behaviors. Since 

alcohol’s acute anxiolytic effects are though to promote alcohol drinking by relieving a 

negative affective state, these findings suggest that silencing this pathway may have 

decreased alcohol drinking behaviors, in part, by reducing basal anxiogenesis. Finally, 

this is the first study to present findings implicating any BLA-vHC circuit in alcohol 

drinking-related behaviors.  

In chapter 3, we examined the effects of chemogenetically silencing a BLA-NAc 

core circuit on alcohol and sucrose drinking-related behaviors using the same operant 

drinking regimen used in chapter 2. Here we found that chemogenetically silencing a 

BLA-NAc core circuit selectively modulated appetitive alcohol and sucrose drinking-

related behaviors while having no effect on consummatory measures for either 

reinforcer. Surprisingly, we found that inhibition of this pathway had divergent effects on 

appetitive alcohol- and sucrose-related behaviors. During extinction probe trials, where 

animals could lever press for twenty minutes but were not reinforced until the end of the 

sessions, intra-NAc CNO microinfusions significantly attenuated lever press responding 
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in alcohol drinking rats while actually increasing responding in the sucrose cohort. In 

addition, as noted above, these bidirectional effects on appetitive behavior were 

observed in the absence of any changes in anxiety- or depressive like behaviors. 

Because alcohol and sucrose are reinforcing for differing reason (i.e. sucrose for its taste 

and caloric properties, alcohol for these properties and its pharmacology), there may be 

differences in the circuitry that underlies motivational behaviors related to these 

reinforcers. There is compelling evidence that distinct, non-overlapping populations of 

BLA projecting pyramidal cells encode positively and negatively valenced behaviors and 

that these two populations may be intermingled within the BLA (Kim et al., 2016; Beyeler 

et al., 2018). Although further studies are needed, our findings that chemogenetically 

silencing a BLA-NAc circuit bidirectionally modulates alcohol and sucrose extinction 

probe trial responding support the idea that, within a single BLA subregion, there may be 

NAc-projecting pyramidal neurons that promote alcohol responding (due to its 

pharmacological properties) and others that suppress appetitive behaviors for sucrose 

(due to its taste and/or caloric value).   

Bringing chapters 2 and 3 together, these findings suggest that there is a BLA-

vHC circuit that modulates appetitive and consummatory alcohol drinking -related 

behaviors and plays a role in anxiety-like behaviors, pointing towards a role of this circuit 

in the negative reinforcement that promotes alcohol drinking. In contrast, the BLA-NAc 

circuit selectively modulates alcohol appetitive behaviors, independent of any effects on 

negative affective behaviors, suggesting that this circuit may be primarily involved in 

encoding alcohol’s positively reinforcing effects.  

  

Anatomical distribution of valence coding BLA neurons: implications for our 

studies  
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 It has long been appreciated that the BLA encodes for both positive (e.g. reward) 

and negative (e.g. fear) valence (Janak and Tye, 2015; Sah, 2017; Krabbe et al., 2018; 

Tye, 2018). Many studies have directly examined the BLA’s outputs to many brain 

regions and have begun to provide compelling evidence for how the BLA encodes such 

divergent behaviors (Tye and Janak, 2007; Tye et al., 2011; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; 

Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2016; Millan et al., 2017; 

Beyeler et al., 2018). More recently, a few studies have begun to examine how these 

BLA neurons that project to different brain regions are arranged anatomically. One study 

found that there are two genetically defined populations of BLA pyramidal neurons that 

are also functionally segregated along their anterior-posterior axis (Kim et al., 2016). 

They found that BLA neurons expressing the Rspo2 gene were located primarily in the 

anterior BLA, while BLA neurons expressing the Ppp1r1b gene were located in the 

posterior BLA, and encoded negative and positive valence, respectively (Kim et al., 

2016).  Another study took this analysis a step further, examining neurons that respond 

differentially to stimuli of positive and negative valence (Beyeler et al., 2018). Here they 

found that the topographic distribution of BLA projecting neurons is more complex, with a 

dorsal-ventral gradient (Beyeler et al., 2018), rather than an anterior posterior gradient 

that was suggested by Kim et al., 2016. Furthermore, they were able to determine the 

proportion of neurons that were excited, inhibited, or non-responsive in the BLA-NAc, 

BLA-vHC and BLA-CeA networks in mice exposed to a sucrose or quinine conditioned 

stimulus. Collectively, they found that the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuits are primarily 

excited by stimuli of both valences, while the BLA-CeA circuit exhibits primarily an 

inhibitory response to both stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2018). Both of these studies together 

provide compelling rationale for further studies of the role of the BLA in behavioral 

phenotypes promoted by aSI and models of AUD, keeping in mind the importance of the 
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anatomical distribution of specific projector neurons and how targeting different BLA 

subregions may potentially shift our experimental findings.   

 In chapters 2 and 3, we targeted BLA coordinates that were closer to the anterior 

BLA. With this in mind, future studies may need to examine the role of the anterior and 

posterior BLA in the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc circuit, as it is probable, as I mentioned 

above, that these, and other, distinct subregions of the BLA mediate opposing 

behaviors.  

 

Role of NAc in a model of addiction vulnerability 

 As mentioned above, future studies will examine the BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc 

following a model of addiction vulnerability, aSI. Recently, our lab has shown that both 

the BLA and the vHC are hyperexcitable following aSI (Rau et al., 2015; Almonte et al., 

2017), and that dopamine dynamics are altered in the NAc of aSI animals compared to 

aGH counterparts (Yorgason et al., 2013). In chapter 4, we sought to expand on these 

findings and for the first time, examine glutamate and GABA neurotransmission in the 

NAc core following aSI. Here we found, using both extracellular field potentials and 

whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology techniques, that the balance between 

excitation and inhibition is disrupted in the NAc core of aSI animals, such that there is an 

increase in excitability of NAc core MSNs. These findings are in line with previous 

studies examining NAc MSNs following chronic alcohol exposure and chronic stress 

which have shown increases in excitability (Hopf et al., 2010; Bagot et al., 2015; 

Renteria et al., 2017).  Furthermore, these findings suggest that the glutamatergic input 

the NAc receives, in part, from the BLA may be driving some of these changes in 

excitatory neurotransmission following aSI. As such, current studies are underway using 

a combination of whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology and optogenetics to examine 

any alterations in the BLA-NAc circuit of aSI animals, compared to aGH counterparts. 
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We hypothesize that a population of hyperexcitable BLA neurons projector neurons is 

helping to increase excitability in the NAc following aSI.  

 

Strengths and weakness: what I would have done differently 

 The studies presented here have provided novel insights into how two distinct 

circuits, BLA-vHC and BLA-NAc core, modulate alcohol and sucrose drinking-related 

behaviors and provide initial evidence that the balance between excitation/inhibition in 

the NAc core, following a model of addiction vulnerability, is disrupted.  As such, there 

are strengths and weaknesses to each chapter. First, the operant alcohol self-

administration procedure used in chapters 2 and 3 was a great asset to these studies as 

it allowed us to procedurally separate appetitive and consummatory drinking-related 

behaviors and provide additional evidence that these measures are modulated by 

distinct neuronal circuits. Furthermore, the way in which we ran the operant study on 

microinjection days allowed us to gain insights into both measures because, regardless 

of the number of lever presses completed, animals were still allowed to drink (which was 

not the case on non-microinjection days). In addition, previous studies have shown that 

in drinking regimens that do not separate these measures, consummatory behaviors 

tend to overshadow appetitive behaviors (Samson et al., 2000; Samson and 

Czachowski, 2003), so procedurally separating them out helps to clearly distinguish 

between the effects on each behavior (Samson et al., 2000; Czachowski et al., 2001; 

Samson and Czachowski, 2003; Samson and Chappell, 2004). Despite this, one 

limitation to all the studies in all the chapters of this dissertation, is the time it takes to 

train and acquire the operant self-administration data (chapters 2-3) and the time it takes 

to generate the animals for the aSI model (chapter 4). Although this limitation was 

completely out of our hands, it is worth noting that these are lengthy procedures. 

Secondly, I would have liked to probe further at the synaptic mechanisms underlying 
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changes following aSI in the NAc core and how the BLA’s glutamatergic projection to the 

NAc core is altered following aSI. I currently have some preliminary data collected for 

this, however many more studies will need to be done to truly gain insights into how this 

circuitry plays a role in a model of addiction vulnerability. In addition to this, it would be 

fascinating to also examine the BLA-vHC circuitry following aSI, as we have found that 

both brain regions independently are hyperexcitable following aSI (Rau et al., 2015; 

Almonte et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018) and I would predict that this circuitry also exhibits 

increases in excitation following aSI. Finally, another limitation to the studies in this 

dissertation is they were only performed in male rats. There is compiling evidence that 

males and females do not show the same behavioral and neurobiological adaptations 

following AUD and anxiety/stressor disorders, and in preclinical studies males and 

females do not always show similar adaptations following stress and alcohol exposures 

(Butler et al., 2014; Bale and Epperson, 2015; Hammerslag and Gulley, 2016). For 

example, in our hands, females exposed to aSI do not show the same increases in 

anxiety-like behavior or alcohol intake, as the males do (Butler et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, when we exposed a group of aSI females to an alcohol concentration 

manipulation (10-40% ethanol), it was sufficient to increase alcohol intake compared to 

aGH counterparts (Weiner lab, unpublished data). This suggests that aSI females do 

exhibit some of the behavioral adaptations associated with increases in addiction 

vulnerability, however they do so in a manner that is different from males exposed to aSI 

(Weiner lab, unpublished data). Also, we have data showing that females exposed to 

CIE for 10 days following 1 day of withdrawal, have opposing effects on vHC and dHC 

excitability compared to males (Ewin et al., 2019). In females exposed to CIE, there is an 

increase in synaptic transmission in the dHC but not the vHC, while in males there is a 

decrease in synaptic transmission in the dHC (Weiner lab, unpublished data). 
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Future directions 

 As the work in this dissertation comes to a close, there are many directions that 

these studies can continue to go in in an effort to further our understanding of the 

comorbidity between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders. First, the vHC sends a 

glutamatergic projection to the NAc (Britt et al., 2012; Bagot et al., 2015) and we have 

shown that the vHC, as well as the BLA, are hyperexcitable following aSI (Rau et al., 

2015; Almonte et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018). Therefore, it would be interesting to 

examine, not only how the BLA’s input to the NAc, but also the vHC input to the NAc, 

may drive synaptic changes following aSI. Second, in chapter 3 we found that 

chemogenetically silencing the BLA-NAc circuit reduces appetitive measures for alcohol, 

while increasing them for sucrose. This effect is very important, as it suggests that there 

may be BLA-NAc circuitry that could reduce motivation for alcohol while leaving 

motivation for a natural reinforcer intact.  Such a circuit would represent a promising 

target for the development of novel AUD pharmacotherapies. It would also be interesting 

to test in the same group of animals, what would happen when the reinforcer switches 

between alcohol and sucrose upon silencing the BLA-NAc circuit. This experiment, we 

predict, may give insights into why these animals are responding differentially for a drug 

and natural reinforcer. In addition, as I mentioned in a previous section, it would also be 

important to examine the effects of aSI on synaptic transmission within the BLA-NAc and 

BLA-vHC circuitry. This would help to answer questions about how these circuits play a 

role in mediating specific negative effective behaviors and alcohol drinking behaviors in 

a model of addiction vulnerability. Finally, as mentioned in the “Anatomical distribution of 

valence coding BLA neurons” section, a main focus in our lab is to now examine these 

circuities by looking at the anterior and posterior BLA projections to both the vHC and 

NAc and how they mediate valence. To date, most studies, have used BLA coordinates 

that are more anterior than posterior, which could have major implications in interpreting 
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our data and require us to run further studies to understand how each subregion of the 

BLA plays a role in mediating behaviors.  

 

Clinical significance 

 Here we have shown the role of two circuits, a BLA-vHC and a BLA-NAc core, in 

alcohol drinking behaviors. Our data suggest that the BLA-vHC would be a potential 

target to reduce both the appetitive and consummatory components of alcohol drinking 

behaviors, while the BLA-NAc circuit data suggests that targeting this pathway would 

selectively alter the motivation to gain access to alcohol with no effects on the motivation 

for a natural reinforcer. Both of these findings provide important pharmacological targets 

in understanding the neurobiology behind AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders 

and targeting one circuit over the other, or even targeting both, may prove to be 

successful in specific populations of patients. Moreover, these data may inform on 

invasive and non-invasive technologies, like deep brain stimulation (DBS) and 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), used to treat patients with many different 

psychiatric conditions (Sturm et al., 2003; Bewernick et al., 2010; Lefaucheur et al., 

2014; Guo et al., 2017; Philip et al., 2019). Our data could be used to help find targets 

for stimulation in the brains of patients suffering from AUD and anxiety/stressor-related 

disorders, as both treatment options have been proven successful in patients 

unresponsive to more conventional treatments (i.e. pharmacotherapies).  

 

Conclusions  

 The studies in this dissertation are centered on examining the comorbidity 

between AUD and anxiety/stressor-related disorders using an animal model of addiction 

vulnerability and an operant self-administration drinking paradigm. Here we provide 

compelling evidence for the roles of the BLA-vHC (chapter 2) and BLA-NAc (chapter 3) 
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circuitry in mediating alcohol related drinking behaviors. Moreover, we provide novel 

insights into how a model of addiction vulnerability alters the NAc (chapter 4). Continuing 

to understand the role of these brain regions, separately and together, will help in our 

understanding of the neurobiology underlying AUD and anxiety/stressor-related 

disorders.  
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Abstract  

Many studies have implicated hippocampal dysregulation in the pathophysiology of 

alcohol use disorder (AUD). However, over the past twenty years, a growing body of 

evidence has revealed distinct functional roles of the dorsal (dHC) and ventral (vHC) 

hippocampal subregions, with the dHC being primarily involved in spatial learning and 

memory and the vHC regulating anxiety- and depressive-like behaviors. Notably, to our 

knowledge, no rodent studies have examined the effects of chronic ethanol exposure on 

synaptic transmission along the dorsal/ventral axis. To that end, we examined the effects 

of the chronic intermittent ethanol vapor exposure (CIE) model of AUD on dHC and vHC 

synaptic excitability. Adult male Long Evans rats were exposed to CIE or air for 10 days 

(12 hrs/day; targeting blood ethanol levels of 175-225 mg%) and recordings were made 

24 hours into withdrawal. As expected, this protocol increased anxiety-like behaviors on 

the elevated plus-maze and successive alleys test.  Extracellular recordings revealed 

marked CIE-associated increases in synaptic excitation in the CA1 region that were 

exclusively restricted to the ventral domain of the hippocampus. Western blot analysis of 

synaptoneurosomal fractions revealed that the expression of two proteins that regulate 

synaptic strength, GluA2 and SK2, were dysregulated in the vHC, but not the dHC, 

following CIE. Together, these findings suggest that the ventral CA1 region may be 

particularly sensitive to the maladaptive effects of chronic ethanol exposure and provide 

new insight into some of the neural substrates that may contribute to the negative 

affective state that develops during withdrawal. 

Keywords: Chronic intermittent ethanol; ventral hippocampus; anxiety 
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Highlights 

- Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure increases multiple measures of anxiety-like 

behavior in male Long Evans rats. 

- Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure increases synaptic excitability in the 

ventral, but not the dorsal, domain of the hippocampus. 

- These changes in excitability are associated with alterations in 

synaptoneurosomal expression of small conductance calcium-activated 

potassium channels and the GluA2 AMPA receptor subunit that are also 

restricted to the ventral hippocampus.  
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Introduction  

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) affects over 16.3 million Americans and is a 

worldwide socioeconomic and public health problem, accounting for more than 6% of the 

global burden of disease (Center for Behavioral Health Statistics, 2015; World Health 

Organization, 2003). AUD is a chronic relapsing disorder that is characterized by a 

transition from recreational drinking to excessive alcohol use, involving a shift from 

positive reinforcement to negative reinforcement (Koob, 2015; Koob and Volkow, 2016) . 

In other words, individuals are initially motivated to drink primarily because of the 

pleasurable effects of alcohol consumption but eventually become drawn to alcohol to 

avoid the negative affective feelings that emerge during periods of abstinence.  

Many studies have shown that anxiety represents an important element of the 

negative affective state that develops during withdrawal from chronic alcohol exposure 

(Becker, 2008; Breese et al., 2011). In fact, individuals with anxiety and stressor-related 

disorders are 2-4 times more likely to develop AUD, are diagnosed with AUD 

significantly earlier than individuals without comorbid anxiety disorders, and this dual 

diagnosis is associated with much poorer treatment outcomes (Kushner et al., 2005, 

2011; Smith and Randall, 2012). Withdrawal-associated anxiety is also a major 

contributing factor to relapse in treatment–seeking individuals (Sinha et al., 2011). 

Additionally, stress and alcohol-associated cues trigger robust increases in craving in 

abstinent alcoholics that are associated with increased anxiety and negative affect. 

Additionally, the magnitude or intensity of this craving is a strong predictor of relapse 

(Sinha et al., 2009). 

Despite the clinical importance of understanding the neural substrates 

responsible for the negative affective state that develops following chronic alcohol 
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exposure and withdrawal, much remains unknown regarding the specific brain regions 

and circuits that mediate withdrawal-associated increases in anxiety behaviors and 

alcohol drinking. One preclinical model of AUD that has been extensively validated to 

address these questions is the chronic intermittent ethanol (CIE) vapor exposure 

regimen (Becker, 2017; Gilpin et al., 2008; Reynolds and Berridge, 2008; Vendruscolo 

and Roberts, 2014). Using this model, which involves daily cycles of ethanol vapor 

exposure followed by a withdrawal period, rats and mice develop physiological and 

behavioral signs of ethanol dependence, including marked escalations in ethanol self-

administration (Criado and Ehlers, 2013; Finn et al., 2007; O’Dell et al., 2004) and 

increases in anxiety-like behaviors on assays like the elevated plus-maze (Cagetti et al., 

2004).  

Elegant neurobiological studies have used the CIE procedure to identify key 

elements of the neural circuitry that drives the maladaptive withdrawal-associated 

behaviors promoted by this model. Most recent studies have focused on the prefrontal 

cortex, amygdala nuclei, and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, regions that 

comprise interconnected circuits known to play an integral role in negative affective 

states. These studies have shown that withdrawal from CIE increases synaptic 

excitability within these circuits and that these maladaptive changes drive negative 

affective behaviors (Christian et al., 2012b; Conrad and Winder, 2011; de Guglielmo et 

al., 2016; Den Hartog et al., 2016; Diaz et al., 2011; Holmes et al., 2012; Lack et al., 

2007; Marcinkiewcz et al., 2016; Pleil et al., 2015).  

The hippocampus is another brain region that is intimately connected to the 

circuitry that governs negative emotional states. This structure runs along a ventral-

dorsal axis in rodents, which corresponds to an anterior-posterior axis in humans 

(Strange et al., 2014). While the intrinsic circuitry of the dorsal and ventral domains is 
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similar, these subregions are comprised of distinct afferent and efferent projections 

(Strange et al., 2014).  Notably, the ventral domain of the hippocampus makes strong 

monosynaptic, reciprocal connections to several nodes of the emotional network and 

has long been known to play an integral role in anxiety-like behaviors (Bannerman et al., 

2003; Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Huff et al., 2015; Kjelstrup et 

al., 2002; Maggio and Segal, 2007, 2009; Strange et al., 2014).  In support of this, recent 

optogenetic studies have demonstrated that the excitatory projection from the 

basolateral amygdala (BLA) to the ventral hippocampus (vHC) can bidirectionally 

modulate anxiety-like behaviors in a manner similar to that observed via manipulations 

of the canonical basolateral-central amygdala “anxiety” circuit (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; 

Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014).  Moreover, optical inhibition of the BLA-vHC circuit also 

disrupts the consolidation of footshock-associated fear, but not contextual, fear learning 

(Huff et al., 2015). In contrast, the dHC contains the greatest density of place cells that 

encode spatial location and these cells send strong excitatory projections to areas like 

the dorsal subiculum, retrosplenial cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, regions known to 

play an integral role in cognitive processing of visual information (Fanselow and Dong, 

2010; Jung et al., 1994; Kjelstrup et al., 2002; Potvin et al., 2007; Tannenholz et al., 

2014).  

Although several studies have reported that CIE promotes increases in 

hippocampal excitability (Hendricson et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2005; Roberto et al., 

2001), to our knowledge none have directly compared the effects of CIE on synaptic 

transmission in the dorsal and ventral domains of the hippocampus. To that end, we 

employed electrophysiological and biochemical approaches to assess the effects of CIE 

on synaptic excitability in the rat dHC and vHC. We hypothesized that withdrawal 

following CIE would promote increases in synaptic excitability in both subregions of the 
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hippocampus. However, given that negative affective behaviors are some of the most 

sensitive alterations observed following ethanol withdrawal (Morales et al., 2018; Rose 

et al., 2016; Sidhu et al., 2018), we also predicted that CIE-associated synaptic 

alterations would be most robust in the vHC.  Here we report that withdrawal following 

CIE markedly increases measures of synaptic excitability in the ventral domain of the 

hippocampus while modestly decreasing synaptic excitation in the dorsal subregion. We 

further identify changes in two synaptic proteins, the AMPA receptor (AMPAR) subunit 

GluA2 and the small conductance Ca2+-activated K+-channel subunit 2 (SK2), that may 

contribute to these divergent adaptations.   

Methods 

Subjects 

Male Long Evans rats were purchased from Envigo, IN and arrived at 175-200g. 

Upon arrival rats were singly housed in clear cages (25.4 cm x 45.7cm) and maintained 

on a reverse 12 hour: 12 hour light dark cycle with lights on at 9pm. Rats had ad libitum 

access to food (Prolab RMH 3000, LabDiet: PMI Nutrition International, St. Louis, MO) 

and water throughout the study. Animal care procedures were carried out in accordance 

with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by 

the Wake Forest University Animal Care and Use Committee. A total of 12 CIE and 12 

AIR rats were used for the elevated plus-maze and open field tests. An additional group 

of rats was run for the Alley Test (AIR = 19 rats; CIE = 18 rats). A separate group of rats 

was used for the electrophysiological studies (AIR = 10 rats; CIE = 9 rats) with 3-4rats 

from each AIR and CIE cohort used for tissue for the Western Blots (1 rat in each group 

was an outlier in the SK2 and GluA2 Western blots and there data were not used in the 

analyses).  
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Chronic intermittent ethanol vapor inhalation exposure 

Animals in the CIE condition were housed in their standard home cages which 

were placed in custom-built Plexiglas chambers (Triad Plastics, Winston-Salem, NC).  

Ethanol vapor was pumped into the chamber for 12 hours a day for 10 consecutive days 

during the light cycle (9pm to 9am). Control animals (AIR) were housed in the same 

manner with their home cages placed inside the custom-built Plexiglas chambers on the 

same light cycle, but were exposed only to room air. Animals were weighed daily and tail 

blood samples were taken every other day during the 10 day CIE procedure at 9am to 

monitor blood ethanol concentrations (BECs). Following the 10 days of CIE, animals 

underwent 24 hours of withdrawal (no ethanol vapor) and were then run on behavioral 

assays or sacrificed for electrophysiological or biochemical studies.  

Blood Ethanol Determination 

 Blood ethanol concentrations (BECs) were measured on the first, fifth, and tenth 

day of CIE exposure at 9am. In some cases an additional BEC was measured in 

addition to those three. 10µL of blood was collected from a tail snip of each rat. BECs 

were determined using a commercially available alcohol dehydrogenase enzymatic 

assay kit (Carolina Liquid Chemistries Corporation, Brea, CA). Ethanol concentrations 

were then determined using a spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices Spectra Max). The 

target range for BECs was 175 – 225 mg/dL, with the average BEC of all animals 

included being 213.79 ±6.39.  

Elevated Plus-Maze  

 Anxiety-like behavior was assessed in a subset of the CIE and AIR (n= 12 in 

each condition) animals following 24 hours of withdrawal using standard elevated plus-

mazes (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT) raised 72.4 cm from floor level, with runways 

measuring 10.2 cm wide by 50.8 cm long. Open runways had 1.3 cm high lips and 

closed runways were enclosed in 40.6 cm high black polypropylene walls. Exits and 
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entries from runways were detected via infrared sensors attached to the opening of each 

arm of the maze. Data were obtained and recorded via personal computer interfaced 

with control units and MED-PC programming (Med Associates). Animals were placed at 

the junction of the four arms at the beginning of the session, and activity was measured 

for five minutes. Anxiety-like behavior was assessed by measuring the total time spent 

on the open arms of the maze as well as the number of entries into the open arms. 

General locomotor activity was assessed by measuring the number of closed arm 

entries.   

Open Field Test  

 Immediately following the elevated plus maze, general locomotion in a novel 

environment was measured using an open field test conducted in Plexiglass chambers 

(41.5 cm x 41.5cm x 30 cm). At the start of the test, animals were placed in the center of 

the chambers equipped with Omnitech Superflex Sensors (Omnitech Electronics, Inc.), 

which utilize arrays of infrared photodetectors located at regular intervals along each 

way of the chambers. The chamber walls were solid and contained within sound 

attenuating boxes with 15 watt light bulbs to illuminate the arena. Exploratory activity in 

this environment was measured for 30 minutes, and data were analyzed in five minute 

time bins.  

Successive alleys test 

 In a separate set of CIE and AIR exposed rats, the successive alleys test was 

run to obtain another assessment of anxiety-like behavior. The successive alley test 

consists of a linear series of four alleys designed to be increasingly anxiogenic. The first 

alley (or zone) is enclosed, while the three successive alleys (or zones) resemble the 

open arms of the plus-maze but each becomes narrower, has lower side wall height, and 

a brighter floor color (Deacon, 2013; Lahmann et al., 2014; Rudebeck et al., 2007). The 

test is raised 61 cm from the floor level with 36.1 cm walls in zone 1 and 3.81 cm walls in 
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zones 2-4 with a total alley length of 172.72 cm. Each zone is 43.18cm in length. Zones 

1 and 2 are 15.24cm wide while zone 3 is 10.16cm and zone 4 is 5.08cm wide. 

EthoVision (Noldus) was used to analyze the total distance traveled, velocity, time spent 

in each zone, and head dips in each zone. The assay lasted for a total of 5 minutes.  

Electrophysiology  

After the induction of a deep anesthetic plane with isoflurane, rats were 

decapitated, and their brains removed and placed in ice-cold cutting artificial cerebral 

spinal fluid (aCSF) consisting of 85mM NaCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM NaHCO3, 10 

mM D-Glucose, 75 mM sucrose, 3 mM KCl, 7mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM CaCl2, and 0.6 mM 

ascorbate bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Transverse slices containing the dHC and 

vHC were cut at a thickness of 375μm using a VT1000S Vibratome (Leica 

Microsystems). , Differentiation of ventral and dorsal slices was noted prior to recording 

using definitions from Maruki et al (2001) and Fanselow and Dong (2010). Incubation of 

slices occurred for at least one hour at room temperature (21-23 C) in aCSF consisting 

of 125 mM NaCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM D-Glucose, 2.5 mM KCl, 

1 mM MgCl2, and 2 mM CaCl2 bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 before experiments 

commence. Slices were transferred to a recording chamber and perfused with 

oxygenated, heated (to 32 C) aCSF at 2mL/min. Filamented borosilicate glass capillary 

tubes (inner diameter, 0.86 μm) were pulled using a horizontal pipette puller (P-97; 

Sutter Instrument) to prepare recording electrodes (1-3 Mresistance). To acquire 

extracellular field potentials the glass capillary tubes were filled with 0.9% saline. 

Extracellular field recordings were obtained from Schaffer collateral  CA1 synapses of 

the dHC or vHC using nickel dichromate bipolar stimulating electrodes. For input-output 

curves, field excitatory post synaptic potentials (fEPSP) were evoked every 10 seconds 

at 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, and 700 µA five times per stimulus intensity. All 
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recordings were acquired using an Axoclamp 2B amplifier, digitized (Digidata 1321A; 

Molecular Devices) and analyzed with pClamp 10.4 software (Molecular Devices). 

Western blotting 

Western blot analyses were performed on synaptoneurosomes (SNs) that were 

obtained from hippocampal slices that were prepared similarly for electrophysiology 

experiments. (See Electrophysiology methods above).  Briefly, whole dHC and vHC 

slices were homogenized in buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.35; protease and phosphatase 

inhbitors (Halt, ThermoFisher)).  Homogenates were sequentially filtered through 100 μm 

and 5 μm filters to produce SNs (Niere et al., 2016; Quinlan et al., 1999; Workman et al., 

2013). SNs were centrifuged (14,000g, 20 min, 4°C) to obtain a pellet that was 

solubilized in RIPA buffer (150 mM NaCl; 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4; 0.1% SDS; 1% Triton X-

100; 1% deoxychoate 5 mM EDTA; Halt). The insoluble fraction of SNs was removed by 

centrifugation at 14,000g, 20 min, 4°C. The soluble fraction was used for immunoblot 

analysis.  50 μg of protein were run for each sample and separated by SDS-PAGE.  The 

following antibodies were used to visualize the proteins of interest: mouse anti-GluA2 

(1:2000; Neuromab; Davis, CA); rabbit anti-SK2 (1:1000; Alomone Lab, Jerusalem, 

Israel); rabbit anti-GluN1 (1:1000; Alomone Lab, Jerusalem, Israel); rabbit anti-GluN2B  

(1:500; Alomone Lab, Jerusalem, Israel); mouse anti-actin (1:10,000; Sigma; St. Louis, 

MO). To visualize the proteins, membranes were incubated in fluorescence-conjugated 

secondary antibodies (AF680; AF800; 1:4000; LiCor, Lincoln, NE) and imaged using the 

Odyssey CLx infrared imaging system.  For densitometry analysis of proteins, ImageJ 

software (National Institutes of Health) was used. 

Data Analysis and Statistics  

 Elevated plus-maze and Western blot data were analyzed using unpaired t-tests, 

or Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Tests in the event of non-normally distributed data. One 

tailed t-tests were used to analyze the Western blot data because, based on our 
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electrophysiological findings, we had a priori hypotheses regarding the direction of 

expected changes in SK2 and GluA2 expression following CIE.  Successive alleys test 

data were analyzed using two way ANOVAs. Open field test data and electrophysiology 

data were analyzed using two way repeated measures ANOVAs. Where noted, post hoc 

analysis was conducted using Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. A generalized 

linear model was run in SAS to examine the relationship between CIE, fiber volley 

amplitude and fEPSP slope using ANCOVAs. The minimal level of significance was set 

as p< 0.05 for all analyses.  

 

Results 

Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure increases anxiety-like behaviors  

 Anxiety-like behavior was assessed 24 hr following the CIE exposure paradigm 

using the elevated plus-maze, open field exploration, and the successive alleys test. On 

the elevated plus-maze, CIE animals (n= 12) exhibited an increases in anxiety-like 

behavior, as evidenced by less time spent on the open arms (Figure 1A; t(22) = 198.5; p 

= 0.005; two-tailed) and less open arm entries (Figure 1B; t(22) = 198.0; p = 0.005; two-

tailed). CIE and AIR (n = 12) animals also showed a significant difference in closed arm 

entries (Figure 1C; t(22)= 4.168; p  <0.001), typically used as a measure of non-specific 

locomotion. In the open field assay, CIE animals did not differ from AIR animals in 

overall locomotor activity (Figure 1D), as evidenced by no significant main effect of 

condition (AIR or CIE) (F1, 110 = 0.128; p =0.72). There was a significant main effect of 

time (F1, 110 = 61.155; p<0.001), as rodents acclimated to the novel arena, but no 

significant interaction between condition and time (F1, 110 = 0.445; p =0.82).Additionally, 

the time spent in the center of the arena was not different across groups (data not 
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shown; no main effect of condition (F1, 110 = 0.341; p = 0.565) or  time (F1, 110 = 1.469; p = 

0.206); no interaction between condition and time (F1, 110 = 0.477; p = 0.793).   
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Figure 1 

  

Figure 1. Chronic intermittent ethanol increases anxiety-like behavior in the elevated 

plus-maze. AIR exposed (N =12) rats exhibited less anxiety-like behavior on the 

elevated plus-maze than CIE (N =12) counterparts, as evidenced by more time spent in 

the open arms (A) and more open arm entries (B). AIR rats also exhibited a greater 

number of closed arm entries (C). Additionally, AIR and CIE rats do not exhibit 

differences in locomotor activity in the open field test (D; **, p<0.01, ***. p<0.001).  
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To further characterize the effect of CIE on anxiety-like behaviors, we 

constructed a modified successive alleys test (Deacon, 2013) and tested a separate 

cohort of AIR (n = 19) and CIE ( n = 18) rats on this assay. This test consists of a linear 

series of four alleys designed to be increasingly anxiogenic. The first alley or zone is 

similar to an enclosed arm of an elevated plus-maze, and the three successive alleys 

resemble the open arm of the plus-maze but become progressively narrower, have lower 

side wall height, and a brighter floor color. A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant 

difference in time spent in the four zones (F3,140 = 115.261, p < 0.001), no effect of CIE 

(F1,140 = 0.996) but a trend of an interaction between these factors (Figure 2A; F3, 140 = 

2.331, p < 0.08). Planned post-hoc comparisons confirmed that both control and CIE 

subjects spent the most time in the enclosed arm and significantly less time in each of 

the next two open zones. Neither cohort exhibited a difference in time spent between the 

last two zones. Although there was no overall effect of treatment, possibly due to a floor 

effect resulting from the relatively anxiogenic conditions of our first experiments with this 

assay, CIE rats did spend significantly more time in the enclosed arm that air-exposed 

subjects (q1,35 = 3.111, p < 0.03).  A similar analysis of head dips, often used as a 

measure of anxiety-like behavior on the plus-maze, revealed a significant effect of zone 

(F1,140 = 27.816, p < 0.001) and CIE (F1,140 = 8.237, p <0.01) but no interaction between 

these factors (F3,140 = 1.263) (Figure 2B; Bailey and Crawley, 2009; Rodger et al., 

1997). Post-hoc comparisons indicated that both treatment groups exhibited significantly 

more head dips in the first open zone, relative to the other two zones, consistent with the 

idea that this zone was relatively less anxiogenic than the two narrow open alleys. This 

analysis also revealed that CIE rats made significantly fewer head dips in the first open 

zone (q1,35 = 4.057, p < 0.01). Importantly CIE had no effect on total distance travelled or 

velocity on this assay (Figure 2C and 2D).     
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 2. Chronic intermittent ethanol increases anxiety-like behavior in the successive 

alleys test. AIR exposed (N= 19) rats exhibited less anxiety-like behavior indicated by 

spending less time in zone 1 (A) relative to their CIE (N=18) counterparts. CIE rats spent 

significantly less time head dipping in zone 2 (B) relative to AIR rats. Additionally, AIR 

and CIE rats did not differ in the distance traveled (C) or velocity (D; *, p<0.05, **, 

p<0.01).  
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Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure produces divergent effects on hippocampal 

excitability 

 To determine whether CIE altered hippocampal excitability, extracellular field 

excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) were recorded in the hippocampal Schaffer-

collateral-CA1 region (Almonte et al., 2017). All recordings were conducted at 24-32 

hours into withdrawal, a time range similar to that associated with the CIE-associated 

increases in anxiety-like behaviors that we observed. We recorded afferent fiber volley 

amplitudes and the rising slope of fEPSPs in response to increasing stimulus intensity 

levels to generate input-output curves. In the vHC (Figure 3A), there was no main effect 

of treatment condition on fiber volley amplitude (Figure 4A; F1, 95 = 0.963; p = 0.35), but 

there was a main effect of stimulation intensity (F1, 95 = 50.796; p <0.001) (AIR n= 6 

slices, 5 rats; CIE n= 8 slices, 7 rats). Although there was no significant interaction 

between treatment condition and stimulation intensity (F1, 95 = 1.472; p = 0.13), given our 

a prioiri hypothesis that CIE would promote increases in synaptic excitability, we 

conducted additional post-hoc analyses which revealed a significant facilitatory effect of 

CIE on fiber volley amplitude, albeit only at the highest stimulus intensity tested (Figure 

4A; p = 0.01). In regards to the fEPSP slope (Figure 4B), there was a main effect of 

treatment condition (F1, 95 = 7.231; p = 0.02), as well as stimulation intensity (F1, 95 = 

46.302; p < 0.001). In addition, there was a significant interaction between condition and 

stimulation intensity on fEPSP slope (F1, 95 = 46.302; p <0.001). We then used a model 

to conduct an analysis of covariance to further understand how withdrawal from CIE 

altered the relationship between afferent volley amplitude and fEPSP slope. This 

analysis revealed a significant effect of fiber volley amplitude (Figure 4C; F1,124= 108.26; 

p < 0.0001), but not treatment condition (F1,124= 0.01; p = 0.94), on fEPSP slope. There 

was also a significant interaction between fiber volley amplitude and CIE on fEPSP slope 
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(F1,124= 47.01; p <0.0001). This analysis yielded a parameter estimate of 1.039, which 

indicates that, in the vHC of CIE animals, the fiber volley’s positive effect on fEPSP 

slope is greatly increased, resulting in an overall enhancement of excitability.  
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Figure 3  

 

Figure 3. Illustrations of morphological differences in coronal slices from ventral and 

dorsal hippocampus. Representative images adapted from Paxinos and Watson (2005) 

depicting the ventral (A; Bregma -5.52mm) and dorsal hippocampus (B; Bregma -

3.12mm) for extracellular field recordings.  
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Figure 4 

 

Figure 4. Withdrawal from chronic intermittent ethanol increases synaptic excitability at 

vHC Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses. Plots of stimulation intensity vs fiber volley 

amplitude (A) and fEPSP slope (B) in vHC slices from AIR and CIE rats. C) Plot of the 

relationship between fiber volley amplitude and fEPSP slope in vHC slices from AIR and 

CIE rats. Representative fEPSPs evoked at 200 µA from AIR and CIE slices.  *, p<0.05, 

***, p<0.001, AIR =6 slices, 5 rats; CIE n = 8 slices, 7 rats).   
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In the dHC (Fig 3B), there was no main effect of treatment condition on afferent 

volley amplitude (Figure 5A; F1, 133 = 2.112; p = 0.216) but there was a main effect of 

stimulation intensity on this parameter (F1, 133 = 63.662; p <0.001) (AIR n=10 slices, 9 

rats; CIE n=9 slices, 8 rats). Although there was no significant interaction between 

treatment condition and stimulation intensity in the dHC (F1, 133 = 1.106; p = 0.44), post 

hoc analyses revealed a significant increase in afferent volley amplitude in CIE slices at 

the two highest stimulation intensities, 500 and 700 µA (p = 0.05 at both intensities). 

Additionally, there was no main effect of treatment condition on fEPSP slope (Figure 5B; 

F1, 133 = 0.862; p = 0.78), but there was a main effect of stimulation intensity on fEPSP 

slope (F1, 8 = 49.184; p<0.001). There was no interaction between treatment condition 

and stimulation intensity in the dHC (F1, 8 = 0.405; p = 0.92) and post hoc analyses 

confirmed no effect of CIE on fEPSP slope at any of the stimulation intensities tested. 

When we used a model to conduct an analysis of covariance of all of the dHC data, 

there was a significant effect of fiber volley amplitude (F1,166 = 304.04; p <0.0001), but 

not CIE, on fEPSP slope (Figure 5C; F1,166 = 1.13; p = 0.29), and the interaction between 

fiber volley amplitude and CIE on fEPSP slope was also significant (F1,166=15.35; p 

<0.0001). This analysis yielded a parameter estimate of -0.567, which indicates that in 

the dHC of CIE animals, the fiber volley’s positive effect on fEPSP slope is actually 

decreased, consistent with an overall decrease in excitability. 
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Figure 5  

 

Figure 5. Withdrawal from chronic intermittent ethanol decreases synaptic excitability at 

dHC Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses. Plots of stimulation intensity vs fiber volley 

amplitude (A) and fEPSP slope (B) in dHC slices from AIR and CIE rats. C) Plot of the 

relationship between fiber volley amplitude and fEPSP in dHC slices from AIR and CIE 

rats. Representative fEPSPs evoked at 200 µA from AIR and CIE slices (*, p<0.05, AIR 

n = 10 slices, 9 rats; CIE n = 9 slices, 8 rats).  
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Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure has divergent effects on GluA2 and SK2 protein 

expression in the ventral hippocampus, with no effects on GluN1 and GluN2B protein 

expression in the hippocampus  

 In an initial attempt to identify potential mechanisms that may contribute to the 

marked differences in synaptic adaptation observed in the vHC and dHC following CIE, 

we used Western blots to analyze protein expression differences in synaptoneurosome 

(SN) fractions prepared from the vHC and dHC. We first focused on the AMPAR GluA2 

subunit, whose expression has been linked with CIE-associated increases in synaptic 

excitability, and the small-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channel subunit SK2, a protein 

that strongly buffers synaptic transmission, particularly in the vHC, and whose 

expression has been shown to be reduced by CIE (Adelman et al., 2012; Bond et al., 

1999; Hopf et al., 2010a, 2010b; Mulholland et al., 2009, 2011). Additionally, we 

examined the effects of CIE exposure on the NMDA receptor subunits GluN1 and 

GluN2B, as both these subunits have also been shown to be altered following CIE 

(Spencer et al., 2016; Wills et al 2012; Wills et al., 2017). We found that, following CIE, 

there was a significant increase in GluA2 expression in SNs from the vHC, but not dHC, 

of CIE animals (Figure 6A-D; vHC t(4) = 2.203, p = 0.05, AIR = 1± 0.0298, n = 3; CIE = 

1.497 ± 0.224, n = 3; one tailed, unpaired students t-test; dHC t(4) = 1.144, p = 0.11 AIR 

= 1± 0.088, CIE 1.148± 0.053, n = 3, one tailed unpaired student t-test). Additionally, we 

found that SK2 expression was decreased in the vHC of CIE animals (Figure 6A&E; t(4) 

= 3.779, p = 0.01, AIR = 1 ± 0.019, CIE = 0.721± 0.0713, n =3; one tailed, unpaired 

students t-test), with no changes detected in the dHC (Figure 6B&F; t(4) = 0.994, p = 

0.22, AIR = 1± 0.171, CIE = 1.197± 0.993, n = 3; one tailed, unpaired students t-test). 

Finally, we looked at both GluN1 and GluN2B expression in SNs from the vHC and dHC 

of CIE animals and found no changes in expression of these NMDA receptor subunits in 
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either hippocampal subregion following CIE exposure (Fig 7B&D GluN1 dHC t(6)= 

0.314, p =0.76, AIR = 1± 0.420, CIE = 0.850 ± 0.227; Fig 7B&F GluN2B dHC t(6)= 

1.389, p=0.21, AIR = 1±0.209, CIE = 0.656 ± 0.132; Fig 7A&C GluN1 vHC t(6)= 0.413, 

p=0.69, AIR = 1±0.484, CIE =0.899 ± 0.038; Fig 7A&E GluN2B vHC t(6)=0.225, p=0.83, 

AIR = 1±0.220, CIE =0.926± 0.244; CIE N= 4; AIR N = 4). Together these findings 

indicate that, following 10 days of CIE and one day of withdrawal, CIE exposure leads to 

an increase in SN expression of GluA2 and decreased levels of SK2, exclusively in the 

ventral region of the rat hippocampus, with no changes in GluN1 or GluN2B in either 

hippocampal subregion.   
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Figure 6 

 

Figure 6. Chronic intermittent ethanol has divergent effects on GluA2 and SK2 protein 

expression in the ventral and dorsal hippocampus. Representative Western blots of 

synaptoneurosomes isolated from AIR and CIE vHC (A) and dHC (B) tissue. Group data, 

normalized to actin, illustrating increased GluA2 protein expression in CIE vHC (C) and 

not in dHC (D). Group data, normalized to actin, illustrating decreased SK2 protein 

expression in CIE vHC (E) and not in dHC (F; *, p<0.05, AIR = 3 rats, CIE = 3 rats).  
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Figure 7 

 

Figure 7. Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure does not alter GluN1 and GluN2B 

protein expression in the ventral or dorsal hippocampus. Representative Western blots 

of synaptoneurosomes isolated from AIR and CIE vHC (A) and dHC (B) tissue. Group 

data, normalized to actin, illustrating no changes in GluN1 protein expression in vHC (C) 

or dHC (D) of AIR and CIE exposed rats. Group data, normalized to actin, illustrating no 

changes in GluN2B protein expression in vHC (E) or dHC (F) of AIR and CIE exposed 

rats (AIR = 4 rats, CIE = 4 rats).  
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Discussion  

The results of this study demonstrate that withdrawal following CIE produces 

divergent effects on hippocampal excitability in male Long Evans rats. We first replicated 

previous work showing that the CIE regimen leads to significant increases in anxiety-like 

behavior (Morales et al., 2015, 2018; Rose et al., 2016). An analysis of the effects of CIE 

on synaptic excitability within the CA1 region of the vHC and dHC revealed that CIE 

promoted robust increases in excitability in the ventral subregion but actually led to a 

modest but significant decrease in excitation in the dHC. The CIE-associated 

enhancement of synaptic transmission in the vHC was accompanied by a significant 

increase in synaptosomal (SN) GluA2 expression and a decrease in SK2 levels. In 

marked contrast, levels of these synaptic proteins were not affected by CIE in the dHC, 

nor were GluN1 and GluN2B expression different in either hippocampal subregion. 

Collectively, these studies reveal that the observed CIE-associated increases in synaptic 

excitability in the CA1 of the hippocampus were restricted to the ventral domain of this 

brain region and identify two synaptic proteins that may contribute to the differential 

effects of CIE on synaptic excitation in the vHC and dHC to CIE. 

Withdrawal-induced anxiety symptoms are a hallmark of long term alcohol 

exposure and play a large role in relapse for individuals with AUD (Driessen, 2001; 

Schellekens et al., 2015). As reported in many prior studies (Morales et al., 2015, 2018; 

Zhao et al., 2007), we found that CIE exposure led to a decrease in open arm time and 

open arm entries on the elevated plus-maze, consistent with an increase in anxiety-like 

behavior. Although we unexpectedly observed a decrease in closed-arm entries, which 

may reflect a general decrease in motoric activity, no CIE-associated locomotor effects 

were observed in the open field assay.   
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Because anxiety is a complex, multidimensional behavior that may not be fully 

captured by any individual test (Ramos and Mormede, 1998), we sought to examine the 

effects of CIE on the successive alleys test, a relatively novel assay of anxiety-like 

behavior that, to our knowledge, has not been used to assess the effects of chronic 

ethanol exposure. This test is a variation on the elevated plus-maze, consisting of a 

linear series of four alleys, each with increasingly anxiogenic properties. This assay 

eliminates the elevated plus-maze junction, where the animal’s “anxiety” state is 

ambiguous, and by creating an “anxiety gradient”, may offer increased sensitivity over 

tests like the elevated-plus maze and light/dark box, that offer only a binary choice 

between two zones (Deacon, 2013; Lahmann, et al, 2014).  Despite the relatively 

anxiogenic conditions under which we conducted our first studies with this assay 

(relatively little time spent in the most anxiogenic zone across both groups), CIE rats did 

exhibit significant increases in anxiety-like behavior (spending more time in the enclosed 

zone and decreased head dips in the first open zone relative to AIR rats) and, 

importantly, these changes were observed in the absence of any CIE-associated 

changes in measures of locomotor activity on this assay. Collectively, these findings 

suggest that the CIE procedure employed in these studies was associated with 

significant increases in multiple measures of anxiety-like behavior.  

Several prior studies have employed electrophysiological approaches to 

characterize the effects of chronic ethanol exposure on measures of hippocampal 

synaptic activity.  For example, Whittington and Little (1990) found that, after 12 weeks 

of chronic voluntary ethanol intake and just a few hours of withdrawal (ranging from 3 to 

7 hours), hippocampal slices (CA1 area) exhibited decreases in the threshold needed to 

evoke population spikes, indicating an increase in excitability following chronic ethanol. 

Additionally, intracellular recordings form CA1 pyramidal cells of the hippocampus of rats 
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3 weeks into withdrawal from a 20 week chronic ethanol liquid diet, showed a significant 

reduction in inhibitory postsynaptic currents, as well as reduced post-spike 

afterhyperpolarization when compared with control rats (Durand and Carlen, 1984).  

Another study, using CIE vapor exposure similar to that employed in this study (2 week 

of CIE, 24 hr withdrawal), reported increases in synaptic excitability upon increasing 

stimulation intensities, compared with controls (Roberto et al., 2002). This effect was 

normalized when they examined hippocampal tissue 5 days into withdrawal. 

Interestingly, using a similar CIE exposure but with no withdrawal (ethanol continuously 

washed on the slice) or a very brief withdrawal (slices were prepared for recording 2 

hours or less after the CIE exposure concluded), the fEPSP responses in the 

hippocampus were significantly reduced in CIE rats compared to controls (Nelson et al., 

1999).  

Notably, none of these prior studies differentiated between the ventral and dorsal 

regions of the hippocampus in their analyses. A growing body of evidence suggests that 

these hippocampal subregions have distinct afferent and efferent connectivity and may 

play differential roles in a range of behavioral and cognitive measures (Fanselow and 

Dong, 2010; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Risold and Swanson, 1996).  Of greatest relevance 

to this study, the ventral domain of the hippocampus is reciprocally connected to 

emotional regions, like the basolateral amygdala, and these circuits play an integral role 

in fear and anxiety-like behaviors (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Huff et al., 2015). To that end, 

we sought to examine the effects of CIE on synaptic excitability within the CA1 region of 

the ventral and dorsal subdivisions of the hippocampus. Analysis of input-ouput curves 

revealed a significant increase in the amplitude of the presynaptic fiber volley and a 

marked enhancement of fEPSP slope in recordings from the CA1 region of CIE slices 

taken from the vHC. A statistical model that was constructed to assess how CIE 
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influenced the interaction between these two synaptic measures revealed a strong 

overall CIE-dependent increase in synaptic excitability in the vHC. Surprisingly, this 

same analysis revealed that CIE was associated with a more modest, but significant, 

decrease in synaptic excitability in the dHC.       

These profound subregional differences are consistent with the notion that the 

dHC and vHC subserve distinct functions, with the vHC playing an integral role in 

emotional measures like anxiety (Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Henke, 1990; Moser et al., 

1995; Moser and Moser, 1998; O’Leary and Cryan, 2014). Lesions of the vHC, but not 

the dHC, result in decreases in anxiety-like behaviors as well as reduced fear expression 

(Bannerman et al., 2003, 2004; Kjelstrup et al., 2002).  Conversely, lesions of the dHC, 

but not the vHC, result in impaired learning in the Morris water maze, a well validated 

test of hippocampus-dependent spatial learning (Moser et al., 1995; O’Leary and Cryan, 

2014). Our findings that CIE led to increased anxiety-like behavior and selectively 

increased synaptic excitability in the vHC are consistent with the critical role of this 

hippocampal subregion in negative affective behaviors (Moser et al., 1995; Moser and 

Moser, 1998; O’Leary and Cryan, 2014).  

Although a detailed characterization of the mechanisms responsible for the 

differential responsivity of the vHC and dHC is beyond the scope of this manuscript, our 

initial biochemical studies identify two synaptic proteins, GluA2 and SK2, whose 

expression is selectively altered in the vHC, but not dHC, following CIE exposure. The 

direction of these changes is consistent with an increase in synaptic excitability and 

interestingly, these proteins have been shown to be altered following CIE in the 

hippocampus as well as other brain regions (Christian et al., 2012a; Hopf et al., 2010; 

Mulholland et al., 2011; Durand and Carlen, 1984). Additionally, similar changes in these 

proteins have also been observed in models of chronic stress (Caudal et al., 2010, 2016; 
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Gomez-Galan et al., 2016; Rau et al., 2015). One study found that GluA2/3 expression 

was augmented in the BLA following a CIE procedure identical to that used in this study, 

indicating that regions that are monosynaptically connected with the vHC may also 

exhibit similar neuroadaptations following this ethanol exposure (Christian et al., 2012a). 

Mulholland and colleagues (2011) found reduced SK2 protein expression in the 

hippocampus following a modified CIE exposure. Additionally, the calcium-dependent 

afterhyperpolarization, driven in part by SK channels, was found to be reduced in the 

hippocampus following three weeks of abstinence from long term ethanol intake (Durand 

and Carlen, 1984). Neither of these studies differentiated between the dHC and vHC but 

it is possible that the vHC was driving these alterations as we observed no change in the 

synaptoneurosomal expression of these proteins in the dHC after CIE. Interestingly, SK 

channel expression is higher in the vHC than the dHC and these channels buffer 

glutamatergic synaptic activity to a greater extent in the vHC (Babiec et al., 2017). This 

differential distribution of SK channels may partly explain the differential effects of CIE 

on synaptic transmission along the dorsal-ventral axis of the hippocampus. 

We also identify two proteins that are not altered following our CIE paradigm, 

GluN1 and GluN2B, in either hippocampal subunits.  These findings are somewhat 

surprising as other studies have reported increases in the expression of NMDA 

receptors following CIE (Wills et al., 2017; Nelson et al., 2005; Spencer et al., 2016). 

Possible reasons for these discordant findings include differences in CIE exposures 

(number of hours of ethanol vapor/day, number of days of ethanol exposure) and 

different withdrawal time points. For example, Spencer and colleagues (2016) found 

increases in GluN1 and GluN2B in the hippocampus following a 4 week CIE exposure 

(14 hours of ethanol vapor, 10 hours off for 4 days, followed by 3 days off for a total of 4 

weeks). Conversely, Wills et al (2017) found no change in both the synaptic and non-
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synaptic hippocampal GluN2B fractions following CIE exposure (16 hours of ethanol 

vapor, 8 hours off for 4 days for 2 cycles). Finally, another lab found that one day of 

withdrawal from ethanol is not enough to induce hippocampal protein expression 

changes of either GluN1 or GluN2B; however seven days of withdrawal results in an 

increase in GluN2B receptor expression compared to air controls (Nelson et al., 2005). 

Interestingly, NMDA receptor activation has been shown to gate SK channel function in 

the hippocampus (Babiec et al, 2017). Therefore, the absence of any changes in NMDA 

receptor subunit expression, coupled with the observed alterations in vHC SK2 and 

GluA2 subunit expression, is actually consistent with the observed increase in synaptic 

transmission following CIE.  

While CIE is a well-validated rodent model of AUD, there are many parallels 

between the maladaptive behavioral phenotypes promoted by this model and models of 

stress (Almonte et al., 2017; Holmes et al., 2012; Morales et al., 2015, 2018). For 

example, the CIE-induced increases in anxiety-like behavior observed in this study 

parallel the anxiogenic phenotype that emerges following adolescent social isolation, 

which has been used to model vulnerability to AUD and anxiety disorders (Almonte et 

al., 2017; Butler et al., 2016; Rau et al., 2015; Skelly et al., 2015).  Notably, both models 

produce increases in anxiety-like behavior, escalations in voluntary ethanol intake, 

deficits in fear extinction, and increases in depressive-like behaviors (Holmes et al., 

2012; Morales et al., 2015, 2018; Rose et al., 2016; Skelly et al., 2015). Consistent with 

these behavioral changes, both CIE exposure and adolescent social isolation primarily 

increase synaptic excitation in the ventral domain of the hippocampus (Almonte et al., 

2017). In addition, both CIE and adolescent social isolation increase measures of 

neuronal excitability in the BLA (Diaz et al., 2011; Lack et al., 2007, 2009; Rau et al., 

2015). Notably, we have recently demonstrated that the enhanced intrinsic excitability of 
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BLA pyramidal cells following adolescent social isolation is associated with reduced SK 

subunit expression (Rau et al., 2015). We further show that administration of a positive 

SK channel modulator can reduce anxiety-like behavior (Rau et al., 2015). Altogether, 

these lines of evidence converge upon SK channels as a molecular target that may play 

an integral role in the neural and behavioral adaptations arising from CIE and adolescent 

social isolation. Given the strong monosynaptic, reciprocal connections between the BLA 

and vHC, and the powerful effects of BLA-vHC circuit manipulations on fear- and 

anxiety-like behaviors (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz and Tye, 2014; Huff et al, 

2015), it will be of interest in future studies to determine if these circuits are particularly 

sensitive to CIE and play an integral role in the negative affective state that develops 

during withdrawal from chronic ethanol.  

Conclusions 

Together, these findings reveal that CIE-associated increases in hippocampal 

synaptic excitability are restricted to the ventral domain of this brain region. Given the 

pivotal role of the vHC in regulating negative affective behaviors, these data may help to 

explain why increases in anxiety-like behaviors are so prevalent during ethanol 

withdrawal.  The observation that CIE led to a modest decrease in synaptic excitation in 

the dHC, and that CIE-mediated dysregulation of SN GluA2 and SK2 expression was 

also restricted to the vHC, add to a growing literature demonstrating that the dHC and 

vHC are distinct structures that exhibit unique responses to a wide range of 

environmental manipulations. Given that the intrinsic circuitry of the dHC and vHC is 

largely preserved but these structures receive largely non-overlapping inputs from 

different brain areas, it seems likely that unique CIE-associated adaptations upstream of 

the hippocampus may have contributed to our findings.  Future studies, using opto- and 

chemogenetic circuit mapping techniques, will be needed to identify the specific afferent 
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inputs to the vHC that promote CIE-associated increases in synaptic excitability in this 

brain region.  
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8. Almonte, A.G., Ewin, S.E., Niere, F., Uneri, A., Chappell, A.M., Carter, E.S., Raab-Graham, 

K.F., Weiner, J.L (2018) Assessment of hippocampal small-conductance calcium-activated 
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potassium channel function following adolescent social isolation. Gordon Research 

Conference on Alcoholism and the Nervous System, Galveston, TX.  

9. Niere, F., Cacheaux, L.P., Ewin, S.E., Barth, S.H., Shah, Y.S., Weiner, J.L., Raab-Graham, K.F. 

(2018) Molecular patterns of vulnerability to alcohol use disorder in autism spectrum 

disorder. Gordon Research Conference on Alcoholism and the Nervous System, Galveston, 

TX. 

10. McMullen, N.P., Chappell, A., Ewin, S.E., Morgan, J.W., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2018) The 

effects of chronic intermittent ethanol on fear extinction: an investigation into PTSD and 

AUD comorbidity. Gordon Research Conference on Alcoholism and the Nervous System, 

Galveston, TX.  

11. Morgan, J., Sizer, S., Ewin, S., Chappell, A., Weiner, J. (2018) Sex differences in chronic 

intermittent ethanol exposure: effects of hippocampal synaptic excitability and negative 

affective behaviors. Gordon Research Conference on Alcoholism and the Nervous System, 

Galveston, TX.  

12. McMullen, N.P., Chappell, A., Ewin, S.E., Morgan, J.W., Almonte, A.G., Carter, E.S., Weiner, 

J.L. (2017) Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure increases anxiety-like behavior, Annual 

Neuroscience Research Day at Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

13. Morgan, J., Sizer, S., Ewin, S., Chappell, A., Weiner, J. (2017) Sex differences in chronic 

intermittent ethanol exposure: effects on hippocampal synaptic excitability and anxiety-

like behavior. Annual Neuroscience Research Day at Wake Forest School of Medicine, 

Winston-Salem, NC.  

14. Ewin, S.E., Almonte, A.G., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2017) Adolescent social isolation 

increases excitatory synaptic activity in the rat nucleus accumbens core. Society for 

Neuroscience Scientific Meeting, Washington, DC.  

15. Beckelman, B.C., Ewin, S., Deal, A., Bean, N., Williams, D.E., Mauterer, M., Godwin, D.W. 

(2017) Wake Forest University’s brain awareness council: Growing science outreach in 

the NC Piedmont Triad community. Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting, 

Washington, DC.  

16. Ewin, S.E., Morgan, J.W., McMullen, N.P., Almonte, A.G., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2017) 

Chronic intermittent ethanol exposure increases anxiety-like behavior and hippocampal 

synaptic excitability. Research Society on Alcoholism Scientific Meeting, Denver, CO.  

17. Ewin, S.E., Almonte, A.A., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2017) Adolescent social isolation 

increases excitatory synaptic activity and impairs long term depression in the rat nucleus 

accumbens core. Alcoholism and Stress: A Framework for Future Treatment Strategies, 

Volterra, Italy.  

18. Almonte, A.G., Ewin, S.E., Chappell, A.M., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2017) Increased 

hippocampal circuit excitability following adolescent social isolation. Research Society on 

Alcoholism Scientific Meeting, Denver, CO. 

19. Almonte, A.G., Ewin, S.E., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2017) Adolescent social isolation 

differentially affects synaptic function and plasticity along the dorsoventral axis of the 

hippocampus. Alcoholism and Stress: A Framework for Future Treatment Strategies, 

Volterra, Italy.  
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20. Ewin, S.E., Rompala, G.R., Carter, E.S., Homanics, G.E., Weiner, J.L. (2016) Paternal 

preconception ethanol exposure enhances the effect of adolescent social isolation on 

ethanol drinking in female rats. Research Society on Alcoholism Scientific Meeting, New 

Orleans, LA.  

21. Almonte, A.G., Ewin, S.E., Ariwodola, O.J., Carter, E.S., Weiner, J.L. (2016) Adolescent social 

isolation enhances excitatory synaptic activity and reduces long term potentiation in the 

rat hippocampus. Research Society on Alcoholism Scientific Meeting, New Orleans, LA.  

22. Day, S.M., Wenzhong, Y., Ewin, S., Ma, T. (2016) Glucagon-like peptide-1 cleavage product 

enhances hippocampal long-term potentiation in mice. Society for Neuroscience 

Research Conference, San Diego, CA.  

23. Day, S.M., Ewin, S.E., Ma, T (2016) Molecular mechanisms of GLP-1(9-36) in the mouse 

hippocampus. Research Day Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

24. Beckelman, B., Alberto, G., Severino, A., Shing, E., Carr, A., Ewin, S., Wagoner, A., Godwin, 

D. (2015) Wake Forest University’s Brain Awareness Council: Evolution of Outreach to 

the Piedmont Triad Community. Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting. Chicago, IL.  

25. Kangiser, M.M., Pfaff, M.N., Ewin, S.E., Dwoskin, L.P., Stairs, D.J. (2015) Effects of 

Varenicline and GZ-793A on methamphetamine and food self-administration under a 

multiple schedule of reinforcement in rats. Midwestern Psychological Association 

Scientific Meeting, Chicago, IL.  

26. Ewin, S.E., Kangiser, M.M., Salvatore, C.A., Daugherty, K.A., Pfaff, M.N., Schroeder, M.K., 

Stairs, D.J. (2014) Effects of environmental enrichment on d-amphetamine self-

administration following nicotine exposure. Midwestern Psychological Association 

Scientific Meeting, Chicago, IL.  

27. Angsten, K., Bragdon, A.K., Kangiser, M.M., Salvatore, C.A., Giordano, D.A., Ewin, S.E., 

Lange, R.C., Stairs, D.J. (2013) Effects of environmental enrichment on nicotine 

conditioned place preference. Midwestern Psychological Association Scientific Meeting, 

Chicago, IL.  

28. Norton, M.N., Ewin, S.E., Pojar, N.J. (2013) You be the critic. Great Plains Student 

Psychology Convention, Omaha, NE.  

INSTITUTIONAL SERVICE  

Departmental Committees 

2017 – Present  Physiology and Pharmacology Graduate Student Committee 

(Role: Co-chair) Invite departmental seminar speakers on the 

behalf of the physiology and pharmacology department graduate 

students, coordinate specific courses for the department (e.g. 

Scientific Communication Course), and speak on the behalf of the 

graduate students to faculty in the department; Wake Forest School 

of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.   
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

2016 – Present  Member, Research Society on Alcoholism   

2016 – Present  Member, Society for Neuroscience 

2018 – Present   Member, American Association for the Advancement of 

    Science  

2018 – Present  Member, International Society for Biomedical Research  

    on Alcoholism  

2019- Present   Member, Graduate Women in Science  

TEACHING EXPERIENCE  

Instructor, Co-Instructor, Facilitator  

2018   Career Planning in Biomedical Sciences (Role: Instructor) 

   Coordinated speakers for each weekly class to discuss careers in  

   biomedical sciences for first year graduate students and facilitated  

   discussion with students and speakers, Wake Forest School of  

   Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.   

 

2018     Scientific Integrity (Role: Facilitator) 

Facilitator graduate course in ethics, Wake Forest School of 

Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

 

Teaching Assistantships 

2018   Teaching Assistant in Physiology and Pharmacology Department  

   for Principles of Pharmacology graduate level course (IPP 601),  

   Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2018   Guest Lecturer in Anatomy and Physiology 1 (Neuroscience Block;  

   Spring Semester), Winston-Salem State University, Winston-Salem,  

   NC.  

2018    Guest Lecturer in Anatomy and Physiology 2 (Neuroscience Block;  

   Spring Semester), Winston-Salem State University, Winston-Salem,  

   NC 

2017    Teaching Assistant in Physiology and Pharmacology Department  

   for Pharmacology graduate level course (IPP 701), Wake Forest  

   School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC  

2017 - Present  Athletic Department Tutor, Wake Forest University, Winston- 

   Salem, NC.  

2017 – Present  Private Tutor, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2015    Pharmacology Course Tutor, Graduate students (IPP 701), Wake  

   Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2015   Physiology Course Tutor, Doctorate of Physical Therapy students,  

   Winston-Salem  State University, Winston-Salem, NC.  
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2015   Physiology Lab Assistant (Spring Semester), Winston-Salem State  

   University, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2010-11  Athletic Department Tutor, Undergraduate students, University of  

   Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE.  

 

Workshops/ Ethics Courses Attended  

2017    Professional Development Workshop: Teaching students how to  

   learn, Teaching and Learning Center Wake Forest University,   

   Winston-Salem, NC 

2017   Professional Development Workshop: Writing learning   

   objectives, Teaching and Learning Center Wake Forest University,  

   Winston-Salem, NC.  

2016   Professional Development Workshop: How to prepare now for  

   an academic teaching career later, Teaching and Learning Center  

   Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC.   

2016   Professional Development Workshop: Writing a teaching   

   philosophy, Teaching and Learning Center Wake Forest University,  

   Winston-Salem, NC.  

2016   Introduction to the Responsible Conduct of Research, Wake   

   Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2015    Professional Development Workshop: Service learning, Teaching  

   and Learning Center Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2014 – 2015   Scientific Professionalism: Scientific Integrity, Wake Forest   

   School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

MENTORING AND VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE  

Student Mentoring 

2018 – Present  Mentor, Alexandra Baldassaro, Graduate student in laboratory of Jeff  

   L. Weiner, PhD, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC. 

2017 – Present  Mentor, Shiyu Wang, Undergraduate student in laboratory of Jeff L.  

   Weiner, PhD, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2017 – Present  Mentor, James W. Morgan, Graduate student in laboratory of Jeff L.  

   Weiner, PhD, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC. 

2017 – Present  Mentor, Nathan McMullen, Graduate student in laboratory of Jeff L.  

   Weiner, PhD, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

 

Outreach Event Coordinator  

2017    Organizer, coordinated a day full of neuroscience related activities  

   for preschool and kindergarten students, Primrose School at   

   Eastfield Village, Concord, NC.   
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2017   Coordinator, “Road Safety Event,” organized volunteers and stations  

   for 500 students attending the event, West Forsyth High School,  

   Winston-Salem, NC.  

2017   Coordinator, “Rescue to Recovery,” set-up event and coordinated  

   volunteers focusing on teaching 7th and 8th graders about drugs of  

   abuse and their effects on the brain, Kaleideum North, Winston- 

   Salem, NC.  

2017    Coordinator,” Program in Community Engagement STEM Program”, 

    coordinated volunteers to give presentations on their professional  

   expertise and career paths to 5th graders, Wake Forest School of  

   Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2017    Coordinator, “Present your thesis to a middle school student,”  

   coordinated volunteers to give presentations about their   

   dissertation work to 8th graders, Wake Forest School of Medicine,  

   Winston-Salem, NC.  

2015 – Present  Coordinator, Brain Awareness Week at two local venues geared  

   towards teaching young kids and middle schoolers about   

   neuroscience, Kaleideum North and Kaleideum Downtown, Winston- 

   Salem, NC.  

2015 – Present  Steering Committee Member, Brain Awareness Council, coordinate  

   various events in the community, Wake Forest School of Medicine, 

    Winston-Salem, NC.  

2012- 2014  Event Coordinator and Volunteer, ALS in the Heartland, Helped  

  obtain donations for a large fundraiser (raised over $50,000), visited 

  ALS patients, and assisted with office duties, Omaha, NE.  

 

Outreach Event Volunteer 

2017   Volunteer, Ethics workshop, participated in answering questions  

   about ethics in a laboratory setting to first year graduate students,  

   Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2017    Volunteer, Assisted the Center for Research on Substance Use and  

   Addiction during the invited symposium of Dr. Nora Volkow   

   (Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse) titled “The Opioid  

   Epidemic in America,” Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston- 

   Salem, NC.  

2015 – 2016  Volunteer, Kernersville Cares for Kids Outreach Program in   

   collaboration with brain awareness council, Focused on drug   

   addiction education for middle school and high school students,  

   Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.  

2015    Volunteer, National Youth Leadership Forum, Focused on teaching  

   advanced high  school students about science topics and careers in  

   science, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC. 
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REFERENCES  

Jeff L. Weiner, Ph.D. 

Professor 

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology 

Wake Forest School of Medicine 

Medical Center Boulevard, Winston Salem, NC 27157 

Phone: 336-716-8692; E-mail: jweiner@wakehealth.edu 

 

Brian A. McCool, Ph.D. 

Professor 

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology 

Wake Forest School of Medicine 

Medical Center Boulevard, Winston Salem, NC 27157 

Phone: 336-716-8608; E-mail: bmccool@wakehealth.edu 

Sara R. Jones, Ph.D. 

Professor 

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology 

Wake Forest School of Medicine 

Medical Center Boulevard, Winston Salem, NC 27157 

Phone: 336-716-8533; E-mail: srjones@wakehealth.edu 

 

Dustin J. Stairs, Ph.D. 

Professor  

Department of Psychology 

Creighton University 

2500 California Plaza, Omaha, NE 68178  

Phone: 402-280-2461; E-mail: dustinstairs@creighton.edu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


